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Abstract 

Moral Pan(dern)ic: Deviance and Disease in Caoadion 
Medical Discourse on MDS, 19814990 

This thesis, situattd in dialogue with previous critical work on AIDS, medico- 

scientific discourse, and dissident srxualities, both documents and engages with medico- 

scientific discourses around homosexuality and AiDS i n  Canada during the first decade of 

the epidamic ( 198 1 - 1 990). By focussing on medico-scirnti fic discourses locatrd in what are 

almost rxcl usively professional journals, rny analysis demonstrates the ways in which the 

production of medico-scientific knowledçr is already an intensely socially constructed 

procrss, rnediated by political, professional, religous, moral and societal elements with 

which i t  has a reciprocal relationship. In prying open medical discourses about AiDS in 

Canada, 1 demonstrate not only the degree to which the narratives of medicine are 

irnplicated in the construction of contested sexual subjectivitits, but also the pressures 

placed upon the identity of the medical profession itself through the challenges posed to 

medical metanarratives by the contestations around the rneanings of ADS, srxual 

di fference, and the hierarchirs of both medical and sexual knowledge. 
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Introduction: Discourses a bout Discou rses 

I t  may well be that we be!ong to an age of criticisrn whose lack of 
a primary philosophy reminds us at every moment of its reign and its 
fatal ity : an age of intelligence that keeps us irremediabl y at a distance 
from an original languaçe. For Kant, the possibility and necessity of 
a critique were linked, throuçh certain scientific contents, to the fact 
that there is such a thin- as knowlcdge. In our tirne - and Nietzsche 
the philologist testifies to it - they are linked to the fact that language 
exists and that, in the innumerable words spoken by men - whrther 
they are reasonable or senselcss, demonstrative or poetic - a meaning 
has taken shape that hangs over us, leadinç us forward in our 
blindness, but awaiting in the darkness for us to anain awareness 
before emerging into the fiçht of day and speaking. We are doorned 
historically to history, to the patient construction of discourses about 
discourses, and to the task of hearing what has already been said. 
(Foucault, Birrh of the CIrnrc xv-xvi) 

The seeds for this project came from work 1 did in the final year of my undergraduate 

degee at Trent University on the 198 1 Toronto bathhouse raids. In the course of my 

research, 1 was stnick by a comment in a book on gay life in New York in the early part of 

this centW. In the midst of a description of an early twentieth century -y bathhouse in 

New York (an4  for the curious, bathhouses have not evolved rnuch over the last century), 

the author, George Chauncey, notes, in a parenthesis, that the Everard Baths, the most 

famous and enduring of the gay baths in New York, survived fire and war-tirne purges, but 

was closed down by the city in 1985 as an anti-iUDS measure (2 16). hmediately 1 

wondered if the Toronto bathhouses had been closed down, and if they hadn't, why not? Did 



it have to do with a difference in governrnent intervention, in conceptions of public health, 

in notions of public and private, or did the difference lie within the way in which the gay and 

lesbian community in Toronto had achieved cntical mass throiigh a response to the 

bathhouse raids? Certainly thesr were suggestive questions and, rnoreover, questions which 

had, to rny knowledge, not been comprehensively addressed. 1 placed a mental asterisk 

beside these questions and continued contemplating bathhouses. 

At the same time, as part of my research on the bathhouse raids, 1 was looking at 

back issues of The Bodv Polrfic ("Canada's National Gay Newspaper") and came across the 

tint mention of what was to becorne knowr. as AIDS. Buried in rhe September 198 1 issue 

of The Bo* Polrtic (the samr rnonth, by the way, that the Brunner Commission, an 

autonomous commission set up to investiçate the bathhouse raids on behalf of the Toronto 

City Council, declared that the gay and lesbian population of Toronto constituted a 

"community") came the first report, in the Canadian gay press, of the harbingers of AIDS:  

"'Gay' Cancer and Buming Flesh: The Media Didn't Investigate" (The Bo& Pohric 

September 198 1 ,  19). The juxtapositioning of the fint reports of this devastating disease 

with the fall-out from the bathhouse raids, it seemcd to me, held a due for the way in which 

responses to A D S  were frarnrd within a context specific to Toronto. I photocopied the 

page, circled the term "'Gay' cancer," and pinned it to rny bulletin board whrre it remained, 

only ever partially obscured, peeking out from behind othrr scraps of paper, the sort of 

detritus that accumulates, inevitably, on bulletin boards of people who have too much paper 

in their l ives: cartoons, bril liant rniddle-of-the-night ideas for "a really interesting littlt: 

research project," calls for papers with deadlines sometime in the distant past. 



When 1 pulled the paper out fiorn behind an outdated tirnetable in the spnng of 1997 

and reread it for the introduction to my thesis proposal, 1 diil only saw the way in which the 

report appertained to the other micles and reports in the newspaper which related to issues 

of concem for, for want of a beîter word, the Toronto gay community. This suppiemental 

material, framed within the rhetoric of cornmunity, included articles dealing with the right 

to privacy, the continued fallout from the bathhouse raids and evidence of covert police 

involvement in the raids; it also contained a brisk letters column drbate generated by Gerald 

Hannon's article in the previous issue chronicling a visit to New York City's famous fuck 

bar, The Mineshaft, querying what, tmcfly,  were the poli tical, social, and sexual 

ramifications of consensual fist fucking. The very suggestive ways in which this juta- 

positioning between the first report of AiDS and these other community issues indicated 

potential links which formed the b a i s  For the thesis which 1 was going to write, a thesis 

which was framed in terms of discourse analysis and the formation of community, and 

which  WOU^^ have provided a comprehensive historical examination of the way in which 

AiDS affected the formation of the gay and lesbian community in Toronto - a thesis which 

1 have not written. 

Ln retrospect, and on closer analysis, the actual article, "'Gay' Cancer and Buming 

Flrsh: The Media Didn't Investigate," contains within it an amalgam of the elcments of the 

thesis 1 did end up writing, the investigation into the way in which A I D S  was discursiveiy 

constructed within Canadian medical literature during the first decade of the epidemic. It 

would have been a neat scholarly flourish to be able to Say that this close re-analysis of the 

artde provided the realigiment necessary for the current concrptualization of the thesis and 



that, once I read the article again, the way forward became evident. It didn't. It wasn't until 

I was part way through the final chapter that 1 thought about this article again, and it wasn't 

until 1 tned to sit down to rnap the distance 1 have travelled in researching and writing about 

AIDS in Canada that 1 actually re-read the article again. While it was essential for the 

conceptualization of my first project, rriarking, as it does, the first mention ofthe disease in 

the gay media in Canada, the only thing about it that was initially relevant was its existence: 

once I knew it existed, I was able to slot it into the framework of the chronological historical 

analysis that formed the basis for that early project. 

However, tuming to the article now, with the thesis written, I can ser  present within 

the text of the article the temtory 1 map out in some detail over the next four chaptrrs. Taken 

in its entirety, the article investigates the nascent construction of "deviant" subjectivities 

within rnainstream media reporting about issues of dissident sexuality. Furthemore, it 

conducts this analysis from a position of di fference which foregrounds the speci fic 

locatednrss of the knowledge produced both through the construction of the medical "facts" 

of the association benveen Kaposi's sarcorna and gay men, which is couched in terms of 

promiscuity and punishment, and of the profound anviety about dissident srxuality that 

undennites the slippage whereby a meeting between the San Francisco coroner and the gay 

conimunity to address the threat of violence açainst gay men bccomss, within the 

mainstream media, "a 'safety workshop For masochists' . . . to inform them how to avoid 

injury and death from gay S&M sex" ( The Bo- Poiloc Scpternber 198 1,  19). What the 

presence of this article indicates is, first, evidence for the rmergence of the discursive 

constructions wkich circulate and recirculate throuehout the materiai 1 have chosen to focus 



on and, secondly, the way in which the circulation of that discursive marerial was already 

fraught with resistance by the r e q  bodies it collectively constructed as deviant. 

In figunng fonh the elements of rny investigation, the 198 1 article amouncinç the 

advent of AZDS through die particular and situated context of The Body Pofrrrc, a newspape: 

produced by and for an increasingly visible gay and lesbian community, is perhaps nothing 

less than oracular. 1 uncover its (partially hidden) message even as that message cornes too 

laie (or was it too early?j within the process of my engagement with  the project it had. 

through its very existence, initiated. Ultimately, the oracular gesture containrd within the 

text of the announcernent of A D S  (and what is more oracular than an announcement?) 

proclaims the apocalyptic nature of the exploration contained within that gesture. As 

Richard Dellamora's thoughtful explication of Jacques Demda's discussion of apocalyptic 

meaning suggests, the article xeks to elucidate, to unveil the "truth" (a "truth") of dissident 

sexuality through the demystification of the "intuitive knowledge'' which sustains the 

apocalyptic structure of those media constructions of transgessive sexual expression, the 

"appeals [which] are always made in the interest of the mystaçogues who uaer them" 

(Dellarnora, Apoco/yp~rc Ovrrrures 2 5). Inherent within Derrida's interrogation of the 

mobility of apocalyptic utterance is, as Dellamorû. notes, a further appeal to query "the 

institutional and other political contexts in which apocalyptic anvieties are provoked" ( 2 5 ) .  

Over the course of the ncxt four chapters 1 hope, through a genralogical analysis of the 

discursive construction ofAIDS within medical literature, to indicate how it may bc possible 

to çffect a demystification, not uniike that prefigured by the original Bo& Polirrc article, of 

hegemonic medical discourse and its reciprocal relationship with the apocalyptic amicries 



of institutionalized medicine which it sustains. 



Chapter One: History, Theory, Methodology 

History teaches how to laugh at the soler~iiiities of origin. The 
lofty ongin is no more than a "metaphysical extension which anses 
from the belief that things are most precious and essential at the 
moment of birth." We tend to think that this is the moment of their 
greatest perfection, when they emerged dazzling from the hands of 
a creator or in the shadowless light of a tirst morning. The onpin 
always precedss the Fall. It cornes before the body, before the world 
and time; it is associated with the gods. and its story is always sung 
as a theogony. (Foucault, "Nietzsche, Genealogy, History" 79) 

1 offer this passage from Foucault's 197 1 rssay, "Nietzsche, Genealogy, History" by 

way of situating my project within an ironic, post-modern theoretical space, a space which 

facilitates the deconstructive impulses necessary to destabl ize the full force of a nominal 

scienti fic rationali ty read through an apparent medical objectivity. That this epigraph is able 

to be read ironically, will, I hopc, be continually foregrounded throughout the text of this 

thesis. By way of an introduction to this project, however, 1 wouid like io underscore the 

irony inherent in brçiming an analysis, a çenealogy, a critique, or, perhaps, a history of 

medical responsrs to AIDS in Canada with an epigaph calling into question the 

metaphysical anachment wc have to originary tales. The originary story of M D S  in Canada 

as it emerged in the medical litenture is, in fact, associated with gods and Sung as a 

theogony - though the gods were of this eanh, and the theoçony contained dissenting 

chonises. 



In beqinning ths project, I would like first to indicate rny theoretical debt to the work 

of Michel Foucault. In constructing the framework of t L ;  thesis, I have had his notion of 

genealogy and effective history at the forefront of my mind, and 1 have attempted to strive 

:a see beyond origins, and to piece together the fragments he calls "beginnings, atavisms, 

and heredities," not in the hope of recuperating a lost continuity, or locating a prior origin, 

but rathzr in the hope of '-dispel[ling] the chimeras of origin ...[ throuçh] the events of 

history, its jolts, its surprises, its unsteady victonrs and unpalatable defeats" (Foucault, 

"Nietzsche" 80). It has been difficult, at timrs. to see beyond the seductiveness of an 

encompassing linear narrative, beyond the comforting fi niteness of o story of origin written 

as the story of origin, in panicular because the narrative of medicine is inevitably a linear 

narrative, and the ways in which it is possible to conceptualize disease within a 

contemporary medical mode1 are, by necessity, oriçinary . ' Beginnings, particularly ones 

which are untidy and relentlessly located in the exigencies of social difference, do not 

sustain medical rhetoric, ongins do; and this is very much a history of beginnings and 

reversals, of emergences, of particularities witten in and through the cracks of medical 

rhetoric. 

' Actually, as Demis Altman sigals in his use of the following quotation from 
Hippocrates as an epigraph for a chapter on conceptualizations of A D S  in his 1986 
book, AlDS and ~ h e  New Ptrrifanism, an originary focus on disease was present well 
before modern medicine evolved: 

I too think that these diseases are divine, and so are al1 others, no-one 
being more divine or more human than any other; al1 are alike and al1 are 
divine. Each of them has a nature of its own, and none arises without its 
natural cause (Altman 1986,301. 



Troubling the Master('s) Narratives: 

Deviant Subjectivities and Postmodern Epistemology 

In his foreword to The Science ofrllDS, the book length collection of Scientific 

.4rnrrrcun articles from the September 1987 special issue entitled "What Science Knows 

About AiDS," Jonathan Piel conceptualizes AIDS in terrns of the narrative structure of a 

novel, and suggests that "had a novelist sought a plot device that would lay bare the 

strengths and weaknesses and contradictions in the social fabric, the policy making 

institutions and the moral vision of contzmporary humanity, he or she could not have hit 

upon a better one than the AIDS epidernic"(vii). The problrm with Pirl's project is not in 

his conceptualization of the analytic power facilitated by an examination of the AiDS 

epidemic; indeed, as described, it would seem to at least contain elements of Foucault's 

notion of the genealogical impulse, dbeit inserted within a dirgetic frame which may itself 

prove problematic. Sather, it is the assumption, increasingly apparent throughout the 

individual articles themselves, and Piel's overall introduction to the book, that the master 

narrative of science functions at a level beyond the moral, political and social elrments of 

the story of A D S  - the source of rationa! and objective knowlrdge produced without 

reference to these other elements, but which may, ultimately, prove to contain the basis for 

their resolution' - that ultimately renders Piel's projrct unsatisfactory. The chimerical 

Catherine Waldby, in AIDS und the Body Poiitic: Biomrdrcrnr and Se-ruui 
Drference, ventures that the unironic suggestion that "reassunng scientific 
achievements" were to thank for the absence of a "severe degree of publicly sanctioned 
discrimination and widespread physical violence" (Scient,fic ;Imrrlcun. qtd in Waldby 
3), indicates to the scientific and iay commuiiities rhat "scientific knowledge has drained 



nature of this purported isolation cornes into focus, however, when we look at how each of 

the articles within the book is illustrated. As Cindy Patton points out in her reading of the 

photographs in the collection, the pure scientific rnaterial withn the article is frarnrd by the 

inclusion of a photograph, or a series of photographs, which unintentionally belies the way 

in which social knowledge creeps in through the back door to inf(1)ect pure scientitic 

knowledge, even as it is tlrmly denied entry through the front door.' 

What is perhaps most revealing about these photographic images. which Patton 

çestures toward, but does not fully explore, is the way in which they literalisr medical 

science's unwillingness to see certain aspects of the epidemic. So while there are, as Patton 

notes, innumerable photomicrographs of cells infected with the virus (Invenrrng AIDS 66),  

the only rrpresentations of bodies infected with NDS are carefuliy constmcted withjn a 

heterosexualizing and racializing frarne: the photo of an injection drug user shooting up, 

accompanied by the comment that "drug abuse is directly or indirectly responsible for rnost 

of the HIV infections in the US among heterosexual men and women as well as arnong 

infants"(Heyward and Curran 39),  and the Burke family photo of a hemophiliac man who 

contracted AIDS through infected blood products, and infected his wife, who subsequently 

passed on the virus to their son at birth iScirnce of.-iIDS 61). These images, respectively. 

represent the gujlty and innocent victims of AIDS, but they are also carefully constmcted 

away the potential for political conflict from the field of ALDS, succrssfully containing 
warfare to its two proper sides, science versus the virus" (3). 

Interestingly, the one section in the book and the magazine edition which 
ostensibly deals with non-medical ramifications of the disease, ;The social dimensions of 
AiDS," is relegated to the "back-of-the-book," as Patton notes, in an interesting physical 
apartheid of medical science versus social science (lnventing AlDS 66). 



to represent the heterosexual victims of AiDS. There are no photos, named or unnarned, of 

gay men living with the disease, w d  while this complete erasure (an erasure which mirrors 

the absence in the text of any discussion of the specific implications of the disease for gay 

men) is perhaps better than the clichéd picture of the pathetic faggot dying alone in a 

hospital bed typical of much of the media coverage of AIDS from this time period, it does, 

neverthelcss, subconsciousiy make rnanifest the hypothesis that queers do not rxist at al1 

within the science of AIDS. Medically, the gay male bodies infected with AIDS are of no 

funher importance to the development of knowledge about AiDS, since the prirnary 

concerns, at least within the rnedical and scienti fic cornmunity, have shi fied focus to the 

rnicroscopic concerns of virology and the macroscopic concems of spread to the '*general 

(,read, heterosexual) pop~lat ion. '~  However, as Patton's reading of the metonymic function 

of the graphic injection oldrugs (and virus) as standing in for "the fear and fantasy of 

witnrssing 'transmission' under the guise of sodomy" (inventrng AIDS 66), and my own 

observation that the repeated pictures of viral ly infected cells releasing viral bodies are 

similarly rnetonymic suggest, the erasure of queer bodies and queer srx is only ever partial 

within The Science of AlDS. The uneasy tension implied by the failure of the rnaster 

nanative of science to erase the non-scientific aspects of AiDS from within the body of these 

texts is emblematic of the instability of the rnedical and scirntific narratives of AIDS, and, 

'' There has been much critical discussion over the use of the term "general 
population" withn AIDS discourse. It is remarkably persistent, and certainly wthin the 
medical reports 1 will be dealing with, the term is used fieely and without definition. Jan 
Zita Grover's article, " N D S :  Keywords" contains one of the earliest problematizations 
of the term and its role as a stand in for "heterosexual"(33). More recently, and in a 
specifically medical connection, Catherine Waldby discusscs the implications of the terni 

with respect to its implication as a synonym for public hralth (84 j. 



moreover, indicative of exactly the degree to whch these narratives are both dependent on, 

and constitutive of, socially inflected knowledge. 

As Patton indicates, the narratire of science is intimately imbricated within the 

formation of the other narratives. Her observations in Inventing AIDS about the role and 

practice of science in undenvriting policies and in structuring Our understanding of AIDS 

are wonh quoting at length here. She notes that 

although science is ofien not specifically referencrd, the common 
assumption underlying debates on public policy or the voicing of personal 
views about safer sex. is that science can, ultimately, answer any troubling 
questions. Knowledge is perceived to anse from science and filter out the 
social and imaginary world -- knowledge about surviving with a chronic 
illness, about reinventing s e x d  pleasure in a disaster zone, about finding the 
courage to transcend the narrowly defined roles of the A i D S  service industry 
-- ihese knowiedges are pushed to the margins of scientific knowledge or are 
rew-ritten as scientific data about odds of survival or aggegate behaviour 
change. The knowledges of the epidemic arise and compete (most visibly in 
the policy arena) but it is the logc of science that anchors the power relations 
which determine whose knowledge counts as "real," as "objective" 
(Invrnting A IDS 5 3 ) 

Science, Patton says, functions as the master discoursa of O S ;  moreover, she indicates, 

this dependence on the overarching discourse of science and an acceptance of the logic of 

science as that which defines the terms through which we corne to know the world, and 

know in the world, in essence places science at the centre of the meûns by which vie 

construct our identities (lnvrntrng rllL)S 53).  I would like to suggest that science, or more 

specifically, mrdico-scientific discourse d«rs function to constnict identities or rather, 

following Jennifer Terry's work,' deviant wbjectivities, but not quite in the ways Patton is 

See later in this chapter for a more complete discussion of T e e ' s  concepts of 
deviant subjrctivity and medico-scientific discoursr. 



suggesting here. M a t  Patton's construction does point to here, however, is the potential to 

open up the theoretical space in which to ask the corollary question: if science constructs 

identities, might not identities also create science'! The structure of rny project will, in many 

ways, reflect the particulanty and the unsteady process of begimings and reversals which 

reveal the chiasmatic structure of the relationships between subjectivities (deviant and 

otherwise) and science - leavinç, apparçntly, in the middle of one story, only to take up the 

thread of the talc again in what appears to be the middle of the nest one. 1 hops to be able 

to begin to indicate the myriad ways in whch medical science and queer subjectivities 

formed and raformed one another over a period of several years. 

In many senses, the investigation of these relationships between subjectivity and 

science (specifically medical science) is also a profoundly personal project. In witing an 

analysis of the medical responses to AIDS in Canada during the first years of the epidemic 

( 198 1- 1989), 1 am also rxorcising ghosts of my own past, revisiting the roc% terrain of my 

own rnedical training in Toronto from 1983 to 1987 in the hopes of bcing able, possibly, 

finally, to bring into perspective my own expenences during that time. As a lesbian medical 

student, the painful al irnation that I fel t as a uorking-class dyke in a power and knowledge 

system that appsared not to have a place for me anywhere on its radar scrern was direcrly 

and viscerally connected to the experiences of the gay men with AIDS, who were at once 

the focus of such intense attention and such intense scorn, beinç cared for by my clinical 

teachers. That t h s  was the case was apparent to me at the time; hoivever, the process 

whereby 1 was to begin to understand the structural impediments inherent in the persuasive 

objcctivism and universalism of a positivist understanding of science, reinforcrd by the 



rhetoric. if not the practice, of medicine necessarily took more time. 

in setting this persona1 exploration as part of the agenda for this projcct, I am 

necessarily foregrounding the centrality of social difference, in this case along the axis of 

sexual orientaiion, in the way in which i am contextualizing my work theoretically -0ffering 

it as the limit case with which the modemist conceptualizations of rnedicinr and medical 

science must necessarily cope if we are to examine the question of AIDS and HIV in 

Canada. S teven Seidrnan, in his 1 997 book, Dfirence Troubies: Qrreerrng Sooul Theo- 

cindSt,.~uai Polirrcs, argues that modem social knowledge is unable to cope with difference. 

In the fint place, it conceives of social difference as socially subordinate. "as something to 

be trased by being positioned as inferior or as something to be refused by conflating al1 

difference into a global sameness" ( 13- 14). In the second place, he notes, it does not take 

into account the relationship between social di fference and the production of the themes and 

categorizations inherent to social knowledge, and, furthemore, the reciprocal relationship 

bctween knowledge and power inevitably indicates that "the question of social knowledge 

is inescapably also a question of ethics and politics" ( 1  4). 

Seidman's arguments suggest that an awareness of social difference as existing 

outside ofan ordinateisubordinate relationship and an intention to take social difference into 

account as a factor in the formation of knowledge are bound up with the practice of 

critiquing those Enlightenment ideals which have tendrd to reduce social difference to a 

pemicious series of social forces standing in the way of (rational) social progess or to posit 

it as hamless and superficial, a mere gloss on the human condition. While this latter vision 

is consonant with the utopian Enliçhtenment project, it is, sadly, Enlightenment's colonial 



imperative which endures as its current manifestation. As Seidman observes: 

Whatever social good has been done in the name of this emancipatory social 
vision (and 1 think its social bene fit to be considerable), it has also, and quite 
unintentionally for the mnrt part, legitimated the destruction of pariicular 
social identities and multiple iocal communities and traditions that have 
given coherence and purpose to the lives of many peoples. (6) 

What foregrounding the potential of social difference and social knowledge does underscore, 

however, is the way in which the legacy of a totalizing narrative of human history, sçcure 

in its universal and objective tmth and its linear progress, may be callrd into question by the 

simple virtue of "challeng[ing] the ethnocrntric presumption of the superiority of [its] own 

form of collective life and dtfamiliariz[ing] 'natural' or 'the ordrr of things"'(Difference 

Troubles 6). Foucault's assessrnent of the difference inherent within a cornpanson of 

"effective hisrory" and traditional history provides a much more emphatic restatement of 

these pnnciplrs, within the realm of the historical: "'Effective' history differs from 

traditional history in being without constants ... The traditional devices for constructing a 

comprehensive view of history and for retracing the past as a patient and continuous 

development must be systematicall y dismantled" (Foucault, "Nietzsche" 87-88). 

This is precisely the point at which I would like to draw together the apparently 

disparate eiements of this chapter. What 1 am setting up here is the theoretical rationale for 

an investigation which will unapologetically use the panicularity of social knowledge 

constructed dong the axis of sesual dissidence to critique and analyse a set of discourses 

occurring withm the overarchinç frarnework of medical metanarratives with the hope of 

being able to indicate the discontinuities and ruptures in those metanarratives which make 

manifest the production of nonhrgemonic subj ectivi tics. In prying open the medical 



discounes about AIDS in Canada, 1 hope not only to demonstrate the degree to which the 

narratives of medicine are implicated in t i i ~  construction of contested sexual subjectivities, 

but also to refiect on the degree to which the identity of the medical profession itself 

increasingly is put under pressure, both from within and from sources outside the profession, 

through the challenges which the social knowledges implied by those identities pose to the 

medical metanarratives. 

That this acadernic work is also political work is a hnction of the way in which 

history has hitherto traditionally been conceptualized as uninflected by the particularities of 

sexuality. In this regard it nrcessarily shares much in common with the work 

othenib'others'" have done in problernatizing universalizing historical narratives dong the 

lines of gender, class, race and srwality, to namr just some of the possible avenues of 

analysis. As Seidman observes: 

Whether it is feminist critiques of particulanstic masculinist knowledges 
parading as universal, queer theonsts exposing the role of medical and 
scienti tic knowledges in producing a sexual social regime around normative 
heterosexuality, the poststructural deconstmction of a uni fied stable 
"subject" of knowledge and history, or the postcolonial critique of Western 
constnic tions of the "colonial othrr," these new soclal know ledges have 
compelled many of us to rethink the heritage of the Enlightenment. 
(D@rence Troubles 7-8) 

Moreover, these fniitful lines of inquiry generated by the rnyiad approaches foregrounding 

particular and contingent social knowledges are available as epistemological strategrs able 

to suggest other linrs of questioninç, other applications. 

This includes those traditionally excluded, but who have increasingly found 
ways to enter into discourse through the theoretical and political work that foregounds 
issues of race, class, gender, sexual difference, and so on. 



For instance, Jennifer Terry7s 199 1 article. "Theorizing Deviant Historiography," 

draws heavily on the postcolonially-informed deconstructive anal ysis of Gayatri Spivak, the 

pu,tstructural deconstruction of Gilles Deleuïe and the postm~demist critique inherent in  

Foucault's notions of genealogy to help generatc an analytical framework within which it 

is possible to theorize the relationship brtween deviant subjectivities and what she calls 

"elite historiogaphy." This framework 1s then mobilized in "order to explore the production 

of a counterdiscursive devrunr sub jec t r v i~ ,  forged in contlict with the medico-scientific 

discourses which patholoçize homosexuality" ("Historiogaphy"55). In developing her 

deconstructive historiographie techniques, Trny also indicates the extent to which concepts 

of dityerence - in her case, as in mine, dissident sexuality or "deviance" read as difference 

- may ultimately be more politically relevant within the socio-historical contefi of medico- 

scientific discourse than are currrnt notions of gay or iesbian identity. 

Identity, Teny argues, invoking Spivak, is a function of the same impulse which 

rxtols recuperation of gay and lesbian historical figures and the production of parallel 

historical narratives and, as such, is unable to accommodate the ways in which 

hornosexuality and lesbianism have been fraught with meanings already in excess of what 

is possible wlthin the limited definition of a "cohrrent subjrct." The gay or lrsbian subject 

occupies a strategic position which has the potential to function discursively ln order to 

reveai the exrent to which the dominant discourse erases alternative histories. This is 

Spivak's deployment of the notion of the subalrem: "instead oflooking for another rdrnrry 

("The Subaltem"), the reader watches for difjerencr within testual opcrations of the dite 

accounts" (Terry, "Historiography" 58, emphasis in the original). The gay and lesbian 



subject (however strategic) is only ever able to be read into being through the cracks of a 

hegemonic heteronormative discourse (an dite account), and therefore it is impossible to 

begn to comprehend these subjects in the absence of the nomative discourse which 

produces them textually. "At best," Terry says, "we can map the techniques by which 

homosexuality has been marked as di fferent and pathological and then iocate subjective 

resistances to this hornophobia" (58). In doing this, she suggests that we resist the seduction, 

or perhaps more accurately, admit the irnpossibility, of a "fixrd deviant subject position" as 

an analytical tool and, instead, consider the ways in which it is possible to genrrate a 

resistant historiography through being a "reader-against-the-grain who recognizes the traces 

of deviant subjects [provisional positions] revealed through conflict within dominant 

accounts" (59). 

I have taken some considerable time in  detailinç Terry's use of postmodernist 

approaches to effect a critique of medico-scientific discourses through notions of sexual 

difference in pan hecause her approach has much to recommend it as a mode1 for the way 

in which rny own project will be theorized. We both are attemptinç to iocate within 

hegemonic, heteronormative, medico-scientific discourses traces of deviarit subjectivity, 

although her project and mine are quite disparate in terms of their respective historical 

specitics. W l i l e  shr has chosen to focus exclusively on the emegence of dcviant 

subjectivities through the analysis of a particular set of historical documents, my project 

focuses on the textual traces of ruptures, emergences, and incongmities on both sides or the 

ordinateisubordinate relationship to explore the production of both deviant S ~ b j ~ ~ t i ~ i t i e ~  and 

contested identities. 



While Terry's work is certainly suggestive of a historiographic strategy and potential 

methodology for my project, there are other works whch have dealt specifically with the 

immensely fertile temtory of rnedico-scientific discourse and AiDS which must be taken 

into consideration as offenng theoretical and political antecedents and/or interlocutions 

relevant to this work. Dissident critiques of medicine and science, most of which were 

developed along lines of gender and sexuality, have facilitated the cultural analysis of 

medical constructions of AIDS. Dnwing on the legacy of the emerging gay and Icsbian 

rights movements in the late 1960s and early 1 WOs, the fight to have the category of 

homosexuality removed from the Amrrican Psychiatric Association's Bragnosric und 

Smwtrcal ~L.lanuul S (Ds12.f) list of mental disorders culminated in 1974 with a revision to 

the section pertaining to homosexuality. The deletion of hornosexuality as an official 

category of psychiatrie illness was perhaps the most important early symbol of the cntical 

challenges mounted against the power of the medical establishment in general, and 

psychiatrists and psychologists in particular. Kinsman, in The Regzdutron oj'Desrre: Homo 

andHeter0 Sexuulities, observes that while this event had important ramifications in Canada 

as well as the United States, medical discourses in Canada continurd to categorize 

hornosexuality under the rubric of disorders of mental health: 

Statistics Canada's .tf.ntrulfor the Clussrficurron oj'Psychiutric Dlaynosu, 
which was published until the late 1970s, listed hornosexuality as a mental 
disorder. The Canadian Public Health Association, which distributes WHO 
information in Canada in its Mental Disorders Glossary and Guide, usrd to 
list sexual drviation under "neurotic disorders" - including homosexuality, 
bestiality, pedophilia, transvestism, e.xhibitionism and transsexualism. 
Hornosexuality was defined as '-exclusive or predominant sexual attraction 
for persons of the same sex with or uithout physical relationship." These 
designations were offered as instructions of diagnosis. Thesr practices 



continued to medicalize and psychatrize some lesbians and gay men. ( 290)' 

Despite the very real impact these regulatiuiis continued to have on the lives of gays 

2nd lcsbians in the US and Canada, it was clear kat attacks OP the legitimacy of the medical 

profession, by members of the very populations it had defined as subordinate, werr 

becoming increasingly located within a theoretical framework which no longer focusszd 

primarily on limited notions of essential sexual identity and rights' discourses. The 

postmodemist impulses, epitomized by Foucault's 1976 work, The Hisron of'Se.rriul[h: 

Yoirime /: A n  lniroducrrrm, effectively initiated another level of theoretical analysis by 

focussing on the way in which differences in gender and sexuality could be seen to br 

constructed by and through social structures, including, and especially, mcdical and 

scientific discourses. Foucault's criticisrn of the reprrssive hypothesis of historical socio- 

sexual development, that which sustained much of the rhetoric of sexual liberation during 

the early part of the gay and lrsbian nghts movemcnts in the 1960s and 1970s, opens up the 

space within which it was possible to begin to critique medicine, and specifically psychiatry, 

in ways which generated an awarenrss of the complrx nexuses of power, knowledge and 

pleasure that went into the construction of the modem hornosexual (13). As Foucault 

observes, the medico-scientific discourses which contribute to the discourses of sexuality 

are inextriably connected to moral and lesal discourses, connections which are potentiated 

by the rhetoric of scientific objectivity and neutrality: 

7 Interestingly, in 1983, Fdly a decade following the original M A  
declassification, when I stanrd to study medicine at the University of Toronto, students 
in psychiatry had only just started to use the DSM-III, the edition in which non-ego 
dystonic homosexuality was no longer considered a mental disorder. 



And the mere fact that one clairned to be speaking about it [sex] from the 
rarified and neutral viewpoint of science is in itself significant. This was in 
fact a science made up of evasions since, given its inability or refusa1 to 
speak of sex itself, it concemed itself pnmarily with aberiations, perversions. 
exceptional oddities, pathological abaternents, and morbid aggravations. It  
was by the same token a science subordinated in the main to the impzratives 
of a morality whose divisions it reitrrated under the guise of the medical 
nom. Clairning to speak the truth it stirred up people's fears; ... strange 
pleasures, it wamed, would eventually result in nothing shon of death: that 
of individuals, generations, the species itself. (H i s r09  «fSexuahy 53-54) 

As Foucault makes arnply clear in this passage, the medicalization of sex (and all that i t  

means in terrns of control, surveillance and regulation) and biopolitics (the interests of the 

state as regards sex and sexuality) are integrally related in a reciprocal and mutually 

sustaining fashion. While the medicalization of sex may have offered sites for resistance to 

hegemonic heter~normativity,~ Kinsman observes in "Constn.~cting Sexual Problems: 'These 

Things May Lead to the Tragedy of Our Species,"' that sexual science is neverthelcss always 

already implicated in the ideological work of state foms of regulation (1 67)." As Kinsman 

goes on to argue, followinç Dorothy Smith, the "ideological work of sexual science also 

shapes the categories and knowledge used in mass media coverage and enters into popular 

culture . . . which rel[ies] ori the knowledge of official agencies as the only means of 

interpreting particular topics" ( 168). 

While this level of analysis has proved fniitful in primarily theoreticai projects 

See Jemifer Trrry ( 199 1, 1997) for detailed discussion of specitic examplrs of 
this possibility of resictance. 

9 There is a whole range of work, primarily appeanng in the decadr following the 
publication of The Hisrory of Se-~uuliy, Volume 1. which deals wth the regdatory 
relationship between sexuality and the state: Jeffery Weeks ( 1985.1986,1990), Robert 
Conne11 ( 1990) and, more specifically Ath respect to the regulation of sexuality by the 
state in Canada, Gary Kinsman (1996 j. 



associated with deconstnicting the medico-scientific discounes around AIDS, it is also 

important, however, to realize that these theoretical projects combine with, and are the result 

of, politically motivated social knowledges resulting from the particular conditions of the 

epidemic. The rhetoric of repression emblematic of gay and lesbian liberation movements 

coexists with the more rarefied rhetoric of queer theory within these discourses on M I S .  

The political is always close to the surface in any analysis of AIDS discourses, and wiiile the 

best known examples of this type of interaction have been the work of activist g v u p s  such 

as ACT-LJP ( A D S  Coalition to Unlrash Power) to cal1 the medical profession, among 

others, to account, collections, such as AIDS: Derno Graphm, rdited by Douglas Crimp and 

Alan Rolston, and Demucmcy: rl Projra by Group illureriof, also focus their attention on 

the ways in which deconstructive poststructuralism and queer theory crin be brought to bear 

politically: their targets are a h ,  in part, the hegemonic mrdical discourse surrounding 

m s .  

On the more theoretical side, the qiieer theory projects of rnany acadernics (Eve 

Sçdgwick and Judith Butler, to namr but two of its earlirst and best known practioners) 

have grown to maturity and, indeed, continue to take shape in the shadow ofthe AiDS crisis. 

Queer theory has necrssarily remained in constant dialogue with the political fallout from 

the epidcmic and, as such, both contributes to and benefits from the discussions which have 

developed in response to the impact of the disrase in Nonh America. iMy otvn work hsre 

nrcessarily takes place very much within the space opened up by Sedgwick's observation 

of the limitations inherent within a system of knowledge which assumes and, inderd, 

continues to underwrite the primacy of the heterohomo bina-. As Sedgvick notes, 



the now chronic modem crisis of homo/heteroseuxal definition has affected 
Our culture through its ineffaceable marking particularly of the categories 
secrecy/disc losure .  knowledge/ignorance,  p r i va tdpub l i c ,  
mascuiine/ferninine. majority/mi nority, innocence/initiation, 
naturaYertificia!. new/old, disci pl i ne/terrcrism, canonic/noncanocic. 
wholeness/decadence, urbane/provincial, domestidforeign, health/illness, 
same/different, active/passive, idout, cognitiodparanoia, adkitsch, 
utopidapocalypse, sincerity/sentimentality, and voluntari ty/addiction. 
(Ep~sternoiogy ofthe C h e r  1 I ) 

During the course of the following chapters, 1 wil l attempt to uncover the extent to which 

these corollary binaries continue to s hape our understanding of sexual subjectivi ty through 

their deployment within the framework of medico-scienti fic discourses about AiDS. 

AZDS to Writing: Reading Representations of AIDS 

The earliest voices challenging the medical hegernony of M i l s  discourse were, not 

surprisingly, found within the alternative and gay and lesbian press and, once they were 

organized, community-bascd AiDS Service Organizations (ASOs), such as Gay Men's 

Health Crisis in New York, Bay Area Physicians for Hurnan Riçhts in San Francisco, and, 

in Toronto, the .4LDS Committee of Toronto i ACT). l C  James D' Eramo's 1981 .Vew York 

iVurrvr axticle, "The New Medical Journal Homophobia," was one of the first articles to deal 

specifically with the homophobia of medical constructions of hornosexuality and AIDS. In 

Canada, The Bo& Policic, Canada's national gay and lesbian monthly newspaper, was very 

'"ee Myers rr u2 (unpublished, 3-6) for an brief overview of the relationship 
betwecn the A i D S  Committee ofToronto and the early response to M D S  in Canada. 



much influenced in its coverage of the early parts of the AIDS crisis by the political ciimate 

fostered as a result of the 1% 1 and 1983 Toronto bathhouse raids and the subsequent public 

debates over the nght tc ~ n v a c y  and a politics of sex liberation (Myers et al, 5). Micharl 

Lynch's Novembe: 1982 article, "Living with Kaposi's," 1s perhaps the earliesi example of 

the son of analysis which brought these elements of sexual liberation and state regulation 

of sexuality together into the same frarne as medical responses to AiDS. Lynch's analysis 

of the way in which moral agendas are manifest within medical discourse reponed in the 

mainstream media and the gay press in the US includes his indictment of gay New York 

physician Dr. Daniel William as being in the vanguard of the rnedical moralists: 

But now Dr. William and his followers are adding a poteni new means 
of control [of sexual activity]. They seek to rip apart the very promiscuous 
fabric that b i t s  the gay male cornrnunity together and that, in its democratic 
anarchism, defies state regulation ofour sexuality. Just as disturbingly, gays 
are once again allowing the medical profession to define, restrict, 
pathologze us. What used to be a pçychiatnc pathology is now an infectious 
one. The Arnerican Psychiatrie Association may have given us al1 an instant 
cure in 1974 when they took "hornosexuality" off the list of mental diseases, 
but now the MDs of the land have placed us on their agenda and no one, so 
far, srems to be resisting them. (The Body Politic November1982, 36) 

And in an rditorial from May 1983, The Body Polific, Canada's foremost gay and lesbian 

publication. indicatcs the political ramifications inherent in medical science's unwillingness 

to divulge details about the rpidemic, and in the reliance by medical professionals on a 

single pnmary source (The Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta) for analysis of 

epidemiological and medical data, and for distribution of information and recomrnendations: 

Already we are being urged by many in the medical professions to make 
drastic changes in Our sexual and social [ives. Even as we tach make 
decisions about our OW-n sexual behaviour, even if we decide that i t  is 
prudent to lessen exposure to risk by reducing the nurnber of o u  sexual 



partners, we must also carehilly weigh what these changes mean for us in 
both medical and political ternis. There are those among us who would deny 
the political dimension, who say that because people are dying it is 
irresponsible to raise political questions. But, as yet the medical experts have 
very little conçrete knowledge about A D S  and we have every reason at this 
stage to be sceptical of definitive pronouncements from that quarter. 
Especially when they dovetail so readily with a disapproving sexual ethic 
rhat has sought to control our lives for other reasons. (The 804 P o i m  May 
1983,s) 

Cindy Patton's first book, Srx and Grrms: The Polrtlc~ qf;llDS. published in 1985, 

was one of the first comprehensive attempts to draw togethrr the political implications of 

an epidemic uith a comprehensivr review of the role of rr.edico-scienti tic discourse, 

particularly through the ways in which it organizes and produces information, in 

constmcting mu1 ti ple, unstable versions of AIDS which then becarne available, throuçh the 

mainstream, and alternative, media, to the lay public. In her second book, Invenring .4lDS, 

in 1990, she further develops the ways in which the epistemology of medicine and science 

contribute to the logic by which AIDS becomes intelligible. She also analyses the 

differential ways in which that intelligibility is rnediated by and mediates different means 

of information distribution operating within the epidernic Her most recent book, F m i  

Advice: How Safe-Se-Y Educumn &nt Wrong, published in 1996, focuses on the 

implications of rnedical, as well as moral, lrgal and political failures to dral adrquately with 

issues of sexuality, seropositivity. and safer-sex. Her analysis of the medico-scientific 

discourses of AIDS reveals the extent to which they are always already imbncated with the 

cultural and political responses of U S ;  and in placing rnedical and scientific knowled~e 

within the cultural and political realm, she beçins the work necessary to èffectively cal1 that 

knowledçe into question. 



Douglas Cnmp's 1988 collection is perhaps still the best known ensemble work 

dealing with cultural constructions of AIDS. even thouçk at this point, it is already a decade 

old. The broad cultural framework of the collection brings togethrr articles which have 

quite disparate foci of interest; however, as the titles alone indicate, at this point in the 

epidemic, medico-scientific discourse was aiready serving as one of the sources for the 

"inadequate" proliferating metaphors Patton suggests are available 

to constmct a cultural spacc from which those people most affectrd in the 
epidemic, as well as those observing its radical ruptures from afar, can make 
sense of HIV and AIDS and make the necessary personal and social choices 
and resistances. These inadequate rnetaphors must be critically rmployed, if 
thry are to convey - as they must - the meanings of HIV and AiDS in lived 
experience, and the effects of policy and of the major cultural changes 
engendered in the epidemic as witneçsed in specific times and places. 
(Inventmg AIDS 2) 

Consider the Following: "AUX, Hornophobia, and Biomedical Discourse: An Epidemic of 

Signification," "AIDS and Syphilis: the Iconography of Diseasr," -'Pictures of Sickness: 

Stuart Marshall's Bright Eyes," "1s the Rectum a Grave?" and "How to Have Promiscuity 

in an Epidemic." These are al1 titles from the Ct-imp collection, and are all, in one way or 

another, bending the rnetaphors and language of medico-scientitk discourse to function as 

the sprinçboard for resistant cultural readings on D S .  

The tendency to reappropriate medical and scientific metaphors to explore the 

cultural rneanings of disease has a long histov, of which the "case" of ADS 1s but the most 

recçnt example. Susan Sontag's Illness us .&ruphor, and her more sprcific work dealing 

with the metaphoncal associations of AIDS, .-IIDS and rts bfetuphors, are perhaps the best 

known explorations of this phçnomenon. She also explores the relationship between the 



medical metaphor and the military metaphor, ' ' a relationshp whc h has prdi ferated within 

popular representations of AIDS, as well as both community and medical responses to the 

syndrome. She observes the way in which public health tesponses to STDs (sexually 

transmitted diseases), most specifically syphilis, while conceptualized within military t e n s  

(invasion, banle, defences), are also conceptualized in tems of retnbutive justice, and 

demonstrates that thesr various conceptualizations have very important ramifications for the 

ways in which it is possible for us to understand AiDS (Sontag, 114). In "AIDS and 

Syphilis: the Iconography of Disease," Sander L. Gilman notes that the mobilization of the 

verbal and visual images and iconography of the disease of syphilis in current 

representations of AIDS is incomplete: rather than a strict parallel, he suggests that although 

the powerful iconopphy of the sexually transmitted diseasr haunts our 
understanding of ALDS, other images, such as those of depression, have also 
entered into the construction of the image of the PWA [person with A i D S ] ,  
as i t  did in the syphilitic. With representation of m S ,  as with other 
diseases, it is the historically de~ermined variations that mark the function 
and place of the sufferer in relationship to the society in which he or shr 
dwells. (107) 

Rrpresentations of AIDS, these articles indicate, are therefore never able to be fully secured 

through medical metaphor; they always already exceed the meamngs available ro them 

within the discursive constructions which anempt to locate the limits of their expressions. 

Paula Treichler's landmarkarticle, "AIDS, Homophobia, and Biomedical Discoursr: 

" Ser Michael S. Sherry's article "The Languagr of War in AIDS Discourse" 
which explores the reiationship between the unrepresentability of AIDS and efficacy of 
military metaphors in evoking familiarity through the use of what he argues is typical 
Arnencan political rhetoric. For another interesting exploration of both medical and 
military metaphors in the same collection, see Lee Edelman's article, "The Mirror and 
the Tank: A D S ,  Subjectivity, and the Rhetoric of Activism." 



An Epidemic of Signification," is exernplary in t ems  of her intenogation of the medico- 

scientific discourses through the hermeneutic of linguistic analysis; she warns us against an 

unpmblematized assumption of medico-scientific metaphor as fundamental to Our symbolic 

understanding of disease. Treichler's proposition - that cUDS is linguistically constructed 

- brings into stark relief the way in which discourse operates to construct the disease entities 

collectively known as M D S ,  while at the samr time offering a technique by which those 

constructions might be recognized. and, at least partially, called into question. 

ALDS is no different in this respect than other linguistic constructionsl which 
in the common-sense view of language, are thought to transmit preexisting 
ideas and represent real-world entities and yet, in fact, do neither. For the 
nature ofthe relationship between language and reality is highly problematic; 
and A D S  is not rnerely an invented label, provided to ils by science and 
scientific naming practices, for a clear-cut disease entity caused by a virus. 
Rather, the very nature of AIDS is constructed through language and in 
particular through the discourses of medicine and science; this construction 
is ?rue" or %al" only in certain specific ways - for cxample, insofar as it 
successfully guides research or facilitates clinical control over the illness. 
The name AIDS in part constructs the disease and helps to rnake it 
intelligible. We cannot therefore look "through" language to determine what 
D S  "really" is. Rather we must explore the site where such determinations 
really occur and intervene at the point where meaning is created: in 
language. ( 3  1) 

Treichler goes on to suggest that while it rnay be tempting to try to confine al1 discourse 

around AIDS to the realm of the medical and scientific - that which is its "reality" - that 

effort is misguided and, ultimately, doomed to failure because of the proliferation of the 

meanings even these discourses on AiDS grnerate. and bccause of the very inadequacy of 

rnedical and scient1 fic discourse to be able to act above the level of metaphor to dispei thcse 

and other meanings. 

~Medico-scientific discourse is not, Treichler notes, "the material base generating Our 



merely symbolic superstnicture"(35); rather, it is already itself a construction and as such 

"[almbiguity, homophobia, stereotyping, confusion, doublethink, them-verçus-us, blame-the- 

victim, wishful thinking: none of these popular forms of sernantic legerdernain is absent 

from medical communication" (37). She goes on to indicate, however, that medico-scientific 

discourse has its techniques for presenting such material as if it were unambiguous, 

objective, universal: in other words, it wiI1 recuperate opinion, hearsay and confusion within 

a linear narrative of scientific progess and medical understanding. 

The continuum which Treichler's analysis suggests rxists between the medical and 

popular media has been the site of much analytical work over the course of the epidemic. 

Simon Watney 's work, both in Policing Desrre: Pornogruphy, A I D S  and fhr Media, first 

published in 1987, and in his numerous articles from 1986 through to 1992, collected in  

Pructrces ojfreedum: Selected CVrrtings On HIC'AIDS, has focussed on the relationship 

between various aspects of the HIV and AlDS epidemics, including political responses fiom 

the right and left, as well as what he identifies as "the ADS-community," and the 

mainstream media, primarily in Britain, though also in the United States. Most recently, he 

and othed2 have focussed on a critique of the way in which the mainstream media reportage 

of medical statistics has contributed to a phenomenon known as '-de-gaying" - the 

evacuation of specific signifiers of dissident sexuality from HlVlAIDS discoursi: - and the 

implications ihat this has had in ternis of the availability of resourccs For communities at 

increased risk. 

" See a h ,  "Community Rrsponses to HIV and AIDS: the 'De-Gaying' and 'Rr- 
Gaying' of A I D S "  by Jeffrey Weeks, Peter Aggleton, Chns McKevitt, Kay Parkinson, 
and Austin Taylor-Layboum, as well as Edward King ( 1993) and Peter Scott ( 1993). 



As well, Cindy Patton's books and articles also contain substantial investigations into 

the ways in which AIDS has corne to signiîy within the mainstream media. And Dennis 

Altman's analysis of AiDS in the United States during the early part of the epidemic, d lDS  

and the New Puritanism, offered in part as an epilogue to his several books chronicl~ng the 

development of gay lifestyles and identities dwing the 1970s. focussed on the ways in which 

information about the epidemic, produced by the ostensibly neutral medico-scirntitic 

discourse on AiDS, was taken up through both the mainstrearn media (newspapcrs. 

television. news magazines) and the alternative media. ln "Pictures of Sickness: Stuart 

Marshali's Brighf Eyes." Martha Grver indicates that the presentation of rnedical 

information (which may be read as the representation of AIDS) through ihe mainstream 

m a s  media, in invcstigative reports. ta1 k shows, news items, panel discussions, and dramatic 

series, "contributes to the shape of the narrative by which the epidemic is made 

cornprehensible to 'the public. ' And the irnpetus of this narrative is fear - a generalized 

fear that is altematively incited and allayed, again and again" ( 1 10). Moreover, durhg the 

first years of the epidemic, the extent to which this mass media narrativizing took place in 

a political vacuum (Gever and others" note the parallel and significant silences frorn within 

govemment, and, consequently, frorn rnany of the mainstream presses' heap hitters, most 

significantly the New h r k  Times) reveals the extrnt to whch the media !vas complicit in the 

construction of these kars (Gever 1 10). 

Other recent analyses of mainstream media have also concentrated on the creation 

" .AILE: Demo Gruphrcs contains a series of posters and mock-ups of the .Vew 
York Times, which, it claims, ran a total of 7 articles on AIDS during the first years of the 
epidemic. 



of fear through medicalized representations of highly unstable metaphoncal constmctions 

of AiDS. Chns McComick7~ analysis of Canadian newspaper responses to D S ,  "ADS 

Fiends and High-risk Groups: Misrepresenting and Signifying a Disease," focuses on the 

ways in which the metaphors of dernonization and plague deployed within mainstream 

newspapers combine to signiQ AiDS in ways which subsequently contributed to its 

continued spread (McCormick, 113). In another example, "Invasion of the Monstrous 

Othen: Heterosexual Masculinities, the 'AIDS Carrier" and the Horror Genre," a stylish and 

sman reading of the ways in which the venerealization of AiDS is played out in the 

mainstream media through horror-based representations of the "AIDS camer" as monster, 

Prtrr Redman suggests that i t  is perhaps most effective to understand these responses to HIV 

"in terms of the unconscious anvieties of hegemonic heterosexual masculinity" ( 1  14). In 

rach of these cases, a specific medicalized discourse - the use of medicalized langage - 

was in tum taken up and distnbuted by the mainstream media in ways which constructed a 

speci fic conceptualization of AIDS within "the public." 

There are, however, certain conditions and characteristics of both medico-scientific 

discourse and the nature of the mainstream media which, Matthew McAllister argues in 

"AIDS, Medicalization and the News Media," make medicalizrd discourse likely to bc: 

accepted at face value within the rnainstream media. '" He calls these "structural incentives" 

for accepting medicalized discourse unconditionally, and suggests thrre are 

[a]t Ieast three aspects of news [that] would seem to wam of the dangers of 
medicalization in the news media: (a) the concordance between the news 

" See Kinsman's citation of Dorothy Smith's work ("Constructing Sexual 
Problems" 168) for a similar discussion. 



value of objectivity and medicalized perspectives, (b) the dependence of 
jounialists on medical sources, and (c) the rhetorical necessities of 
joumalism (203). 

While the second and third conditions for the relationship are largely structural cunditions 

of the profession ofjournalism, the first would seem to be a philosophicai or epistemological 

condition, and as such, particularly in light of the ways in which medical and scientific 

knowledge has betn challenged on these very counts of objectivity and neutrality, would 

srem to be grounded on faisrly universalizing principles. On the othrr hand, the rhetoric 

which inscribes universal principles as the journalistic gold standard is reinforcrd by, and, 

in tum, reinforces the epistemological high ground of the medico-scientific discoursr 

providing it with medical information. 

By way of wrapping up what is a fairly cornprehensive, but by no means exhaustive 

review of approaches investigatinç the relationship between medical discourse and 

constructions of AiDS.  1 would like to highlight two works which 1 find particularly 

resonant. The Rrst of these works is Catherine Waldby's 1996 analysis of the implications 

of biomedical discourse on AIDS in terms of the generation and shaping of political 

discourse on the epidern ic, AIDS and the Bo& Pololiiic: Biomedicine und Se-r uui Drfirence. 

Like Cindy Patton, Waldby looks ai the ways in which the standard rnedical metaphors 

availablr within rnrdicalized discourse of AJDS - the microscopie Ivirology) and the 

rnacroscopic (epidemiology), for example - can serve as points from which to effect cultural 

critique of the construction of medico-scientific knowledge. By contrat, hsr  location ofthat 

analysis and critique within the framcwork of srxual difference and sexual dissidence 

foregrounds the socio-cultural assumption of normative, masculine heterosexuality as the 



unstated, but implied, default seaing within a paradigrn of sexual health; in doing so, it also 

clearly locates her project within the realm ofqueer theory, something which cannot be said 

of Patton's work. Waldby points out th-! biomedical discourses around AlDS have 

necessarily depended on the exploitation of the notion of a stable sexual identity, a stable 

sexual identity which, furthemore, is then able to be constructed as causal within 

biomedical discourse; she goes on to indicate "that posing identity categories as causes helps 

biomedical and other knowledge practices to dude acknowledgement of the constitutive rolz 

they play in  these categories' production. The political stakes in other words are thrir 

invaluable statu as apolitical and neutral knowledge practices that simply describe and/or 

cure what is already there" ( 143 j. 

The second work, Samuel Delany 's 199 1 article, "Street Ta1 WStraight Talk" also 

engages with biomedical discourse on A D S  through the medium of queer theory. Unlike 

Waldby, however, Delany's engagement works through an analysis of competing rhetorical 

strategies mobilized within disparate discourses, including biomedical discoursrs, on AIDS 

and risk. By proposing that we separate rhetoric from discourse through the notions of 

operationalized and unoperationalized rhetoric, Delany further opens up the ways in which 

it is possible to evaluate the effectivenrss of biomedical strategizs for draling with AIDS, 

specifically risk assessrnent and safer-sex information. The need to recognize this srparation 

as far from hypothetical is evident frorn his conciusion: 

Yet the contlation of discursively operationalized rhetoric with 
unoperationalized rhetoric, both taken as equally weighted evidence, had 
produced the current discourse of A D S  - provisionally, locally, and at this 
historical moment, a dernonstrably murderous discourse, vigorously 
employed by the range of conservative forces prornulgating the anti-sexual 



stance that marks so much of this era, a discourse of "hi& risk" and "low 
risk" behaviour, rather than the dicta of street talk: "Don't get fucked up the 
ass without a condom. Don? use anyone else's works." Today, instead, the 
range of chaner and disinformation rnoves through a!! the modes of street 
talk and straight tal k ("Use a condom for al1 sexual acts"), obscuring and 
occiudinp precision, articulation, and the possibility for life. $ 5 )  

Inf(1)ecting Canada: 
AiDS, Medico-Scientific Discourse and Deviant Su bjectivity 

The situation with regards to the Canadian rxpenence of the AiDS çpidemic has 

primaniy been limited to analysis of the way in which state reçuiations of sexuality and 

privacy have played themselves out in the face of the epidemic. Gary Kinsman in both the 

1996 revised edi tion of The Regukutron 4' Drsrre: Homo und Hrrero Sr.ruuirrirs and in 

"Constnicting Social Problrms: 'These Things may Lead to the Tragedy of Our Specirs,'" 

indicates the ways in which the framework ofsexual regulation has corne to shape responses 

to AlDS in Canada. Further, conservative aspects of these frameworks of sexual regulation 

have, not unexpectedly, been strengthened by the availability of renewrd mobile conflations 

between gay men and sickness produced through the rhetoric of "public hralth" and the 

recourse to scsual "abstinence" and "monogamy" as the sanctioned methods suggested to 

"control" the epidemic ("Constructing Social Problrms" 180; Rrguiurion of'Dusrre 3-18 j .  

Kinsman also documents the uneasy relationships between PWAs, community-basrd AiDS 

Service Organizations, AiDS activists, the broader gay and lesbian comrnunity, public health 

O fficials and governmental agencies in the fight for resources ( medical, fi nanc i d ,  social, 



humanitarian) available to deal with al1 aspects ofthe epidemic (Regdulion of Desire 347- 

355). In foregrounding these relationships, he underscores the need for d y s i s  and critique 

of the processes by which "state and professional practices and media cc~verage" produce 

knowledge about EUVlAlDS which impedes access to these resources, analysis which he 

points out must be generated from within the standpoint of those who are most 

disenfranchised by these processes ("Constmcting Social Problrms" 1 82). 

David Rayside and Evert Lindquist have nlso produced analyses of the intersrciion 

between state responses (especially in terms of public health) and community responses 

(especially in terms of an activist approach to state agencies) to the AIDS epidemic. Rayside 

and Lindquist focus on the specific federal and local conditions which have enabled 

di fferential roles and responses avai lable for cornmunity-based AiDS activism within the 

scope of Canadian politics. By way of illustrating the overall Canadian situation and 

evaluating the implications for the role of community activism within the Canadian AiDS 

epidemic, the authors direct their attention to three distinctive series of interactions available 

within the three largest AiDS population centres, Toronto, Montreal, and Vancouver, and 

tease out the political, medical and social milieus in  each of these centres to indicate the 

ways in which the AIDS epidemic has been iiniquely situated nithin çach of thcm ("AIDS 

Activism" 5 1-63; "Canada" 55-76). Rayside's and Lindquist ' s  projects also emphasize the 

ways in which activist and state responses to the AiDS epidemic wi thin Canada are formed, 

not only in response to each othrr, but also against the strategies and policics inherrnt within 

the conflict between hvo specific rnodels of health care, and the unique implications these 

models have within Canada's system of universal socialized medical care. Theucontain and 



control" model of epidemic disease underwritten by mainstream medicine, they hypothesize, 

leaves liale place for iritervention from either politicians" or activist community goups. 

In contrast, activist groups and their medical and political syrnpathizers put forward a "more 

inclusionary pulicy vision ...[ which] attached more signiticance to patient's rights" and 

focussed on educational and medical interventions which were cognizant of the issues 

affecting PWAHIVs and their support communities ("Canada" 50-5 1 ). That the traditional 

medical mode1 of "control and contain" has been forced to give way to a cooperation-and- 

inclusion modrl, Rayside and Lindquist suggest, is at least a partial measure of the drgret 

to which community activisrn has been successful in its approaches to A D $  in Canada 

("Canada" 94). 1 am intri y e d  by Rayside's and Lindquist's suggestion of the modification 

of the traditional medical approach to epidemics, and my investigation, in part, may begin 

to address the extent to which this modification has taken place, and the forces at play in 

effecting it. 

My project, situated in dialogue with previous critical work on ADS, medico- 

scientific discourse, and dissident sexualities, will, through a documentation of and 

engagement with medico-scienti tic discourses around AIDS in Canada during the first 

drcade OF the epidemic ( 198 1-1990), explore the ways in which it is possible, from the 

standpoint of sesual differencc, to analyse these discoursrs. By focussing on mrdico- 

l S  I must say that 1 find the authors' inclusion of politicians and activist 
community groups, on equal footing, it would appear, against the exclusionar). logic of 
medicine's contain and control modrl of disease, to evacuate very significant differenccs 
between the actual relative positions of the state's representatives and a community of 
socially ~ti~matized individuals. Cenainly çiven the ways in which health policy and 
rnrdico-scirntific discourse are mutuaily sustaining, I suggest that this divorce of 
political and rnedical approaches is, at best, illusory. 



scientific discourses located in what are almost exclusively professional journals, I hope to 

demonstrate the ways in which the production of medico-scientific knowledge is already an 

intensely socially constructed process, mediated by political, professional, religious, moral 

and societal elements with which it has a reciprocal relationship. Doctors are products of 

their families of origm, their communities, their professions and their counmes. The 

knowledge which thry produce, no maner how carefùlly couched in the language of 

neutrality and objeciivity, is nevenheless knowledge which is saturated wth contingency 

and particulanty, especially in the face of an epidemic like AIDS, which, by its very earliest 

constructions, brings to the fore issues which are fraught with moral and ethical baggage. 

m e  inability of the rnedical profession, certainly during the early pan of the epidemic, to 

separate questions of AiDS  from qurstions of sexual orientation and from qurstions of 

sexuality generally, will necessarily form an important point of entry into the implications 

these discourses had for PWA/HIVs and for men and women falling outside of the 

hegemonic heterononnative discourse of medicine. 

By investigating the ways i n  which the medical community in Canada addressed 

issues ofAiDS and issues of sexuality, 1 will show that these professional discourses enabled 

the production of a variety of "deviant subjectivities," to borrow Jemifer Trrrfs 

trrminoiogy, which, though necessary for the deployment of a traditional public health 

"contain and control" method of copinç withepidemic disease, were, nevertheiess. available 

not only in tems of public health, but also in terms of the jeneration of potential agendas 

for patient care, rducation and research initiatives. Moreover, and perhaps more importantly 

in the long nin, these "deviant subjcctivities" also became available as sites of resistance 



fiom which to cal1 into question those very structures which legitimate the production of 

medical knowledge. That these "deviant subjects" were, fiom time to time, to be found 

within the ranks of the health care profession itself and that debates wi thin the profession 

over the ethical treatment of PWAWVs and the acceptance of dissident sexualities had 

begun to break out, funher problematized the way in which medicine in Canada reacted to 

the AiDS epidemic. Throughout this time period, the medical profession was in constant 

and often acrimonious dialogue with itself, and these dialogues are, 1 argue, important not 

only for what they tell us about the state of the medical profession at that time, but also for 

the sorts of questions they raise about the medical construction and regulation of dissident 

sexualities. 

ln 1983, one year after the first documented Canadian case of AfDS (though at that 

tirne the acronym ALDS hadn't yet been coined16), 1 entered medical school at the University 

of Toronto. During that first autumn that 1 was in medical school, AIDS was given the 

dubious distinction of having become "the most important sexually transmitted disease" by 

the organizers of the Human Sexuality elective at the University of Toronto. There was a 

panel discussion on the topic whch was revolutionary for its time in inciuding a rnembrr of 

the Toronto gay cornmunity, Michael Lynch, who managed to instill considerable flair into 

an otherwise unimaginative and uninformative prescntation by the other two panelists, both 

'' Prior to September 1987, the syndrome was variously referred to as Gay 
Relatrd Immune Disorder (GRID) or more colloquially by the mass media as "Gay 
Plague." The CDC preferred a more descriptive designation and referred to it as 
"Kaposi's sarcoma and rrlated oppoministic infections," until in September 1982, 
following a suggestion by former National Gay Task Force director, Dr. Bruce Voeller, ir 
accepted the terni "Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome ( N D S ) "  (Altman, .4IDS und 
the New Purrtanrsrn 3 7). 



epidemiologists. Not surprisingly, Lynch, j ust one year afier his article "Living with 

Kaposi's" appeared in The Body Politic, proved to be a formidable critic of the easy 

conflation of prcniiscuity, gay sex and disease that formed the cornerstones of the other 

presenters' platforms. and he sought instead to reveal the ways in which mrdical perceptions 

of sexuality, and esprcially homosexuality, bore the stigmata of moral prudery and 

surveillance. This was the first time 1 had heard the sanctity of the medical profession's 

çommitment to objrctivity and neutrality cnticized, and criticized so vrhrmently - 1 was 

afier all, being subjected daily to what arnounted to an extensive indoctrination process into 

the profession of rnedicine - and, in the long run, Lynch's analysis of medical responses to 

A I D S ,  from the standpoint of a gay man, provided me with an important mode1 for how it 

is possible and necessary to think about medicine differently. It also marks the first instance, 

though 1 didn't reaiize it at the time, of my interpellation into two contradictory identities. 

identities which werc consmicted, through the panel on AIDS, through the hornophobic 

rhetoric of medicine, as mutually exclusive. 

My training within the medical profession and my own sexual identity as a lesbian 

necessarily place me in the middle of any analysis 1 am able to undertake of the intersections 

of the two. The cumulative experience of being a lesbian (though closeted - coming out in 

med school at the University of Toronto would have been similar to coming out in a tank of 

piranha1') during a time period in whish a medical crisis foregoundrd issues of srxual 

" The intense homophobia of the medical profession, and rnedical schools 
particularly, has been well documented. As a 1988 study of first year medical studrnts at 
U of T (the class of 9TO. which would have started their medical studies in 1986) noted: 

Of the t 38 students who commented on their attitudes toward 
homosexuality 2 1 percent moderately disapproved of the lifestyle, whilr 



difference makes my project, necessarily, both personal and particular. I am intensely aware 

of the degree to which my own background shapes my reading of the medical journa!-, as 

1 am also aware that my readings of those journals necessaîily shape the ways in which I am 

able to corne to tems with my experiences. The begtnnings, reversals and ruptures which 

medico-scientific discourse will offer up under rny scrutiny will always already bear the 

mark ofmy own experience, my o~vn deviant subjectivity. However, as Jenni fer Te- notes. 

this position of deviance la position which does not srek to be authonal, but which is, 

perhaps, archival) within the historiographic field decries the nscessity of a "privileged 

vantaçe point above the discursive traffic," but rather places "the new archivist ... on the 

Street, in the thick of things, occupying a mobile subject position" ("Theorizing Deviant 

Historiography" 57). Moreover, as she indicates, the dissection of power rnabled through 

the political possibilities inherent in notions of discursively constnxted subjectivity is a 

function of the "radical potential for a modality of historiographic activism taken up by the 

new archivist who, from a position of deviance, Finds effects which exceed the mth-telling 

of narrative history, and thus exposes the processes of deviant subject formation"(57). In 

my attempt to expose the '-processes of deviant subjrct formation" (my own included) 

through the medical literature surrounding AlDSiHIV in Canada durinç the first decade of 

the rpidemic, I wvill be drawing on persona1 incidents and reflections occumng during rny 

time as a medical student. In part, thk is a way olcontinually foregoundhg the panicularity 

22 percent strongly disapproved. Of this latter group 34 percent either 
strongly agreed or sornewhat agreed to the statement N D S  is the just 
reward for a gay lifestyle.' It shouid be noted that 18 percent of the 
respondents re h s e d  to descri be their feel inçs towards gay and lesbian 
people. (Woznjak 14) 



of my reading ofthese texts and incidents and, in part, it is a way of providing a participant- 

observer counterpoint to ihe rarified medico-scientific discourse represented in medical 

joumiils. 

My sources of data for these various explorations, these genealogies of rnedical 

discourse in Canada, are pnrnarily Canadian professional rnedical joumals widely evailable 

to the general population of Csnadian physicians and health care practitioners, yet unlikely 

to have a wide non-medical readership.'" have concentrated on three journals and one 

weekly repon in  particular, thoujh I have also looked at some reports in other Canadian 

medical journals and articles by Canadians in non-Canadian medical joumals. In spite of 

my interest in the ways in which deviant subjectivitics were beinç formed within medical 

discoursr, 1 have steered clear of joumals which deal prirnarily with psychiatrie topics, 

prefemng, instead, to concentrate on the information most likely to be accessible to general 

practitioners and family physicians. These physicians were most likely to have first contact 

with PWNHIVs and, over the course of my investigation, were, in the medical iiterature, 

increasingly being touted as the jource of prirnary medical care for PWNHIVs. 

The joumals whch 1 have looked at in depth are the Canudian ;tledical Assocrcition 

l 8  It is worth noting here that many of the gay and lesbian newspnpers clesrly 
were engaged with these publications. While this is not the specific focus of my 
investigation, it is, nevertheiess, an important indication of the degee to which 
professional mrdico-scientific discourses (epidemiological repens, current resrarch. as 
well as medical opinions and analyses) were being sought out and scrutinized in the face 
of the epidemic. In addition, increasing numbers of gay men and lesbians became 
conversant with esoteric medical tems and concepts, ofien to the chagrin of physicians 
(more on this later). When I was in my second p a r  of medical school ( !984), O u r  class 
was addressed by volunteer from the AIDS Cornmittee of Toronto, who stancd his talk 
by telling us that, three years ago, he had had no reason to know what a mucous 
membrane was; now it was a matter of life and death. 



Journal ( CiLfiJ), Canudian Famdy Physicran ( CFP)  and the Canadian Journal of 'Publ ic 

Health (CJPH). The C M  J is published fortnightly by the Canadian Medical Association 

(CMA), the largest professional medical association in Canada, and has an extensive 

distribution throughout Canada - a subscription to it is part of rnembership in the 

association. It is also readily available in clinics, hospitals, and medical schools and is 

regarded by many physicians as a medical cquivalent to illacieun '.S. offering news-magazine 

style articles, forums for the publication of every thing from clinical research to opinion and 

analysis pieces, as well as an active lettsrs section. CFP is a professional journal directed 

toward family practice physicians and is widely available as well, since a monthly 

subscnption to it is part of the membership package in the professional body regulating 

family physicians. [t contains articles writtrn specifically for family practice doctors and, 

as such, contains more s w e y  articles on subjects of interes! to the family practice doctor, 

as well as nore articles specifically addressing issues of patient care and intervention. It  

also has an extensive news section, in which everything from conference reports to excerpts 

from international medical joumals appears. The third journal, CJPH, published bimonthly, 

differs from the other two in that it is narrowly focussed within the public health medicai 

community and tends to contain articles which focus on aspects of public health and 

epidemiologcal research; as such, its distnbution is more circumscribed. though i t is readily 

available to physicians, mrdical students, and other health care personnel in medical 

libraries and hospital libraries. From time to time it produces a supplemsntal issue on topics 

of extreme current interest, and in MayJune of 1989 it produced a supplemental issue on 

public hcalth responses to A i D S .  



In addition to these journals, 1 have also traced the progress of the AIDS epidernic 

through the weekly èpidemiological bulletin, Canada Diseares Wrekly Report (CD WR). 

Püblished by the Laboratory Centre for Diseâse Control (LCDC) in Ottawa, a branch of 

Health and Welfare Canada, the Report functions within Canada in rnuch the same way the 

U. S. Crnters for Disease Control pub1 ication, ~ b f o r b h y  und Morrulrry Weeklv 

(:tuLWR), operates in the United States. MiWVR is the publication which, in 198 1 ,  "broke" 

the story of cases of Pneumocyris currnlr pneumonin and Kaposi's sarcorna in previously 

healthy gay men; it was instrumental in defining the conditions by which AiDS came to be 

medically intelliçible. Just as a theoretical aside here, and 1 suppose, partially by way of 

explanation for the centrality of the itfiWR, and, to a lcsser extent, the CDWR in the ways 

in which AiDS came to be medically known, I would like to flag the following observation 

from Foucault's The Rwrh ofthe Clinic in which he discusses the ways in which organization 

of medical knowledge changed during the French revolution: l'' 

The theme of the encyclopaedia is replaced by that of constant, constantly 
revised information, where it is a question, rather, of totalizing events and 
their determination than of enclosing knowledge in a systematic form . . . 
Mathieu Géraud dernanded the creation in every large town of a 'governent 
health centre' and in Paris of a 'health court,' sitting beside the National 
Assembly, centralizing information, conveying it from one part of the 
count-/ to another, discussinç questions that still rernain obscure, and 
indicating what research needs to be camed out. (29) 

'' One of the other developments which hr credits with the reorganization of 
medical knowledge 1s the formation of the French Royal Society of Medicine which 
"gadually became a point for the centralizatîon of knowledge, and authority for the 
registration and judçment of al1 medical activity"(B1rth oj'rhe C h i c  28). It is possible, 
therefore, to see the ways in which the professional organizations of medicine have 
traditionally dealt in the distribution and production of knowledge, and rhe legacy that 
that implies for publications like the CLbL-IJ. 



While 1 don't mean to suggest that these "govemment health centres" are the direct 

antecedents of the CDC and the LCDC, there are, 1 would argue in the case of Mi l s ,  

significant parallels in ternis of the ways in which incremental and partial information 

collected from disparate locations cornes to be centralized, collarrd, and redistributed within 

centres which are adjuncts to government health agencirs, and which, ultimately, set the 

agenda for future research. Moreover, the logic throuçh which this incrcmental and partial 

information cornes to have meaning leaves its traces on the ways in which that meaning is 

able to be taken up by medico-scientitic discourses. 

In the following chapters, 1 intend to tease out some of the ramifications of these 

traces, as well as to document the ways in which these and other traces circulating within 

medico-scientific discourse surrounding AIDS Facilitate the formation of drviant subjects. 

In chapter two, "Specular (Homo)sexual ity," I will demonstrate the imbrication of the 

formation of sexual subjectivities in response to AiDS with an already existing medical 

discourse of homosexuality that presupposes its ability to read the signs of deviancr written 

on the body of the patient. In chapter three, "This is a Test; This is Only a Test" 1 will 

explore the location of ALDS wîrhin the extant medical discourse of sexually transmitted 

diseases and look at the way in which the disciplinary technology of the HIV antibody test 

(facilitated by thèse prior modzls of monitonng and trrating STDs) functions institutionally 

to shape the possibilities for altrmate conceptualizations of how one lives sexually in the 

age ofAIDS, both iimitinç and delimiting these possibilities. The final chapter, "Borderlines 

- A[DS and the Epistemology of Medicine?" will examine the relationship between 

hornosexuality and AiDS and the trappings of the professional practice of medicine 



(everything from the conventions of medical education to the construction of medical 

knowledge as exemplary of the enlightenment ideals of objectivity). Funher, it will consider 

the way in which AIDS posed and continues to pose a threat to the stability of the 

knoweriobject-to-be-known relationship which sustains many of the traditions of medical 

professional prac tice. 



Chapter Two: Specular (Homo) Sexuality 

The furmation of the clinical methoci wzis bound up with the 
emergence of the doctor's gaze into the field of signs and symptoms. 
The recognition of its constituent nghts involved the effacement of 
their absolute distinction and the postdate that henceforth the 
signifier (sign and symptom) would be entirely transparent for the 
signified, which would appear, without concealment or residue, in its 
most pnstine reality, and that the essence of the signified - the hran 
of the disease - would be entirely exhausted in the intelligible syntav 
of the signifier. (Foucault, The Birrh ofrhe C'linic 9 1 ) 

The glance is silent, iike a finger painting, denouncing. There is no 
statement in this denounciation. The glance is of the non-verbal order 
of contact, a purely ideai contact perhaps, but in fact a more striking 
contact, since it traverses more easily, and goes further beneath 
things. The clinical rye discovers a kinship with a new sensr that 
prescribes its nom and rpistemological structure; this 1s no longer 
the ear straining to catch a laquage, but the index finger palpating 
the depths. (Foucault, rhe Bwth ofthe Clinrc 122) 

Dztring the summer of 1986 ut bVomen1s College Hospital, I wus u 

clinrcai clerk fa fozrrth yoiw medical srudentj on u medicine rotation and 

one o j p v  ussrgtzed putient3 wus u mun rn his lutr thirrirs who hatl AIDS. 

His nume wus Briun and he wus utinlirred r o  ltosprral suf/rring /rom 

shortness oj'brruth und o hig/~fever clue rn pnrz~mocy.stis curinri 

pneumonru; he alsu hud srvrrul iesions due ro KS. Treutimr al t/wr trme 

wus limited to iv anribiotics and supportrve thercpy. ~ L i j  diitirs us u 

clintcul clerk were ro du un admission hisrury und u physicul e.rurninurion 



and to monrtor the putrent over the ourse  ofhrs hospitai stay under the 

supervision of the medrcal resrdent. I took the parlent 's hwiory and drd o 

f horough physr cal, concentraring on the areas whiclr were of most 

concern given the patrent '.Y presenting syrnptorns: the respiratory systern 

und rmrnzrne system. The resrdent wus rrusonahlj satisfied wrth m-v 

find1ng.s but cornpfuined thut I hcrd ornitrrd an rmportant urru oj' 

rnvestigutron -- I hud not done u rectal e-wrn. The rrsulrtit wrrs most 

uùamunr thar I do u rectal und. in partrcirlur thut I e.rurnrne Brrun jhr 

huemorrhords and venrred warts. It was rmperutive thut I do h s ,  the 

resrdmt informrd me, because thuf wouidprovide evrdence of'hrs srxud 

habrrs. 1 vofunteered thut I hud asked h m  ahoui hrs se.ruul pruuicr.~, und 

thut he h d  udmrned thut he had, ln fuct. engagrd rn and sex wrth his 

partners, an udmrssron I realrzed rn retruspect he might not huve made tu 

someone who was not gay. Thrs drd no/ sati~fy the rrsrdent. He hud to 

houe vrsunl evrdence; rhe man3 own atimrssron wcis riot suflcient 

"proof:" During roicnds the next rnorning, the rrsident ii~s&ed thut hr 

aurnrne Brun hirnsrlj'in fiont ojj'rhr rrst ofthe "reum, " whrclt crinsisted 

uj'two mterns. unoiher clinrcul cierk und myself; even trltough Brrun hud 

slrpt body (/te nrght brjjre und wus spikrng u vrry high ghrrmperuture. 

Dtrring the rectul rxamrnutron, with Brion [yrngflut (in hrs srcie h pour 

posrtion jbr hrs compromrsed ltmgs), rhi. residmt rnstrzïctrd the "trum " tu 

observe us hr spreud the man's buttocks. rllrimrnureti the u n d  a r w  with 



the aid ofaj7ashfight and probed his anus with a double gioved index 

finger. I stood in rhe doorway of rhc room und did nor say anythrng. I was 

l e j  with an overwhelming feeling ofrevdsmn andfior (even rls I wriie 

rhis (jind rnysrl/ovenuhelmed by the upprehensron und shame thar I fe Ir 

al thar rime), but I did nor speak out. 

I offer this story and the two epigraphs by way of introducing this chapter on the 

rrlationship between the medical profession and dissident sexualities because they work 

together to foreground the ways in which the clinical practice of the primacy of the sign (that 

which can be seen or touched) became enlisted in the project of the identification and 

classification of dissident male sexualities. Brian's own admission of his sexual practices 

was not adequate proof for the resident; instead, the resident privileged the evidence of the 

clinical gaze, a gaze which is constructed within the rhetoric of medicine as neutral and 

objective, and through which, it is undentood, it is possible to generate a transparent 

knowledge of the human body. The resident therefore effects a solipsistic recourse to the 

immutability of an anatomical referent, the body inscribed with the evidence of perverse 

sexual acts, which was, in fact, created through his gaze in the first place. 

The mediated expression of Bnan's sesual experiences, his subjective srxual history 

(bis history as a sexual subject), is silenced by the way in which the resident deiiberately 

chooses not to hear those srsual exprr-iences. Instead, the '.unmctdiated" (objective, by the 

t ems  of medico-scientific discourse) expression of those sexual experiences ~vtitten on his 

body is taken as the absolute sign of his homosrxuality and, moreover, as the absolute sign 



of his sexual passivity, signs which are able to be "read" by the experienced clinical eye, 

able to palpated by the experienced clinical hand. What the experienced clinical eye is 

pr-uriently "reading" in this case, I would like to  suggest. is nothing less than the act of two 

men fucking, nothing iess than the moment of viral transmission; Brian's objrctification, the 

eroticization of the moment of his infection, takrs place undrr the guise of medical 

objectivity. 

Cindy Patton, in "Visualizing Safe Srx: When Pedagogy and Pornography Collide," 

explores the way in which the conflation between the sexual act of anal intercourse and the 

act of transmission of HIV irnplies that. in witnessing anal intercourse (in gay pornogaphy), 

we are also witnessing the act of transmission. This conflation eroticises the moment of 

transmission in such a way that "transmission, not sexuality, becomes the object of 

voyeurism"(380- 1); however, as she notes, 

this fascinated irnmobility does not describe the history of the gay 
cornmunity's response to the epidemic: it  sounds rather more like the 
epidemiologists who coolly add up their numbers. If voyeurism of the 
epidemic is the crime, surely scientists should to be the first to face the 
charge. (38 1) 

And as Foucault observes, while the medical examination may well have the ovemding goal 

of lirniting and denying the expression of dissident sexualiries, the ways in which power and 

pleasure operate to destabilize and proliferate through the relationship betwren examiner 

and rxamined open up the possibility that the power that limits and drnies pleasure ma?, 

itself, "be invaded by the pleasure it is pursuing" (Haror,! o~'Srrrtiuily 45). 

Indetd, the voyeristic fascination. nay obsession, of the rncdical profession (and, 

particularly, junior staff and medical studrnts) with male-male sex, and the reification of 



male-male sex to anal intercourse, of which the story I relate above is rnerely one esample, 

reflects, 1 would suggest, a degree of professional anxiery that goes beyond the more 

manifest anvieties raised by the AIDS epidemic. That being said. however, it is important 

to recognize that apprehension over viral transmission, and the conflation of viral 

transmission, anal sex and homosexuality,' were potent forces in brinçing this anuiety to the 

fore during the 1980s. 

Originary Tales and Likely Storie 

* 

On Januaty j, 1982 u 43 yeur oid mon wus drnitted to hospitai rn 

Windsor in mute resp~rutory distress. He hud un extended history of' 

wright ioss, muluise, eniarged i,vmph nodes. oesophageai yeast infec f ion 

and low white blood ceif counts. CVhat wus originaildv ussüiiled tu be u 

monilid pneumonia (secondury to the orsophageai infection) wus 

eventuaf& diugnosed as Pneumocystis carini i pneumonia follow irig un 

open chest upper lobe i ung biopsy wh ich reveuled the presence of P. 

carînii in the usprrated r.~udute. In sprtr oj'ord und rntruvenolis 

untibiorrcs, the mun died on Frbruory 18, 1982. The rsolution of' P. carini i 

' It is wonh flagging at this point my use of %omosexuality" to indicate "male 
hornosexuality." lt is also wonh noting that lesbians, who are typically at a lower risk for 
AlDS through sexual transmission than are gay men who practice unprotected anal 
intercoune, through the conflation that equates AIDS with Homosrxual, were also often 
included, by the lay public, as likely to be "AIDS camers," somerhing 1 found quite 
inexplicable at the timr. 



combined with the polient 's hisrory of homosexuality. recreational drug 

use (rnciudzng umyl nitrite. or "poppers'>. sexuully transmrtted diseuses 

(including syphilis) and travel ro New York. San Fruncrsco and Hartr 

suggested that thrs rnigh; well be part of the constellation of cases which 

trrggered the hlorb idity and Mor~af iîy CVr e kly Report (MtiWR) report rn 

June 198 1 iinking the atypical emergrnce oj' P .  carini i and Kuposr 3 

surcornu rn prevroirsf.~ weff guy men rn :Vew York und Los ..ln,yeles. 

This report of the first documented case meeting the CDC case definition in Canada 

was accompanied by an editorial comment in the March 27, 1982 edition of Canada 

D;sease.s Weeki-v Rtporf ((.ZCYR). This cornmrntary detailed the current statr of medical 

knowledge about the emerging syndrome, listed what were thought to be in salient features 

and its possible causes, and suggested that "the simultaneous occurrence of Kaposi's 

sarcoma and P. carinri pneumonia among homosexual men of the same age and racial 

groups who live in the same geographicai areas strongiy suggests the occurrence of a single 

epidemic of underlying irnrnunosuppression in these men" (Editorial comment on Doherty 

and King, 67). It went on to solicit cases by observing that "[tlhe Bureau of Epidemiolog 

would like to receive any information on irnmunosuppression and associated diseases in 

homosexuals in Canada" (67). The CDR'R restaternenr of the original CDC observation 

reiterated the demographîc epidemiological assumptions which were to shape this future 

epidemic, while at the same time, in its cal1 for more instances of P. carrnri pneumonia 

within hornosexual populutions, it actively operated to produce further evidencc which 



would contain the disease entity within a demographic group. 

I t  is worth noting here that surveillance definitions (issued by centres lîke the CDC 

and LCDC) and clinical diagnoses (effectively, physicians' working hypotheses) are quite 

di fferent cntities in terms of their speci ficity, though there is an important reciproca! 

relationship in terms of generating knowledge. Early epiderniological work on A[DS was 

perhaps a classic example of thîs process; it was a function of  the critical mass of the gay 

communities within New York and Los Angeles, as well as the geogaphical consolidation 

of gay men within these cities, which enabled physicians in those arras to obserde the initial 

cases as an epidemiologically distinct cluster. The epidemiological profiles of these index 

cases then became the signifiers by which othrr clinicians identified cases within their own 

practices (as we can see from the diagnosis of the first Canadian case) and the demographic 

group in which the diseax was first observed became inextricably associated with the 

disease entity itself (Altman 32). Diagnosis of A D S ,  therefore, in epidemiological terms, 

initially depended upon an irnplicit diagnosis of homosexuality;' in order for that to be the 

' Lnitialiy, however, the epidemiolo~ical association of homosexuality with A I D S  
was at odds with data beinç received by the LCDC. The high number of cases from 
endemic areas, Haiti and central Africa, relative to the number of cases overall in Canada 
persisted for the first years of the epidemic. For instance, in the Novernber 19, 1983 issue 
of CDIVR, the following statistîcs about A[DS in Canada were çiven: 

As of 3 1 October 1983, the Laboratory Centre for Disease Control has 
received reports of 50 cases of AiDS .  They have ranged in age from 20 to 
5 1 years, with 78% occuning in the 20-39-year age group. Forty-threr 
(84%) were males and 7 ( 14%) were femalcs. Forty-eight precent (48041) 
of al1 cases were homosexuals; however, the number of heterosexual 
cases, mainly Haitians, is incrrasing !44 ?/a), and includrs 3 hemophliacs. 
(Handzel 186) 

Significantly, within the mainsteam media, the association with homosexuality penisted, 
and cases without a gay context were "querred" by their association with the disease. 



case, homosexuality, I suggest, needed to be able to be rendered visible to the clinical gaze. 

The problem facing physicians in 1982 was not only the advent of a deadly new 

disease entity, and its emergence, at least initially, within a population which was 

stigmatized within the medical profession, but also the ambiguous nature of the disease's 

clinical description and presentation. The CDC offered the following de finition of A D S  

in early 1983 as the epidemioloçical surveillance definition: 

a reliably diagosed disease that is at lrast moderately indicative of an 
underlying cellular immunodeficiency in a person who has had no knom 
underlying cause of cellular immunodeficiency and no other cause of 
reduced resistance reported to be associated with that disease. ("Update: 
Acquired Imrnunodeficiency Syndrome (ADS) - United States" 1 87) 

The difficuity of applying this ambiguous definition to an equally fragmented disease 

process, in the absence of a definitive rnarker or cause, is amply demonstrated by the 

following remarks in an article by Norbert Gilrnore, one of Canada's earliest AiDS 

researchers, who wamed that "early diagnosis can be difficult owing to the non-specific 

spp toms  and signs of the infectious and malignant diseases. Therefore, vigilance by 

physicians is of utmost importance" (Gilmore, 138 1 ). 

The cal1 for vigilance in the absence of a specific marker for the diseasr which was 

soundcd in Gilmorets assessrnent of A[DS resonated with thé way in which the diagnosis 

of the disease, initially at least, was couched in such a manner that it was dependent on a 

diagnosis of homosexuality. Thus, we can ser from these earliest reports how this disease 

entiiy is situated within a pervasive rhetoric of detection and exposure of gay men, in 

addition to the rhetoric of epidemiology 

direction and philosophical infiection of 

Both of these rhetorical processes indicate the 

much of the medical response generated in the 



absence of definitive test for AIDS. By the time a test for HIV was available in 1985, 

however, testing in relationship to AIDS was no longer only a test for the disease process or 

the viral entity, it w u  also already a test for what was assumed to be à hidden 

homosexual ity. 

This notion of a hidden hornosexuality is an important point, one which sustained 

much of the popular nudge-nudge, wink-wink discourse about AiDS early in the epidrmic. 

One exampie is the AIDS joke (iust one variation on many) that a psychiatnc resident shared 

with my ciinical goup in 1986: "Q: What is the harciest thing about ALDS? A: Convincing 

your family that you are Haitian." Clearly the joke tums upon horh the notion thnt AIDS = 

homosexuality undthat homosexuality is hidden. Further, it also tumed upon the invisibility 

of many of the "risk groups" associated with AiDS - not only were hornosexuals invisible 

(and deliberately so) but. likewise, hemophiliacs and injection drug users were similarly 

invisible to the unsuspecting general public. However. the joke, like the medical 

assumptions about the association between homosexuality and the disease, ultimately posits 

the failure of any body to maintain hidden that which is able to be written on the body.' Not 

surprisingly, rnuch of the focus on determination of risk groups fed into the need to "detrct" 

the hidden rnembers of those groups and expose [hem, a process which was reitrrated with 

persons living with AIDS.' 

For a more extensive discussion on the ways in which i t  is possible to 
concrptualizr risk as wntten on the body see Knabe, "Deconstmctinç the Construction of 
m s . "  

4 One of the more peculiar examples of this '-detect and espose" mode of 
operation was the continuing public demand for the release of information about an HIV 
positive child's serostatus to educational and da? care institutions, a process which was 



Emerging Anal Fixations 

Moreover, even before ADS became a medical entity, the clinical gaze had staned 

to focus on particular mrdical aspects of homosexuality apparent to the disceming eye; if 

medical access to the psyches of gay and lesbian patients was denied by the declassification 

of homosexuality as a mental disorder, the gay (and lesbian) body was, nevertheless, still a 

fertile site for medical investigation and potential intervention.' Foucault has observed that 

the invention ofthe homosexual assumed that "[nlothing that went into his total composition 

was unaffccted by his sexuality. It  was cverywhere present in him: at the root of al1 hk 

actions because it was their insidious and indefinitely active principlr; written immodestly 

on his face and body because it was a secret that always gave itself away" (Foucault, Msroty 

of Saztui ip  43);  it should not, therefore, be surprising that the focus of that medical 

on those sites most intimately associated with that 

does this focus on sexual practice confine itself to the 

investigation should concentrate 

totalizing sexual definition."or 

expressly addressed in the 1956 CiLUJ article, "Guidelines for People Responsible for 
Education and Day Care of Children with HTLV-WLAV Infection" ( 135). More 
tjpically, however, the cal1 for the need for exposure of hidden HIV positive inviduais 
came from within the medical profession itself. 

There has been a varie? of work done on the medical association between 
dissident sexuality and its genital manifestations. The collection of articles, Science m i  
Homose.ruaiitrrs, edited by Vernon A. Rosario, is exemplary in providin- a broad range 
of current investigations into these historical practices. 

6 Sadly, ibis may be the very reason for the inordinate invisibility of lesbians ro 
the health care profession. In not being able to imagine what it is that women might do 
together in bed, the medical profession simply assumes that there are no significant 



ways in which gay men were perceived by the medical profession, or even the straight 

population; in many cases, it was also very rnuch how they defined themselves and their 

communities. One nred only think of Michael Lynch's evocaiive phrase. "the very 

prorniscuous fabric that knits the gay male community together," to realize the depth of this 

association. 

Historically, during the course of the 1970s and carly 1980s, hornosexual 

communities were becoming increasingly visible within large urban centres. The reiisons 

for this were myriad, and much excellent work on this phenornenon has already taken place 

within a Canadian context (Kinsman The Regulurron of'Desrre; Ross; Jackson & Persky; 

Golding) to document these historical developments, and to discuss their social and poli tical 

implications. What I would l i  ke to highlight, however, are how dissident sexual practice was 

foregrounded in many of the ways in which gay men, and a gay community. constructed 

thrmselves, and were constructed. In Toronto, the galvanic effect of the bathhouse raids, 

the trials of The Body Poiitic, and the visibility ofa gay presence in municipal politics in the 

1980 municipal election al1 contributed to the politica: initiation and mobilization of men 

health care issues to be dealt with. Certainly this is also a function of the way in which 
female sexual health, and women's health in gmeral, has been rrified to reproductive 
functions. 

' This did not, however, preclude the various ways in which the debate over the 
centrality of sexual promiscuity as de finitionai of the gay community raged back and 
forth over the fîrst years of the epidemic. Certainly reduction of widely vanrd alternative 
lifestylrs (to borrow the terminology) to a single notion of "community" is part of the 
difficulty, but beyond that, there was also, in Toronto, a unique conflation of the sexual 
with the expressly political whch was not necessarily the case in large gay centres in the 
US. For instance, Cindy Patton observes that, in the US, most of the activist work around 
M D S  took place in communities of gay men which had traditionaily not been politically 
active (Patton, Sa und Germs 13). 



and women within the gay and lesbian communities. In most cases, this mobilization took 

place within an overtly pro-sex agenda (Golding 95-96). 

lnrsnss media coverage, however, also made these ccmrnunities more visible to the 

straight public. This visibility was frarned by the specific attention paid to the sexual "facts" 

revealed to rnainstrearn media reporters at the trials of The Body Polrrrc and the Barracks 

steambaths, facts which when taken out of con tex t ,k  an anditorial in The Budy Polriic 

noted, not only lost their ability to signifi in ways which made sense of the scxual situation 

in which they arose, but were called upon to signiQ in ways which were quite deliberately 

antitheiical to those original situations. Published two months before the New York Times 

publicized the IL&IWR report identiQinç the first cases of P. curinrr pneumonia and Kaposi's 

sarcoma in gay men, the editorial in ;The Body folitrc underscores the dangers inherent in 

losing control of the way in which Our sexualities are represented, the way in which they 

corne to s ip i f i :  

[tJhese props from the theatre of sexuality were put to a new and less 
imocent dramatic use. As exhibits for the Crown, each was Iifted in turn for 
inspection by a police officer who held them up by his finger tips, at arm's 
length, his hands sealed in surgical rubber gloves. The gloves invited 
medical and hygenic evaluations: disease, din, contagon. ( The Body Politrc, 
May 1981 7) 

This editorial, 1 suggest, inadvertently forcshadows the risks inherent in the ways in which 

the AIDS epidemic would becorne intelligible through medico-scientific discourse over the 

next decade, risks exemplified by the way in which the resident manipulated Brian's body 

into providing the "testimony" he dictated it speak into existence: testirnony to Brian's 

See also "Making Gay Sex Dirty" by Gerald Hannon (The Body Politic, May 
1981 8). 



deviant sexuality. 

If the arbiten of good taste and moral decency duriiig the 1970s and early 1980s, in 

Toronto the Good and elsewhere, were obsessed with finding out  and revealing to a shocked 

and appalled straight community the (presurnptive) physical sites (bathhouses, toilets, parks) 

in which gay sex was taking place. the medical profession, as 1 have suggested above, 

through the increased, and increasing, preoccupation with the physical manifestations of gay 

sexuality, became similanly absorbed by the revelation of the (presumptive) anatornical site 

of gay sex: the anus. This increasing preoccupation was reflected in the ways in which gay 

sexuality became visible within the medical literature. 

The tirst incidence of any mention of hornosexuality in the C:LLI./ index during the 

post-APA period is S. S. B. Gilder's 1974 summary of non-North Amrncan medical 

literature of interest to Canadian practitioners. In his survey of British medical literature, 

the author finds two articles noteworthy for inclusion in his "Overseas Report." Under the 

heading "Bizarre and superbizarre," he relatas the Luncrl report of a case of pulmonary 

embolisrn in a male tranvestite taking oral contraceptives in which the assumption was made 

that the pulmonary embolism (a known side effect of the piIl in womenj was the result of 

the man's "inappropriate" use of female hormones. The second case he chooses to retell 

(clearly, from the heading of the section, designated the super-bizarre j concems a Brrtish 

,Lfedicul Jotrrnul report on what were to becorne k o w n  over the next decade within the 

medical press as "retained foreign objects." This case report consisted of the unrelated 

presentation to emergency of two men, -'young homosexuals," with "deep central abdominal 

pain." Gilder reports that "[o]n inspection, the umbilicus was seen to be vibrating, and a 



cylindncal mass was felt arising from the pelvis and heard to be hurnming"(lJ4). The 

inevitable had happened, Gilder concludes: the men had beeri using vibratû;; for "sexual 

stimulation per anum . . . [and] one day the instrument was inserted too far and disappeared 

up the rectum" ( 144). What is perhaps more significant than this report, which Gilder retells 

in a tone of wry amusement, however, 1s the persona1 anecdote he includes at the close of 

h s  report. We are told that the author himself "once spent a Saturday afemoon extracting 

a chicken carcass from a rectum" ( 144) and, tùrther, that this is svidence that "there is no 

limit to what some folk will do"( 144). 

The inclusion of this anecdote serves to frame the preceding report literally in  the 

realm of the super-bizarre. It heightens the degree of estrangement, already exacerbated by 

the tone in which the details were related, to the point where al1 contes becomes lost. 

While we are specifically told that the vibrators were insened per unun, to provide sexual 

stimulation in the cases reponed in the Br .Lied J ,  we are not told the speci tic circurnstances 

which brought the author's patient (and we have to assume a patient here, since al1 the 

author provides us with is a rectum) to his attention. Cenainly we do noi even know if the 

patient is male or fernale, what the mode of presentation is, nor any details at al1 which 

might make the single picce of information contained in the declarativr statement "I once 

spent a Saturday aftemoon . . ." signitj. in specific ways.' The assurnptions of homosrxuality, 

3 One of the things which is never discussrd by any of the articles abour "retained 
foreign objccts" is the possibility that the patient may not have consented to the insertion 
of the object. The reputrd (feared?) perverse insatiablility of the gay male anus forms the 
basis on which these assurnptions manage to elide the possibility of a man's body bcing 
sexually assaulted. If a gay man's male body could be assaulted, then the possibility 
exists that the straight man's male body could also bc vulnerable. 



of perverse desire, of sexual stimulation, are al1 read onto the declarative statement by its 

pcsitioning with respect to the preceding report. Furthemore, the mobility which allows al1 

of thrse circurnstances to be read onto the author's anecdote also ûllows the implied 

perversity (since we have no Frame of reference) of the anecdote to be read back across the 

sexual practice of the gay men in the previous case, and from there through the sexual 

practices of al1 gay men. 

In addition, through this example, not only are we able to see the degee to which the 

objectivity and neutrality of some medical information is, in fact, illusoty, but also that the 

illusion is sustained by the very structures in which it arises. In this case, the author's own 

unsubstantiated repon of a single occurence of a given practice is secured wiirhin the aniclr 

by iü jutapostion to a report published in a legitimate medical journal. That this anchoring 

article itself may be of questionable provenance is suggested by the degee of speculation 

inherent within the nature of the report and underscored by the retelling by Gilder: "what 

happened, believe it or not . . ." (144). Moreover the cntire construction is legitimated 

through its publication within a medical journal which then providrs a context of authority 

and objectivity to both medical and lay readers. Just by way of examplr, I would like to 

point to Samuel Delany's analysis of the way in whch information in a letter in the New 

Engiund Journal o/;lfrdicinu. which purports to provide evidsnce for the transmission of 

HIV from a woman to a man during fellatio, was taken up and widrly reported as a 

"confirmed case" by, amonç others, the New York Times and the Dm& .Vt:ws (71-26 ). As I 

indicaied in the the previous chapter, there is considerable theoretical work which suggests 

that medical information 1s uniquely able to be taken up and disseminated by the mass media 



(McAllister) and, further, that this is a vital step in the process by which deviant 

subjectivities are able to be interpellated into hegemonic discourse as "individual and 

collective problems"(Kinsman, "Constnicting Sexual Problems" 168). ' O  

These stories of "retained foreign objects" per anum were popular fare when [ was 

in medical school, though at that point they had reached the standard urban legend format, 

and so were reponed at some remove from the alleged event." 1 too heard these stories, 

and first recall hearing variations of them in second year mrdiçine. The detûils of the kicker 

(that is the most shocking element of the story) were different - 1 think it was live gerbils 

in plastic bags that provided the worst case scenano in the version 1 heard - but the smicture 

by which this horror was revealed was the sarne as Gilder's item on the *'bizarre and 

superbizarre." The stories, usually told by older and more experienced housestaff (residents 

and intcms), though in my case the source was one of my clinic group, began with the 

plausible, even the mundane - most commonly some reference to homosexual sex, or by the 

time 1 was in medical school, A D S  (and yes, this too was stereotyped and predominantly 

anally fixated) - and proceeded, invariably through the intermediary story of the anally 

retained sex toy, to the fantastical and grotesque (and there were rnuny variations j. 

'O Certainly the CLUJ was a frequently cited source of information in the 
Toronto news media. During the first drcade of the AlDS epidemic both the Torotiro Srur 
and the Globe und Afar/ habitually referred to matenal published in the C.LL4.I Like the 
Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval, the taçs, '-cioctors warn," "MDs Rrpon," and 
"medical researchers say," in headlines about . W S  dunng the first years of the epidemic 
provided immediate and pnor veritkation of the quality of the information containrd 
within the articles. 

" This format is familar - '-1 know someone, who knows sorneone, who: swerirs 
it's tme; was there; did the surgery himherself . . ." 



The issue at hand here is not whether these stories are true, or if, indeed, there ever 

was some basis in fact for their existence; rather, it is that each step toward the bizarre is 

made plausible by its association with other "known fact." about homosexuality (primady 

anal sex). As 1 indicated in the case of Gilder's article, it is then possible to turn this chain 

of signification around and read back frorn the bizarre to those "known tàcts" and so infiect 

them with the full force of perversion able to be distilled from the thrse associations. I 

realize that the reitrration of these stories by rnrdical students and housestaff might be 

justified as likely being a coping mechanism in their atternpts to dcal with the stress inherent 

in ventunng to do a job under conditions which are fraught with ambiguity and apprehension 

and, in this way, that they were similar to other stories circulating arnonçst housestaffand 

rnedical students, particularly about death. However, gven the degrer to which homophobia 

was prevalent within this population (Wozniak), these stories are also, i would argue, a 

function of the tension generated by the unstable separation between the reviled body of the 

homosexual and the revered body of the physician, for, as Cindy Patton notes, 

"[h]omophobia is a holograph of fean: f eu  of a different subculture, fear of forbidden 

male-male desires, and fear of anal penetration" (Patton, lnvenfing N D S  1 18). The effect 

of the stories' proliferation and reiteration, however, was to further contribute to the ways 

in which anality was foregrounded within the medico-scientific discourse circulating 

throughout the penod just pior to and during the first yrars of the AlDS epidemic. 

The other articles appearing in the CiLUJ during the late 1970s reinforced, though 

not necessarily deliberately, this reduction of gay men to the the anritornical site of their 

sexual transgressions. Further, these articles also highlighted the correspondence brtwern 



the product of this reductive reasoning (that is, the gay man as anus, or, the gay anus) and 

the presence, often concealed, of diseases specific to either Uie site or the practice of gay 

male sexuality. 

In 1978, an article entitled simply "Gonorrhea in Homosexual Men" by T. W. Austin, 

B. Lent and F. L. M. Paaison focussed on the problem of the high rate of asyrnptomatic 

gonorrhea infections among a cohort of gay men atîending a sexually transrnitted disease 

(STD) clinic and concludrd that this was due to the higher rats of extrageni ta1 (rectal and;'or 

pharyngeal) infection among gay men. The physicians analysing the clinic data suggrstrd 

that "[iln no patient group is this [follow-up and contact tracing] more important than 

homosexual men. Extragenital infection is cornmon and ofkn asymptomatic in this group, 

and the frequency of treatment failure is high because of persistent extragenital infection" 

(73 1) .  The admission by the authors that rnany of the gay men attending the c h i c  were 

reluctant to acknowlege their sexuality (and hence, the onus on the part of the physician to 

detect these men) resonates with the assumed association between asyrnptomatic, or hidden, 

infection and anatomical sites which are specifically linked to the expression of gay 

sexuality. Moreover, what is significant, in terms of my analysis, is the way in which gay 

men were positioned as able to be differentiated medically from the heterosesual men 

attending the clinic, and that that differentiation took place at the level of the txtragenital 

site of infection: the rectum. 

In spite of this increasinç reification between gay men and the anus, Austin er u!, as 

well as the authors of an earlier article on the homosexual transmission of cjromegalovinis 

(CMV), did not make a specific link behveen other characteristics of gay male sex and 



disease; rather, the information presented about the transmission of both gonorrhea and 

CMV appeared to take place outside of an overtly moral framework. Nevertheless, by the 

time the third article dealing with gay men and the sexual uansmission of diseasz appeared 

in the CMAJ in 1980, the notion of extragenital infection, conceived of on an individual case 

by case basis in the previous article, had been replaced by the concept of a "reservoir"of 

disease-causing organisms, wherein an rntire population became implicated in potential 

transmission. The trope through which Keystone, Keystone and Proctor, in thcir article 

"Intestinal Parasitic Infestions in Hornosexual Men: Prevalence, Symptoms and Factors in 

Transmission," began to be able to speak of "reservoirs ofpathogenic organisms" was thrir 

utilization of notions of an identifiable gay community. 

Keystone, Keystone and Proctor's recruiting prmticrs and their results were both 

framed in ternis of a perception of a male homosexuai community, but the community fiom 

which they drew their participants (sites which were "predominantly frequcnted by 

homosexual men" and which constituted part of the political and sexual gay cornmunity of 

Wellesley and Yonge in Toronto!') and the community from which they drew their 

conclusions were not identical. The sexual community of gay men constructed as a result 

of thsir study was dram from, but not necessarily represrntative of, the wder gay male 

community, and though the conclusions drawn from the '-cornrnunity" as defined by the 

study rnay be valid, extension to the wider comrnunity of gay men is prohlcmatic. The 

narrow understanding of sesuality contained within the constructed community grnerated 

" The current gay ghetto in Toronto, Church and Wellesley, developrd dunng 
the 1980s. Prior to that time, Wellesley and Yonge served as the site of the de facto gay 
and lesbian community. 



by the study is in no way cornmensurate with the sexual, political, social and rrnotional ways 

the wider gay comrnunity is able to be signified to those men who comprise it. Moreover, 

this arbitrary redefinition of a group of men as a "reservoir" of enteric paihogens depends 

on the presence, vithin their bodies, of similar "reservoirs of disease," a defenal which once 

again reiterates the confiation of gay men with the anatomical site of their transgressive 

behaviour. Further, the notion of gay men as "reservoirs of potentially pathogrnic 

orçanisms" effectively repathologizes homosexuality, associating it with dirt and disrase, 

an association which is additionally intensified by the conclusion that the oniy factor 

associated with a lower prevalencr of parasitic infection is "clransinç o f  the anus before 

anal sex" ( 5  12). 

1 would like to rnake clear at this point that 1 am not necessanly criticizing the 

medical methodology of these researchers, nor the validity of their observations. By al1 

accounts, Keystone et ul were to be commended for the ways in which they attempted to 

work with the gay community on what was clearly perceived by some of the adjunct 

institutions of that community (the Hassle Free STD Clinic. for instance) as an important 

health care issue for gay men. What I am trying to trace through these vanous articles is the 

way in  which the language used within the articles inadvertently constructs, within the 

already existing frarnework of rcpresentations of hornosexuality available in the medical 

literature, an increasingly common synecdochal relationship between gay men and the 

anatomical site of exclusively querr sexual congress. That this anatornical site became 

increasingly invested with the power to reveal to the cxperienccd viewer who was, and who 

wasn't, engaging in homosexual behaviour became more and more important over the 



course of the first years of the 1980s, as fears of asymptomatic populations harbouring 

sexually transmitted disease became reiterated within a framework of death and morality ." 

Visual(izing) AiDS to Diagnosis 

M i l e  the article by Keystonr et ul indicated that diseases specitïcally associated 

with gay male sexual practices were increasingly being fiamecf in terrns of cornrnuni ty as 

well as individual epidemiological factors, the initial emergence of A i D S  within male 

homosexual cornmunitics brought added medical scnitiny to bear on the details of gay men's 

sexual behaviourdJ A whole sencs ofanicles ernerged over the course of a two-year period 

l 3  Cindy Patton discusses the way in which heterosexual denial of anal pleasure 
can be read as a function of the instability of the anus as a site of exclusively queer ses 
and, hence, its inability to define the parameters of hornosesuality (Patton, Inventing 
AlDS 1 18-9). 

" Interestingly, there were several articles pub1 ished between 1 980 and 1983 
which focus on rehabilitating the doctor/hornosexual patient relationship wi thin a fami ly 
practice setting. These include, in CkUJ,  Michaei Myers7 1980 article "Common 
psychiatrie problems in homosexual men and women consul ting f'amily phy sicians," and 
in Cunudun Fumily Physician, in 1981 "Longterm relationships are just as iikely amonç 
gay couples, daims psychiatrist"; Christine Kuntr's article "Homophobia: how 
physicians treat homosexual patients": and in 1983, Judith Gold's article 
"Homosexuality: a review." These articles deal with homosexuality more under the 
nibric of sexual medicine generally and seem to be pan of a whole constellation of 
articles appearing around the same tirne dealing with alternative ways of concrptwlizing 
the Family physician's role with respect to sexuality. The most important of these \vas a 
198 1 article by W. W. Waîters, J.A. Larnont, J. Askwith, and May Cohen rniitlrd 
"Education for sexuality: the physician's role," which took physicians to task for 
subscribing to a pronatalist view of sexuality and, further, integrated issues of 
homosexuality within a frarnework of human sexuality. 



from 1983 to 1985 detailing an explicit exploration of the issues of STDs within the 

homosexual population, audressing, but not being limited to, N D S .  These anicles fomed 

one part of a larger Canzdian medical obsession with sexually rransrnitted diseases during 

the first years of the 1980s; rhetorically. the approach within these articles was very much 

the "contain and control approach" consonant with a medical mode1 of epidemiology 

focussing on case identification, treatment, follow-up, and contact tracing. " The increasing 

awareness of the presence of male sexual dissidence, both within the popular media I through 

stories associated with A i D S  as well as the reportage in the early 1980s focussinç on the 

various trials associated with the bathhouse raids and common bawdy house legislation) and 

within the medical media, was not necessanly able to be translated into automatic 

recognition of actual homosesual bodies. It is necessary, Ed Domovitch noted in a 1985 

article entitled "A comprehensive approach to male homosexual disorders," for the 

"clinician [to] maintain a high index of suspicion and a routine screening program for those 

problems whch are treatable ... Attention should be paid to public health aspects and 

treatment of contacts of patients with communicable diseases is encouraged (Domovitch 

1975). 

Consider, for example, an article appearing in 1984 in the C:LL-I.I, witten by Stephan 

J. Landis and eniitled "Sexually transmitted diseasr among hornosr~uals."'~ Landis framed 

l 5  Please see chapter 3 for a more complete account of the way in which the 
rhetoric of epidemiology stmctured reponses to the AlDS rpidrmic. 

I6 This article presents a rnixed bag of misinformation and overt stereotypinç, 
cvidence of the inability, on the part of the author, to see any sexuality without a 
heteronormative frame: for example, his descriptions of long-term gay or lesbian 
relationships are that they are "closed-couple relationships in which thcy live as 'husbarid 



the article by citing the need for vigilance in detecting the hidden homosexual component 

of an: (heterosexual) physician's practice: "Physicians," he said, "are probably seeing a 

substantial nurnber of hornosexual or bisexual patients in their clinical practices withou: 

realizing it. Few doctors understand homosexuals, their lifestyles and the types of infectious 

illnesses that affect themV(Landis 370). Landis suggested the usual history and physical 

examination (albeit with an ernphasis on genital and anal areas) as the best way to reveal the 

sexual orientation of these patients and noted that a ssries of tests, including "penodic 

testing for microbial pathogrns at urethral, oral and anal sites" similarly faciliated "the 

detection of asymptornatic infection"(372). 

Diagnosis of asymptomatic infection took place at two levels therefore: there was the 

diagnosis of asymptomatic infection within the body of the homosesual, the hidden source 

of disease, and there was .rhe diagnosis of the body of the homose.uua1 within the body 

poli tic, by extension also the hidden source of diseasr. What Landis (and Keysrone et al) 

began to hint at, and what the following comment on Landis' articie reveals, however, was 

the extent io whch detection and suspicion was beine utilized to locate the presence within 

and wife'"(370). Even more interesting, however, is the way in which he attempts to 
classi& gay men into different sexual categoi-ies or 'lifestyles' (a project cornplicated, to 
his chagrin, by the presence of a large percrntage of men who are not classifiable). 
Interestingly he uses the t e m  "functional" to describe the 1536 of gay men hs  identifies 
as being "highly sexually active, having frequent anonymous sexual encounters"(370) 
while the terni "dysfunctional" was applied to the 10% of hornosexual men who still 
"deny their sexual orientation"(370). By detining for his audience a '+funetional 
homosexual" characterized by promiscuity and increased risk for STDs (characteristics 
shared by only 15% of the total population), Landis manages to typify the rntire 
hornosexual population by those characteristics. More fhghtening, however, was his  
dismissal of the comerstone of effective safe-ses practice (the use of condoms) and the 
suggestion instead that gay men's restricting their sexual contacts to k n o w ~  individuals 
would reduce the likdihood of transmission of STDs. 



the body politic of a diseased gay body: confirmation of diagnosis of the suspicious 

clinically asyrnptomatic body as gay and diseased was effected through the diagnosis of the 

oresence of disease in ano. The point needs to be reiterated, however, that the physician 

iiiust have had a sufficient degree of suspicion prior to perfoming these investigations - 

they were not routinely camed out on any male who presented in a physician's office. Thus 

while Jerry Katz' cornments reveal the extent to which drtection, through direct 

visualization, had become a function of anal investigation with his use of '-routine 

proctoscopy to facilitate the recognition of intra-anal and distal rectal abnormalities ... and 

to obtain swabs for culture," (841) and Ed Domovitch indicated his routine use of the 

anoscope or sigmoidoscope to rule out lrsions in the rectum( 1 973), the asym ptomatic bodies 

on which they were reading evidence of homosexuality were bodies ulwuys ulrruc& 

cl,scwnuble as queer. What they wrre reading then, peering into their various 'scopes, was 

the hidden evidencr of queer pathology on an asymptomatic queer body - evidence which 

located the essential truth about the gay body (as disrased, as pathological) at the perceived 

site of sexual transgression. The nuth was up there: and in !98J, it just required a high 

index of suspicion, a proctoscope and a bit oEKY to reveal it. 

In "A Bad Case of Gay Bowel Syndrome: Harbinger of the Plague," Michael Scarcz 

argues that the medically constructed disease of Gay Bowel Syndrome (the agressive 

investigation of which forrns the central teneis by which the proctoscopes corne out in the 

medical lirerature during 1984 and 1985) is potently able to siçnify otherness by rhe \.en; 

notion that gay men's bowels are able to be detected as differrnt: 

Specifiing the bowel as a "gay" bowel marks the homosexual male body as 



being somehow physically different, unique in its diseased physiology as a 
result of preverse practices. This serves to erase the conceptual possibility of 
heterosexual anal activity while establishing a sense of safety in a distance 
from the illness and dangerous contagion of the homo-Other. (8) 

The proctoscope was the tool by which that othemess might be brought into view and made 

manifrst to the medical gaze: the penetrating glance going beneath the surface to find the 

transparency at the heart of diseûçe. 

Moreover, the anus functions as the originary site of the transmission of AiDS, with 

every case of AIDS conjuring a link, at some time, and however tenuous, with the 

sodomitical act.I7 Thus the cautionary tale of AiDS within the medical literature is, as 

Catherine Waldby observes, the tale of the penetrated male body (77), or as Leo Bersani 

would have it, the "seductive and intolerable image of a grown man, legs in the air. unable 

to refuse the suicidal ecstasy of being a woman" (2 12). This characterization in the açe of 

AiDS of anal penetration, équated in the heteronomative economy with the passivity 

undrrstood io be inherent in acting "like a woman," as suicidal is continually reiteratrd 

within the medical literaturrs. The most obvious case of this in Canadian medical literature 

" Just by way of illustration - consider the ways in which the migratory tale (the 
way in which AiDS in Africa got to North Amenca) of ALDS is told: at some point in the 
telling an act of anal intercourse is invanably figured as the means by which the virus 
moved between disparate groups. Perhaps the most obvious examplr of this indictmrnt 
of queer sex in viral migration has been Randy Shilts' allegatton of the existence of 
"Patient Zero" - a Canadian airline steward named Gaetan Dugas who is reputed. by 
Shilts, to have been directly or indirectly implicated in "40 of the first 200 cases of A l D S  
in America" (Crimp 1988, 2 1  1; also see lames Miller's article on Shilts, "ALDS in the 
Novel: gei-tinj it straight" ii7 F h d  E-tchanges: rlrr:sts ri.nti Criries rn the AiDS Crrsis). 
Whle Shilts' widely publicized account of viral migration cenainly garnered huge media 
attention, it is perhaps salutary to remember that each individual brought the fragmenta? 
information linking AIDS, hornosexuality and Africa toçether in ways that uere originnry 
storirs in their own right - where homosexuality enters the picture is up to the individual 
story, but enter it, it surely does. 



is contained in an article on suicide, written in 1986. The author, in discussing the increased 

risk of suicide in AIDS patients, quoted at length from an i n t e ~ e w  with physiciatrist, Dr. 

John Fryer. who linked the Sehaviour of anal intercourse with suicida1 ideation in the 

following way: 

Homosexual activity has been with us for centuries but it's only in the last 10 
years that it has been acceptable to have sex openly in bars, baths, and 
private clubs. It is important to any passively receiving person to be 
penetrated until there is actual physical injury to the anus or rectum. Naive 
North Amencans probably find this wholç thing incomprehensiblt: but it is 
clearly suicidai, particularly now that AIDS is with us. (Trent, "Suicide: 
Many Questions" 803, 805) 

The degree ofanxiety inherent in the implicit visualization of this sodomitical scenc: 

is in part dependant on the instability of phallic authority of the medical (read, male) body 

which the scene figures fonh, and this anxiety writes itself into the way in which the rnrdical 

profession and the lay public believed AIDS rnanifested (or at the very least, ought to 

manifest) itself physicially. The conflation between the notion of ALDS as retributive justice 

for that v e r -  transgressive act, and the fantasmatic localization of the anus as the site of entry 

of the v i m  into the body made it seductively plausible within the medical psyche that some 

sign must exist at the site of transgression, and that that sign would be amenable to 

visualization; further, this visualization would allow medicine to tell the çuilty from the 

innocent victims. The intensity of the anviety that this be possible revealed the presence of 

an unconscious moral agenda within the medical profession with respect to NDS, one which 

sought to sre the crimes of the guilty victim writ large upon his body. Indeed, we s r r  

rvidence for this in the way in which difkrencrs betwrrn the opportunistic infections and 

malignant manifestations of N D S  ofdifferent risk groups were îontinually cornpared within 



the medical literature. The most egregious example of this need to see the associated signs 

and symptoms of the syndrome as indicative of the mode of infection is the inclusion in a 

list of the manifestations of AIDS characteristic of D S  in male homosexwls, published 

in an article in the University of Toronto Medical Journal, of no less than three different 

cancers of the anus and rectum (Shepherd, Evans and Bazos 6). By 1987, a similar list 

contained none of these cancers listed as potential malignant sequelae of A i D S  (Velland 18). 

That there was something which needed to be revealed, which needed to be made 

manifest with respect to AiDS, at least to the medical cornmunity, was a function of the way 

in which circurnstantial evidence implicating an infectious agent as the cause of the immune 

deficiency linked to ALDS continued to increase, and with the discovery in 1984 of the viral 

agent MV,'%as confinned. l9 An~iety over the inablity to develop a mcans of rendering the 

disease visible to the medical gaze mounted and, during that period, nurnerous rnethods were 

devised to determine a clinical or laboratory test which would be capable of recognizing 

patients who had AIDS.  i\;one of these tests were particularly successful, and, as Gilmore 

er ol noted in their 1 983 article, syndromes assumed to be associated with AIDS, such as gay 

lymphadenopathy syndrome (later renamed "persistent genenlized lymphadenopathy 

syndrome") were rven more difficult to detect. Gilrnore concludes that, given thar "there 

l a  HIV (Hunan Immunodeticiency Vinis) was not given this name until 1986. 
Prior to that it appeared as HTLV-III (Human T-ceil Lymphotropic Virus type 3), LAV 
(Lyrnphadnopathy Associated Virus) or a combination or the two, HTLV-IILLAV. 

l9 As Kinsman and Patton indicate, this assumption of infectious causality 
atmbuted to the HIV was not without debate, as was the meaning of the presencr of the 
virus in the absence of disease (Kinsman, The ReguLaiion of Desire 353; Panon, Su  and 
Gerrns 32). 



is no specific diagnostic test . . . extensive investigation is usually needed" (Gilmore et al, 

1284). What tests were developed for the detertion of AiDS revolved around the 

dernonstration of impaired immune function2"md involved the presence of a high level of 

suspicion that the patient was at risk for the disease. 

One of the many suggestions responding to the urgency to finding a suitable 

screening test (cheap and readily accessible) for individuals at risk for AIDS" was the use 

ofa photogaphic chernical, Dinitroclorobenzene (DNCB), which as the letter writer points 

out, citing zt length from Hcrrrrson '.Y Princrples oj'lnfernal .itfed~crne, provides a test for cell- 

mrdiated immunity by testing the delayed hypersensitivity reaction. Patients with an intact 

immune system will have a reaction when DNCB is reapplied 10 days following the initial 

application, immune compromised patients will not. It is significant, 1 would suggest? that 

the ways in which many of the suggestions in ternis of testing (the lack of cellular immunity 

as revealed through patch tests or testing with DNCB) al1 strive to wTite the patient's 

immune status, something unseen and unseeable, on the body. 

'O See Catherine Waldby's chapter, "The Prima1 Scene of Immunology" in d D S  
and the Body Polirrc, for an intelligent and provocative reading of the ways in which it is 
possible to project the viral act of cellular infection up through a series of homologies 
(medical analogiesj which, ultimately, sustain the infection of the body politic by the 
body with A D S  (5 1-82). 

In 1985, Boyko er al atternpted to debunk the notion that lymphocytopenia, or 
low white blood counts, could be used as a screening test for patients with iVDS within a 
hospital population. They concluded that while it is true that lymphocpoprnia is often 
present in patients with AIDS ,  "[a]bsolute lymphocyte counts in hospitalized patients 
should not be used as the sole means of identiQing patients at hiçh risk for AiDS" 
(Boyko cl al 1985,293). 



This impulse to inscnbe the unseeable and unknowable, to make it able to be read, 

resonates, for me at least, with what Lee Edelman. in his analysis of an article in Ll/e 

magazine on the "secret world" of homosexuality describes as the "attempt to capture the 

elusive 'homosexual difference' in visual terms . . ." In the article "Tearooms and 

Sympathy: The Epistemology of the Water Closet," Edelrnan "indicate[s] the textual 

imperative [in the magazine] to reassert the recognizabi lity of hornoseitual men by Focussi ng 

on the marken or ' s ips '  by which homosexuality cm be discemed" (154) .  The 

appropriateness of this analogy is perhaps underscored by the way in which both the patch 

tests and the Lije photographs are constructed to reveal the failure of the body either to 

mount a sufficient immune response to antigenic material, or to pass as straight. In both 

cases, the failure of the body marks it as queer, albeit somewhat indirectly in the case of the 

patch test, given that this qurering tums upon the ultimate conflation between AlDS and 

perverse desire (homosexuality, injection drug use). 

With this in mind, let us now return to the fluny of proctoscopes whose ostensible 

role is the diagnosis of sexually transmitted diseases. 1s it possible that the impulse which 

seeks the "truth'ofthe pathologized homosexual body through the proctoscopic visualization 

of asymptornatic sites (reservoirs) of disease, is also the same impulse which seeks the 

"mith" of the body infected with HIV through the visualization of the site of viral 

transmission? Certainly the process by which the patholog of the homosexual body 

becornes intelligible must necessanly also help to stabilize the way in which AiDS is, in 

effect, conceptualized as a queer disease: . O S  is always already a result of the 

transgressive behaviour of the pathologized homosexual, and the site of those transgressions 



is the anus. And while the proctoscope cannot realistically visualize ALDS per se nor, still 

less, the actua: act in which HIV was transmitted, it does visualize the site at which viral 

transmissior! has been figured, and in its insertion into the anus, doubles the penetrative act 

through which transmission has occurred; it rffects both a surveillance of the site, and a 

symbolic reiteration of the sodomitical scene, the prima1 scene of HIV infection. Just by 

way of explaining (perhaps, justifiing) my assessrnent of the way in which the physician7s 

use of the proctoscope potentially refigures the sodornitical scene, 1 would like to offer 

Edelman's reading of the relationship between analyst and patient: 

The supposition or irnagming of the sodomitical scene so destablizes the 
division between real and imagmed, extemal and intemal, patient and 
analyst, that the psychoanalyst's imagining of the scene itself cm be read as 
a figura1 enactment, a displaced performance of that scene. ( 180- 18 1 ) 

Moreover, the proctoscope, 1 woüld suggest, functions as the means by which those 

who practice transgressive sexual acts are inteqxllated through hegernonic medico-scicntifk 

discourse into normative heterosexuality. That interpellation, however, is continually under 

tension; as Edelman notes 

the inscription of homosexuality within a sodomitical scene proves 
scandalous ... not because it occupies a position outsrde the niles goveming 
social discourse, but precisely becausr it operates from wirhin those iules to 
suggest the instability of positioning that is sexuality itself ( 175) 

Funher, the very possibility of the spectacle of sodomy within the proctoscopic examination 

acts to undermine the notion of an objective or "uncontaminatrd" (an idea certainly resonant 

with respect to the implications this has for the physician's relationship to ADS)  sprctorial 

relation to that act, and in so doing, it cal15 into question the validity, within the parameters 

of medicine and science, of the knowledge it ssrks to produce and the deviant identities it 



seeks to secure. 

Ga(y)zing at Deviance 

Brrun 9 story rndicures the wuy rn which we are d l  alrrudv 

intcrpellrited wrthrn u medicd mode1 thut hus ut rts centre rnrchunisms of 

survrrllunce thut atirmpt to see th4 unseeublr. hr 1r HIY rnjéctron or 

queerness. Ihrsr mechunisms ofsurveil/uncr, huwever, are oniy evrr 

desrgned to reveal the trace of the funtasmutic uct und no! the ucr rrsrlj: 

The rnobrlrg of the prrmul scenr remoins intuct und rhe meunrngs I I  

difirentruliy sets up remum uvurluble tu the rnedrcai profission rn w- 

which allow rt, us P m o n  notes, to "consrdcr qaculurion into u vagrna or 

rectum. crotch ruhbrng, und strckrng F u r  tungue in or near unother 

person '.Y unus tu be sufjicient /y  srrnrfw uctrvrties ro creute u coherenr 

curego- of 'se.rual transmrssions ' " /Put [on '. C'isuaking Safi Srx " 382)2).22 

ibfureover. this story rilustrotes gruphrcully the way in whrch the 

erotrcrsurron oftrunsmrssion writrs rrself'on the body oj'lhe PCK-I, un 

inscrrptron rhur rs us rnuch ojuncrron of rhr re.sidc.nf S~unr~rsrnuric drsrrr 

i? -- 1 remain puuled by the assessment of relative risk assigned to various sesual 
activitieç. In pafiicular, I have always found it  odd that nmming, an acrjvity which does 
not involve the transmission of sernen. is listed as high risk, and I wondrr if that 
assessment, which 1 am sure has its origin in the pemasivr distaste that attaches to any 
anal activity, is justified through the fantvsmatic mobility of the primai scenr of 
transmission, a mobility which ultirnately allows that anality to be inscribed within the 
realm of the abject desire. 



ro be part ofthe prima! scenr ns it is ofhis apprehension of it. The 

surveillance of h a n  's body rhrough rts trrposure and invasron by the 

resrdenf recreafes the sodumr tical oci of wwhrch he stands accused, an act 

which hr 1s judged unqualfied to nume2j even us r f  ofler.7 iris bodv up os a 

spectacle. Lee EJelmon S urtrçle. ' * Teorooms und Svmpurhy or the 

Eprstemology of the Wuter Uoser, " suggms the wuy rn which the 

prurrrncr of the srruight gcce protluces. ji>r u srruighr uudrence. rhr 

spectucle of the abjrcred mule /~orno.sexuuf body fEdeimun 1 994, / 5 1). 

Furfher, I rhink thor rt 1s pos.srhk r(1 zindersranci horh mv reuctron und the 

reuctron ofthe raident wrhn  [/ta  log^ of szihirrne upprehensron. ln ny 

case rhr invusive .surver!lunce Brrun 's qwer body wus subjected to by the 

resrdenr (and throzigh the resrdent, by the medicul projessron us u whole) 

was, by erttensron, rnirninenr for my qquerr body us wrll, men as rr s ~ J  

sufefy (how safil''?) out r>f'the range o f X e  medrcul professron's smrchrng 

gce.  by hidrng rn rhe very shuduw cusf &y thor gaze. As I sfood there 

wutching the scene, by the very nuture ofthe c(vncirnic sublime crrcufuting 

wrthrn thut moni, I wus intrrprllatrd d~ferent!,, rhcrn n y  ~~strnsihk 

colleugues. CV/~iie they wwrre hai/eri Lo, the rrsrdrnt ro purruke uj'tlir 

'' This desire to seek the "tmth" in the body of the homosexual rathrr than in his 
words suggests a construction of an unauthentic homosexual similar to the onc Edrlman 
discusses in "Trarooms and Sjmpathy." Homosexuality, because it involves the bctrayal 
of a bodily tmth, "a disparity between the 'truth' of çender as articulated by anatorny and 
ways in which gender is represented by the individual ... drmands ... scrutiny and esposure" 
( 153). 



spectacle of M I S ,  ro direcl rherr gaze ar the body in the bed, US iir were, 1 

was hailed us part of the spectacle and my body becurne one with the hody 

on the bed I think rhat thrs d~fferential rnirrpellatron was as mediated by 

ihe hody ofthe sodomite for my osrensrble collrugues us rt was for me. 



Chapter Three: This is a Test; This is Only a Test' 

Epidemic logic works though a strategy of repulated 
productiun. In this case, the production of  anviety follows 
from the isolation of some phenornena which have reached 
quantitatively undesirable proportions, anxieties whch are 
then to be allayed by specific measures or larger strategies 
aimed at addressing the problems so named. Hence, epidemic 
logic interpellates its subjects, not only through rational 
persuasion or empirîcal induction, but by exercising a kind of 
control through incitement. In this sense, the force of this 
logic's credibility is much the same as that by which 
advertking and marketing discourses establish their own 
authority. (Linda Singer 29) 

In i t f q  1986. u good frrrnd of rnrnr went jbr un AlDS test, h is j irs~ 

Prior to the tesr hr had been grven no counselfing and, although he 

assumed thut he was positive, he wus. nevrrtheless. tuken ubuck when his 

physician c d e d  him. on the day hefore his 42'" birthdcy und surd. "Weil. 

Stuart, fhe purty 's over. Yu ire  HlV positive. " Stuart, never ut a Iossfi~r 

wortls, pausalsiightfy for r f f c r  und rhrn cirtting!~ rrplird, in a chormrng 

~Vova Seo t run uccen /, " C V d ,  Jesus.' You cotrkltt ' r  huve wairtid till I ut 

l e m  had u chunce ro sir down befors )ou toid me. " 

I huve chosrn to rnfrodticr rhis chapter un HIG' resturg wirh un 

' The title for this chapter is taken from the AiDS Cornmittee of Toronto 
pamphlet, "This is a Test, This is Only a Test," publishrd i n  1985 (Myers er al figure 4). 



anecdote thai my firend Stuart tells fiequently, sornetimes huirmutrrou~i'~, 

somertmes caustrca f Iy, sornetimes angrily. Sr uart rs a good sto~teller, 

and hr 1s able rn h!s varrous rendrtrons (ihe ubove reteiling rs merely the 

skerchrest reiferurion ofthe 'yucts '7 to rnflect t h  story, hrs HIV coming- 

ow story as 11 wwe. wrth the al! oj'the various w q s  ln wiirch those words 

- " You 're H/Vposrtivr " - have enfercd hrm rnto a rnedrco-scrrntific 

world rn whrcli the "truth " of'his unriho+ .srutus >xrs ' ltrs .se.rzru/ 

rdentrty. E-rcrpt thur ir dorsn 't; rn euch rerellrng Stuurt rnunugrs to 

undercur the rnedrco-screnirfic meunrng o~~seropositrvr~ und tu rerterute 

rhr moh rlr fy of hrs posrrion wrrh respect to dornrnuni rnedrcu f drscoursr. 

He resrsr.~ rhe seducrrve logrc ($the rprdemic. ifs producrd reguiution, kv 

the rnrdtrplicity of meunrngs his reteilrngs pur rnro p l .  Hrs rdenfity 

rernurns, mrrcr/ufy. un firred. 

The securing of an identity effected through the presentation of HIV serostatus 

within medico-scientific discourse contains w-ithîn it the shadow of the notion of correction 

that seropositivity is thought to effect alonç a varirty of possible moral axes: coercive, 

rembutive, rrdemptive. We can sec the trace of that morally corrective shadow within the 

discursive statement by which Stuart's HIV serostatus is initial lg enacted: "the party7s over." 

What this story then indicates is the articulation of the rhetorical construction of anxisty 

with respect to sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), especially A D S ,  through the "contain 



and controlW2 medical model which is sustained by the epidemic logic of KIV testing, on the 

one hand, and the continued sites of resistance afforded by that model when it is put under 

pressure within a framework of sexual dissidence, on the other. As well, it points to the 

ways in which AIDS was conceptualized as being associated, primarily, wi th a specitic type 

of gay lifestyle that invokes notions of dmgs, parties and prorniscuous sex.' 

In my previous chapter, I indicated the way in which AIDS might br able to br read 

as situated within the rhetoric of detection and exposure of gay men which had been 

circulating through a variety of medico-scientific discourses prior to and dunng the first 

years of NDS. Indeed, as 1 demonstrated, the presence of AIDS intensified and exacerbated 

the already existing anxiety within the rnedico-scientific discourse about the ability to read 

or discem the presence of dissident sexualities on the bodies of the transgressors. What I 

would like to examine in this chapter are the ways in which the medical rhetoric of 

epidemic, already intensi fied within the Canadian medical l iterature through an existing 

mobilization around sexually transmitted diseases, were brought to bear on the AIDS crisis, 

See my discussion of Rayside and Lindquist in Chapter 1 for their analysis of 
medical versus heaith based models of dealing with -S. 

3 See note 16 in Chapter 2, where 1 discuss how Stephan Landis' article presents 
a clear example of the reification of the diverse and vatied ways in which gay men live 
their lives into lifestyle categories and his problematic definition of "functional" 
homosexuality as characterized by prorniscuity and increasrd risk for STDs - 
characteristics shared by only of 150h  of the total population, in his estimation (370). 
Cindy Patton indicates that during the late 1970s and early 1980s the term "lifestyle" was 
being used increasingly within the gay and lesbian movernrnt to destabilize the automatic 
association between homosexuality and sex ( S u  w d  Germs 6). It is interesting to 
consider how quickly this rhetorical device was taken up by both the medical and 
mainstrearn media (as the Landis article indicates) and reinterpreted so thai it was about 
nothing but queer sex. 



and how that drployment, through the logic of the HIV test. also attempted to secure 

dissicient sexuality within a quantifiable corporeal referent. 

Getting It (1): Lifestyle (Patho)Logic 

As 1 have already indicated, in Canada in 1982 medical personnel were presented 

with a disease entity in which the disease process was ambiguous, the etiolo~g uunkown, the 

modes of transmission -- if indred the process was infectious - only vaguely suggestive, the 

prognosis poor, and the emergent population stigrnatized. Furthemore, while the 

epidemiologcal information from the United States suggested certain possibilities in t e n s  

of detennining an etiology and disease process, thrse possibilities were less certain within 

a Canadian context, if only because o i  the srnall nurnber of initial cases, and the atypical 

nature of the dismbution of those cases, as 1 have already noted." These difficulties in terms 

of etiology were further exacerbated by the way in which the visibility of the gay "lifestyle" 

affected the initial research on ADS by directing medical attention away from the 

possibility of a specific infectious organism and toward a "lifestyle" factor as the potential 

cause of A i D S .  This may well have appeared the case initialiy, in panicular given that, as 

Altman notes, the first CDC report in effect dismissed an infectious process on the g-rounds 

that "the patients did not know cach other and had no known cornmon contacts or 

knowkdge of sexual partners who had similar illnesses" (Qtd in .UDS and (/te S e w  

J See Chapter 2 note 2. 



The lack of direct contact to contact evidence of transmission, an artefact of both the 

long latent period (the time between contact with an infecîious agent and development of 

syrnptorns) and the lack of awareness of the full spectrurn of the disease cntity, made it 

possible for researchers to focus on alternative theories. In particular, many of those 

theories had a direct link to the medical profession's perception of what a "gay lifestyle" 

entailed. It was these assumptions that led to the indictment of amyl nitrite as a putative 

irnmunosuppressive agent (as the CDIVR editorial comment on the first AIDS case in 

Canada reiterates). This was part ofa theory, recapitdated in the US and Canadjan medical 

and mass media, of the immunosuppressive effects of an "overload of antigenic material, 

such as antimicrobial agents used to treat repeated srxually transmitted diseases among gay 

men or blood products used in the treatment of clotting disorders.' Gilmore's 1983 survey 

article alludes to this overload theory when he acknowledges that "[c]ommon to many of the 

individuals with AIDS is prolonged or repeated exposure to potentially antigenic materials, 

possibly an 'overload' of the immune system." However, he goes on to include this caveat: 

"[allthough these factors may contnbute to the loss of immunity theîr pathogenetic role has 

been questioned owing to the increasing occurrence of AIDS that is not associated ~ i t h  these 

factors" ("AIDS" 1283). 

Perhaps the rnost egregious example of this "overload" theory was the toxic sperm 

hypothesis, which neatly coupled the alleged hyper-promiscuity of gay men with the 

See Ronald Bayer's 1985 article, "AIDS and the Gay Community: Br twen  the 
Specter and the Promise of Medicine," for a discussion of the way in which the overload 
theory was tzken up by many physicians in the US (593) .  



antigenic overlod theory. While it is not surpnsing that this theory attained a cemin 

popularity wthin thc mass media, its coven longevity within the medical media is perhaps 

somewhat more difficiilt to explain. For instance, in 1984, following the discovery of a viral 

agent implicated in AIDS, an article in the CltWJ explaining "how viruses suppress 

immunity" suggested that "repeated infection (as in homosexuals) or by stimulation with 

other antigens (as in sexualiy transmitted diseases or transfusion with blood products)" 

played a role in the way in which the virus spread throughout the body's hrlper T-crlls 

(Lee 1447). Thus, according to this analysis, not only does promiscuity result in an incrcased 

rate of initial infection amongst homosexuals, it also plays a rolc in the activation of the 

disease process once the initial infection has occurred. 

At a 1985 seminar on AIDS information for physicians, Dr. P m n s k i ,  an 

immunologst at the University of Toronto, presented yet another variation on the toxic 

sperm hypothesis, as this report indicates: 

Noting that spermatozoa and T-lymphocytes have common antigens and that 
spermatozoa and seminal plasma suppress blast transformation, Pwanski 
said seropositivity in homosexuals is related to the number of sexual 
partners. (Woods 1247) 

The Canadian medical literature, during the first years of the epidernic, was rifr with 

medical theories associated with the origin and cause of AiDS ,"eflecting, as Cindy Patton 

noted in 1986, the way in which 

"ther even less likely suggestions not related to either the notions of 
overindulgence or promiscuity were also put forward. For instance, in a 1985 lener to 
the C,LL-IJ, U. N. Das suggests that the lack of an essential fatty acid observed in patients 
suffering from seborrheic dermatitis rnight also be present in persons "predisposed" to 
A[DS simply on the grounds that srborrheic dermatitis was frequently associated with 
people having A D S .  



[mlangled science reports laid the groundwork for twin misconceptions 
about the origin of ADS that continue to be widely believed in both the 
lesbiadgay and stnight populations (and maintained in anesthetized forms 
hy some medica! researchers). In one myth. AIDS is a disease of 
overindulgence. In the second, gay sexual activity is a sort of Russian 
roulette: perverse promiscuity is eventually bound to bring you in contact 
with a deadly germ. (Sex and Gerrns 6 )  

And while, as Patton noted, the myths of overindulgence and promiscuity may have been 

somewhat attenuated in medical researchers workinç on ADS,  the potent mix of ALDS, 

overindulgence and perverse promiscuity continued to crop up unadulteratrd within the 

Canadian medical literature in the fom of opinions or in letters columns. 

Just by way of an example, 1 would like to explore the means by which this 

conflation of M D S ,  overindulgence and perverse prorniscuity was reiterated in ways which 

operate to hrther pathologize dissident sexualities. In a letter published in February 1984 

in the CiLuIJ, Peter Sullivan focuses on the "high frequency of performance of sexual acts 

by homosexuals7' revealed by the "current publicity regarding . . . ACDS"' (338). This 

increase in average "frequency of contact" allows Sullivan to suggest that it resembles the 

pursuit of chemical "highs" tjpical of h g  addicts and that 

homosexuality shows other resemblances to uncontrolled addiction, 
particularly obsession to the point of reckless disresard for the effect on 
personal, family, social and work life. This observation raisrs the intcresting 
thought thar lrornosexuality 1.7 no[. as the hornose~ruuf Ccv?m2»l iQ  clurms. un 
uiternatrvr iifi.styk, but rother unvtlrrr rnünijrsturion of the disetus 
udd~crion. (338,  italics mine) 

He çoes on to sugçest treatment programs for homosexuality alonç the lines of treatrnents 

7 Intrrestingly, the one source he cites is a television program during which a 
case "where there were allegedly over 1000 contacts in 1 year" (338) was discussed, an 
indication on the way in which medico-scientific discourse operates within a field 
saturated with information hom various sources. 



for addicts with chemical dependency. 

His remarks, whle quite patently absurd within current understandings of sexuality, 

are, nevenheless, salutary, both for the way in which his suggestions so clearly demonstrate 

the anxious reinscription of homosexuality as a pathological process, and spici fically as a 

pathological process (addiction) characteristically associated with ovenndulgence. There 

were aiready comparable discourses relegating "promiscuous" hornosexual be haviour to the 

status of a psychiatric disorder, developing and circulating within the practice of psychiatry 

during this period. For instance, at the tirne of his HIV test, Stuart was bcing given lithium, 

a drug used to treat bi-polar (manic-depressive) disorder, because he had been diagnosed 

(and treated accordingly), by a psychiatrist, as part of a subgroup of gay men whose sexual 

behaviour, which featured frequent, promiscuous, anonyrnous sex, markcd them as "se.uualiy 

manic." During the course of the first years of the epidemic, it is thus possible to see how 

perverse promiscuous sexual practice became pathologized, not only in ternis of its 

implications as regards the epidemic loçic of disease transmission, but also in ternis of its 

allegcd psychiatric manifestations, manifestations which were secured through the original 

association between promiscuity and AiDS. In other words, the medical profession "knew" 

that perverse promiscuous sexual behaviour led to disease and concludrd, from that 

association, that it m u t  itself be the expression of a prior disease process. The more scx one 

has, especially the more perverse sex one has, the sicker one should be: promiscuity, in and 

of itself, makes men si&. And, as Paula Treichler indicated in 1988, this construction of 

the prorniscuous gay male body, "made it clear that rven if AIDS tumed out to be a sexually 

transmitted diseasr il would not be a cornmonplace one" (42). 



Getting It (2): Transmission Logic 

By contrast, the similarities benveen the apparent transmission pattern of AIDS and, 

for instance. Hepatitis B allowed an infectious organisni to remain fairly high on the list of 

possible causes being explored pnor to the discovery of KIV; this made the likelibood that 

AIDS was a sexually transmitted disease more probable. Gilrnore observed that while a 

specific transmissible agent had not been identified. the 

circumstantial evidence [supporting an infectic us process] inc l udes the 
distinctive groups at risk, the recent appearance of A i D S ,  the exponential 
increase in the number of reported cases, the clustering of cases in certajn 
cities, the close contact between sorne patients and the possible spread by 
blood products. ( 1283) 

And as Randall Coates' and J. Kemeth Johnson pointed out in their background paper for 

the de finit ive early collection of scienti fic essays, dlDS: A Perspectrve jur Cànadiuns, 

published in 1988 by the Royal Society of Canada as an adjunct to its list of 

recommendations, 

[allthough the specific cause of the immune deficiency characteristic of 
AIDS was unknown, rhere was reasonably uniform agreement that a 

' Randall Coates is one of several physicians who wereiare exemplary in 
HIV!AIDS research in Canada. His initial work on epidemiological and public hralth 
concerns with respect to Hepatitis B (including the 1983 CiU-IJ article' '-Hepatitis B 
Vaccine Rrquirements in At-nsk Hospi ta1 Personnel: a Survey of Hospi tais in 
Metropolitan Toronto," with James Rankin and Mabel L. Hallidayj placrd him in an 
excellent position to takc up similar work on AiDS. Until his death in 199 1, hr was a 
member of the Department of Preventative Medicine and Biostatistics in the Faculty of 
ivedicine at the University of Toronto, as well as a National Health Research Scholar. 
He, and the research team with whom he worked, published txtensively on AIDS during 
the early phase of the epidernic and were instrumental in rncouragng the active 
participation of members of the gay and lesbian community, in particular pèrsons living 
with AIDS (PLWAs), within epidemiological research. 



transmissible agent was involved. Given the nature of the groups of people 
affected in the beginnings of the epidemic in North Arnerica, this agent 
appeared to be transmissible sexually and through the blood, and 
comperisons were often made between the epidemiology of AIDS and that 
of hepatitis B, another viral agent transmittcd in these ways. (16) 

What is perhaps even more interesting in the absence of an established infectious 

agent is the inclusion of ADS in a May 1983 CiLW article by Franklin M. M. White 

reporting on the November 1982 conference on sexually transmitted diseases. While there 

was no direct rationale in the article for its inclusion - no specific acknowledgemenr of the 

link with sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) - its very presencr in the article indicates that 

the sexual aspects of its transmission rouie were already rapidly becoming established within 

STD medical circles. What has also become enshrined early in the medical framing of the 

disease is an ignorance of sexual practice: no specific route of transmission was suggested 

(because none had been determined in the absence of an organism) and so al1 gay sex, by 

default, was indicted in the transmission of AIDS ,  an assumption which continued, in no 

small way, to shape the medical responses to the rishness of gay sex during the 1980s. The 

sexual transmission route was clearly the focus of early attempts to reduce the risk of gay 

men from within the gay and lesbian communities. The San Francisco gay physicians' 

group, the Bay Area Physicians for Hurnan Rights, and the New York based Gay Men's 

Health Crisis were producing the first safer sex material early in 1983 and in Junt  1983, 

modelled on this Amencan information, the fint pamphlet addrsssing issues of A D S  and 

eay sex, entitled "Gay Srx and ADS:  Guidelines for Risk Reduction." was producrd by the 
Y 

nascent h I D S  Committee of Toronto (Myers et al 6). 

While it  is perhaps commonplace now to accept the veracity of the classification of 



AIDS/HIV as sexually transmitted, there was substantial criticism of an easy conflation 

between AIDS, however it was transmitted, and STDs, b t h  from within the gay and lesbian 

community (see Michael Lynch's article, "Living with Kaposi's") and from within the 

medical community. However, the dcsire to divorce AiDS f-rorn the rhetoric of sexually 

transmitted diseases did not necessanly represent a progressive approach to either the 

syndrome specifically or to STDs in general. As an example of this, let us consider a letter 

to the C:bLIJ, written by John Richard Seale, which reiterated that 

could not be classified as sexually transmitted diseasrs sincr thri 

sexual intercourse was actuall y a variant on parenteral transm i 

AIDS and hepatitis B 

r transmission during 

ssion (the virus was 

introduced directly into the bloodstream via cuts and tears in the lining of the anus, and 

therefore was not true venereal transmission at all). 

Parenteral transmission can and does occur during active and passive penile, 
lingual, digital and manual sexual intercourse that causes minor and major 
wounding of, and exudation of blood and serurn from the anorectal mucosa. 
Vaginal sexual intercourse, on the other hand, very rarely causes wounding 
of the vaginal or vulval mucosa. ( 1  110) 

Having essentialized transmission modalities along ngidly patrolled gender linrs, Seale 

reiterates that, because of a failure to recognize these "fundamental biologic differences 

between anal intercourse and vaginal intercourse . . the M D S  epidemic will remain 

incomprehensible to them [scientists] and to the public, and methods of control will br  

irrational and ineffective" (1  110). Seale provides us with no èvidence as to what these 

irrational rnethods of control are, nor does he esplain why he deems them so "irrational." 

In devenrrealizing AiDS, he provides an interesting absolution of guilt'danger for 

promiscuous hrterose'ruals and ensures that nsk factors are still excl usively appliçd to gay 



men (whom he considers to be "highly promiscuous") because of a "biological fact" - the 

reiative fragility of the anus as opposed to the toughness of the   agi na.^ 1n arguing against 

the venerealization of AiDS and HIV, he manages a reduction of sexual practice to 

biologcally-detemined, gender-specific intercnurse which bears very little resemhlancç to 

how individuals live their lives sexually. 

Control(e) Madels: MDs & STDs 

What L would like to suçgest, however, is that it is not rnerely the association of 

AIDS with both death and hornosexuality, but also with sex, which inflrcts the medical 

prokssions' attitudes to it. I t  is in this association that we can see once again the 

rationalization behind the urgent impetus dnving the medical profession's desire for the 

developrnent of some son of screening test. The compulsion from within the medical 

profession to find a screening test was, as the previous chapter indicates, in part at least 

related to the fear ot'contracting AIDS from patients who rnight be at risk of the disease; it 

was funher undenninen by the anxiety associateil wi th the inabil ity to idrntib patients as 

mernbers of high risk goups. "' With the classification of AiDS  within the realrn of STDs, 

' Paula Treichler discusses the implications of this same debate as i t  emrrged in 
1985 in the popular science journal Discover, complete with histological sections offrred 
as visual proof of the claims of relative mucosal friability (37-39). 

I o  See my discussion of this in Chaptcr 2. This inability to identib the gay male 
patient was underscored by several articles writtrn during the early part of the 1980s 
which stressed that rnost physicians, for a number of reasons, including hornophobia and 



however, the urgency for the development of a screening test gained mrdical legitimation, 

a legitimatior. which, as we shall see, formed the conierstone of a medical approach to M D S  

tha! was inflected by the discourse of infectious diseases." 

Moreover, it allowed the already present anxieties about sexual i ty and sexuaily 

transrnitted diseases, arguably reac hing a peak in the first years of AIDS, to function to dnve 

a test-based medical program forward. Testing, it must be understood, was the watchword 

of the treatment of sexually transmittrd diseases. In ordrr to understand one of the ways in 

which testing and AIDS came together, it is necrssary to understand the medical 

psychological landscape with respect to STDs in the early 1980s. As I have mcntioned 

previously, even prior to the discovery of the viral agent, KIV, the association of AiDS with 

sexual transmission was fiml y entrenched and this association readily combined with the 

underlying anxiety about sexually transmitted diseases generally and about gay sexually 

transmitted diseases specifically. It is perhaps not surprising, given the mainstream media 

focus on genital herpes dunng the first three years of the 1980s, that there were several 

articles discussing appropriate medical responses to STDs, but it is significantly more useful 

to examine the rhetorical construction of various aspects of STDs: in particular, the situation 

of the healthcare system, and the medical professional, tirmly in the role of the gatekrrprr 

of sexual hygiçne within a moral econorny which had lost its direction. 

inadequate training in rnedical school, do not identib with most of their gay patients. In 
one article, w-ritten by an openly gay MD, the author indicates that while there are ofirn 
clues as to the patient3 sexual orientation, many physicians are unable to read these 
clues, and end up misdiagnosing and mistreaiing gay individuah (Fowler 796). 

' '  See my discussion of Rayside and Lindquist in Chapter 1. 



The anviety over STDs was perhaps typified by the way in which the Canadian 

Public Health Association attempted tu deal with the issue. In 198 1, prior to the advent of 

A I D S ,  the Canadian Public Health Association established a division specificaily devoted 

to sexually transmided diseases. Under the auspices of this newly formrd STD division, 

"six working groups were establ ished whose long-range objective was 'ro regain contrai of 

STD in Canada'" (White 1178, italics mine). These working çroups reported on their 

findings in November of 1987. at the first national conference of the STD division, and 

included, it is wonh noting here, a special session on AIDS, rven though the etiology and 

transmission details of the disease were still unclear. The structure and substance of the 

report neatly illustrated the way in which medical responsibility for STDs fell undrr the 

auspices of primary health care providers ( family physicians, STD clinics, etc.) who 

diagnose and treat STDs and of public health pragrams, whch include primary prevention 

education, contact tracing, and surveillance methods to gather epidemiological information 

about the diseases. Testing for STDs operated within the purview of both of these divisions, 

if only because it provided important diagnostic information (different treatment protocols 

for non-specific urethritis and for çonorrhea necessitated differentiation between them: 

because their clinical presentation may be identical, testing is an important cornponrnt in 

terms of patient care), while at the same time providing essential epidrmiological 

information. Or, as Catherine WaIdby notes, the diagnostic aad surveillance technologies 

which form the point of articulation between clinical and public health (,Waldby 116). 

White's article indicates the centrality of public health as a means of rrgulating the 

epidernic of STDs. The working çroup on epiderniologq and public health framrd the 



increased rate of gonorrhea within the rhetoric of, arnong others things, a discourse of 

(heterose~ual'~) promiscuity which irnplicated, as the first factor on the list cited by the 

group indicates, the sexual availability of the single woman and the decline of a previouslj 

stable mon1 order: "the use of oral contraceptives, a more permissive society, increased 

mobility"( l 18 1 ). 

An interesting reiteration of this son of construction of the single wornan as the 

vehicle of disease comes to bear in AlDS discourse as well, particularly when we look at the 

reaction in the rnainstream media with respect to seropositive prostitutes (sec Globe und 

Marl, May 14 1986 p.A 14 and May 17 1986 p. A 16, for instance). As Leo Bersani notes in 

"1s the Rectum a Grave," the rhetorical conflation betweer! the sexually available fernale 

body (the prostitute) and the gay male body is rnediated throuçh impiied similarities of 

" This frarning is quite interesting and foregrounds a tendency, as the article by 
Seale indicates, to heterosexualize venereal disrase in specific ways. For instance, the 
series of articles about sexually transmitted diseases appearing in 1987 in Canadian 
Furnily Physician, organized along the lines of manifestations of STDs at specific 
anatomical sites. only discussed male urethral discharge in heterosexual tems, refemng 
to the partners of men with urethntis type STDs as female (Bowie 1867-68). The 
cornpanion article, "ho-Rectal Symptoms of Sexually Transmitted Disease" was 
couc hed entirely in terms of diseases of the anus and rectum as exclusively the purview 
of gay male sexuality (Warren 1859- 1 867). This is an interestinç reitsration of the 
active/passive dichotomy as it plays out in the medical literature: gay men are the ones 
who are penetrated and, almost by definition, the penetrator is constructed as nominally 
straight. 

Warren also includes in his list of sexually transmitted diseases of the anus and 
rectum a cornprehensive 1 ist under the heading "Retainrd rectal foreign body,'' including 
dildos, vibrators, vegetables, broornsticks, balls, bonles, light bulbs, and small live 
vermin. No referrnces or cases are cited by way of venfication for his list, but the 
information is neatly tabulated and arranged under subhradings according to catrgory of 
object! What this list is doing in an article on sexually transmitted diseases presents an 
interesting point for speculation: is it possible that perverse sex is by its very definition a 
sexually transmitted disease? 



uncontrollable sexual appetite; "promiscuity in this fantasy [of the gay or female body as 

intrinsically diseased], Far from merely increasing the risk of infection is the sign of 

Nificii~n" (7  1 1. italics in the originai)." 

This conflation is highlightrd in the concem about asymptoniatic gonorrhea, as is 

indicated in a 1983 article on surveillance techniques for improving STD reporting. A high 

percentage of women and men are reported to be asymptornatic (or assumed asymptomatic) 

- interestinçly, the "explanation" of the dificulty of diagnosis rhetorically elidrs the 

di fference between women and gay men in terms of resewoirs of infection. 

As many as 8006 of wornen and 20% of men with gonorrhea will show no 
symptoms at al1 and their condition will be detected on1y by an alert doctor 
or by accident - perhaps by a routine PM smear. Some patients with rectal 
or pharyngal gonorrhea may go untreated because they are asymptomatic 
and because their doctor is unaware that they are homosexual. (Michaels 
315) 

This fear of femaie sexuality, and the anviety the asymptomatic nature of STDs in 

women produces, is reflected in the juxtaposition contained within the report of the notion 

that "we should be able to identify the individuak who are the major source of this 

infection" with what can only br read as an indictment of the ease attributed to fernale 

infection: 

Now that the risk factors of gonorrhca are known, we should be able to 
identi@ the individuals who are the major source of this infection in our 
communities. Probability estimates indicate that females esposed to 
gonorrhea are four timrs more likely to becorne infrcted than males so 
exposed (White 1 18 1) 

l 3  See also Peter Redman's discussion of reservoirs of disease, promiscuity, 
venerealization and STDs with respect to HIV in "Invasion of the Monstrous Others" 
(102-106). 



The public health cal1 to arms that immediateiy follows this assessrnent is clearly indicative 

of the sort of siege mentality that was typical of the medicai rhetoric surrounding STDs in 

the early 1980s: 

We know that gonomhea is ouf of confrd in Canada; now the issue is 
whether our cornmitment, organizational skills and resources are sufficient 
to regam conrrol. Can rnedical officers provide the required leadership to 
contrd this disease? (White 1 1 8 1, emphasis mine) 

The contain and control rhetoric so clearly present in the discoursc on sexually transmitted 

diseases predating ACDS foms, as Raysidr and Lindquist discuss, an important componeni 

of the ways in which healthcare professionais, based both in the prirnary care and public 

health fields of medicine in Canada, attempted iû corne to terms with the A i D S  epidemic 

("AIDS Activism" 50). 

While Rayside and Lindquist acknowledge the debt that the contain and control 

aspects of Canadian approaches to A D S  owe to simple borrowing from other disease 

control mechanisms, among them sexually ~ m i t t e d  diseases, I would like to suggest that 

there is perhaps more to the notion ofcontrol in these cases than simply an expedient model. 

The degree to which control, lack of control, and the importance of regaining control form 

an integral part of the rnedical rhrtoric reflecting the medicai profession's ostensible 

concern with an epidemic of STDs (and while the example 1 cite above is perhaps more 

egregious than some, it is by no rneans alone in employins this rhetorical construction) 

couples with the way in which STDs are thernselves constructed as resulting from a lack of 

control in such a way as ro elide the degree to which the impulse to control the spread of 

STDs is, in fact, deeply rooted in an anti-sex tradition. The moral imperative to control 



outbreaks of STDs, unquestioned in much of medical practice, takes as its starting point and 

its ultimate goal the control of unsanctioned sexual behaviour (Rays ide and Lindquist, 

"AIDS Activism" 43). 

Dianne Delva's 1983 article, "Social Implications of Sexually Transmitted 

Diseases," provides a counterpoint argument, highlighting some of the obvious 

contradictions which a medical mode1 of STD control sustained. A srnall, but not 

insi gni ficant, indication of the degee 10 which the mai nstream medical establ ishrnent was 

invested in a specific conceptualizcition of STDs was revealed through the reiteration, in 

Delva's abstract, of commonly accepted beliefs about sexually transniitted diseases, which 

stands in stark contrast to the actual intent of the article itself In the article, Delva indicts 

both the stigrnatization of STDs and the medical profession's role in this stigmatization as 

corn pl icit in the increase of STDs: "[alai tudes towards sexually transmitted diseases are 

deeply entwined with this problem. I believe some of these attitudes have contrîbuted to the 

rise of STDs and &il! continue to mistrate efforts to control their spreadw( 1 933). However, 

Delva's critique of the role of stigmatization was rewitten in the abstract to suggest instcad 

that "[clhanges in attitudes toward sexuality have contnbuted to the rise in incidence of 

sexually transmitted diseases"(l933). While Delva does in Bct discuss the role of more 

liberal attitudes toward sexuality as they impinge on STDs, she does so in a way which 

indicatcs that while the behavioural changes associated with these liberal attitudes ma- have 

provided the opportunity for increasrd transmission possibilities. the inability of the medical 

profession to adopt these same liberal principals contributes to the antediluvian attitudes 

which continue to stigmatize STDs (1933). 



Delva's article is of particular interest to me because, in a manner which seems 

almost prescient given the subsequent medical and media constructions of ALDS, she 

provides rvidence of the way in which many of these constnictinns were already available 

and mobilized within the compas of medical attitudes to STDs. Her discussion of attitudes 

toward STDs indicates the extent to which the rhetoric of license and restraint were already 

circulating witithin the medical discourses, noting, for instance, the tendency to conflate 

altered sexual mores with venereal disease, or as D r  W. Gifford-Jones, writing a syndicated 

and widely read newspaper column in 1980, elaborated: " fke-wheel ing sex has created an 

epidemic of venereal disease" (qtd in Delva 1931). Delva takes some pains to cxplain the 

connection between this sort of moral discourse and the stigmatization of STDs, a 

connection which we see repeatedly applied to patients with AIDS: 

As one critic said 'if herpes did not exist, the Moral Majority would have had 
to invent it.' The hope is being expressed that the fear of STD 'may be a 
prime rnover in helpinç to bring to a close an era ofhindless promiscuity.' 
The moral implication is that the illnesses associated with these problems are 
brought about by the victim and the consequences are their just rcwards. 
(Delva 1 934)14 

This article appeared in October 1983 and, as we can see from ihe following 

example, which actually predates the Delva article, there is cenainly no shortage of the 

"wages of sin" type of retributive justice applied rhetorisally amongst the mrdical profession 

'" It is interesting to consider to what extent a cornparison of this article with 
Seale's "AIDS is not an STD" discourse indicates the dègree to which ADS miçht be 
being constmcted w.thin some aspects of the mçdical and other media as a way to 
displace heterosexual anxieties about promiscuity onto homosexual bodies. in a sort of 
sleight of band which essentially absolves heterosexual promiscuity - clearly the 
anxieties about heterosexual promiscuity were present in the early 1980s and the focus 
on promiscuity as a practicc rapidly moved away frorn those anvieties and attached itsrlf 
to an even more perverse practice, gay sex. 

-97- 



with respect to AIDS and STDS." In the case of N D S .  however, perverse sexual practice 

(homosexuality and, more specifically, anal intercourse) combines with promiscuity to f o m  

the basis of blame, as the following 1983 letter to the CiWJ in response to an article about 

homosexuality indicates. Quoting From the Pauline lener, 

[alnd when the men also tumed from natural relations with women and were 
consumed with lust for one another, men cornmitting shameful acts with 
men and suffering in their own bodies and personalities the inevitable 
consequences and penalty of wrong doing which was their fitting retnbution 
(Di ttberner 1 O M ) ,  

the author goes on to apply the loçic of the Pauline prohibition against homosexual sex to 

STDs and specifically to AiDS: 

We read today of AiDS and Kaposi's sarcorna, which are fatal diseases. and 
others that are less crippling. Are these not the 'inevitable consequences' that 
has been quoted? Do we find them in a normal, faithful heterosexual 
relationship? Is it not our duty as physicians to wam these patients of their 
unhealthy lifestyle? (Dittberner 1074) 

While this is perhaps the most egregious example, the continua1 association of AIDS with 

both homosexuality and promiscuous sex within Canadian medical literature on AlDS 

indicates the degree to which these behaviours are viewed within an existing moral 

framework which is both jud-mental and punitive. Whilz Delva's article amply 

dzmonstratss the pre-existence of this discourse, it is also useful to consider the information 

she presents both on the impact rnedical and societal attitudes have in stignatizing STDs and 

on the implications of this sti-iatisation in t ems  of  the alteration of srxual behaviour 

' j  Paula Treichler's article, "An Epidemic of Signification," lists many variations 
on this thcme, including the ideas that AIDS is both "the price paid for the sixties" and 
"the pice  paid for anal intercourse," as well as my ovin favourite - N D S  is "the result of 
moral decay and a major force destroying the Boy Scouts" (33). 



necessary for a reduction of STDs. 

The rolc of testing, especially in the practice of screening for asymptomatic 

individuals who werr deerned to be at risk. was f imly lodged within the estabiished 

protocois of the public health management of STDs. In the reports presented at the first 

national conference on STDs, the problem of screening and asymptomatic case 

identification was raised continually within the different working goups, o%en in 

conjunction with cornplaints about the lack of cornpliance in prirnary care physician 

reporting. It is important to note here rhat within the medical profession there oftrn existed 

two distinctly different approaches to the role of the physician in the treatment and 

prevention of STDs: while both prirnary care and public health medical personnel held 

views which for the nost part Fe11 within the existing moral frarnework of contain and 

control, there was signi ficant opposition to a public heal th agenda focussing on mandatory 

reporting and contact tracing. Part of this opposition revolved around a reluctance to give 

up what have traditionally been physicians' rights and to have the locus of control pass from 

the individual physician to a public health institution. Certainly, part of it also revolved 

around the very real belief that the private management of diagnosis, treatment, and follow- 

up were in the patients' best interests, especially when that belicf was combined with an 

understanding of the degrec: of stigma attached to STDs. These oppositions wcre not 

necessarily able to be mobilized in the seme way in the case of AIDS and HIV-screrning; 

however, as we shall see, the moral aegis of epidemic logic. so evidrnt within the mcdico- 

scientific discourse on STDs, fomrd the basis through which the debate over HIV testing 

evolved over the course of the 1980s. 



(Coo)Testiog Identities: Who Benefits from Epidemic Logic? 

On the evenrng ofhrsfifrrerh brrrhduy, afmost eight years to the &y 

ofter he hud recerved rhe news ofhrs HIY seropositiviry, Stuart und hrs 

/ilends guihered together in o Toronto restaurant amid roo much cigcuette 

smoke and afarr arnounf qf'wrne. Frustrurrd ut nor herng ahle to reud the 

mrssugrs irz the car& hcntmg I t leI ihrru~e~~ firgorren ltis reutlrng g/usses. 

which he saw us a hlow to hrs ,rot rnconsideruhle vuniîy, he turnrd to the 

crssernbleii crowd und unnounced rn /us hesr p r q  voice: "Weil. Christ. I 

thoughr thur the one benefii of this GD diseuse wouid be thot I wouldn't 

huve had to turn/i]@. Norhing ever works the wuy you expect 11 [o. " 

Given the moral and medical climate in Canada as it surrounded the management 

oFSTDs in the early 1980s, as well as the viral transmission mode1 of Hepatitis B, it was not 

surprising that the discovery of MV, the virus which is associated with AIDS, in April 1984 

immediately led to speculations about testing which would allow screening for the disease, 

particularly in respect to the blood supply. John Derrick, in a C.LL4.J editorial on the 

Canadian perspective on AiDS  and blood products, the bulk of which was mnen just prior 

to the announcement, but which went to press short1 y afierwards, included the following 

assessrnent of the potential benefits which might result from the development of a test for 

the viral agent implicated in A I D S :  

It is to hese patients bemophiliacs], however, that a succrssful outcorne of 



the evaluation of the test for HTLV-III will mean the most, since then it may 
becorne possible to establish whether the blood products they rely on foi 
their sumival c m  be made safer with reference to the development of AIDS. 
(22) 

During the months that followed the initial announcement of the discovery of the virus, the 

pressure to develop a test g e w  - a pressure which was in no small way associated with 

increased rnedi~al '~  and publicI7 anxiety over the integrîty of the blood supply. 

In Canada initial testing for HIV was offered on the basis of providing diagnostic 

assistance rather than widespread blood screening and utilized a test modality which was 

expensive and awkward, uniike the antibody detection tests developed later in 1984. When, 

on August 19, 1984, the CZ)WR a ~ o u n c e d  that the LCDC in Ottawa would be testing sera 

for the presrnce of HTLV-III to assist in the diagnosis of patients with AIDS, the report 

included the caveat that the test could only be considered to document past or current 

'"s Cindy Patton notes, "in 1985 ... CDC and NM oficials widely believed that 
transfusion and blood products were the chie€ route of transmission from the gay and 
injecting h g  user populations into the general population" (Inventing AlDS 36). 

l 7  The inationality of the public understanding of the relationship between blood 
donation and O S  was sometimes hard to comprehend. For instance, in 1984 the CkUJ 
quoted from an American Council on Science and Health report that, in the US, 
increased numbers of people were anernpting tu blood bank their own blood, that thjs 
was being facilitated by some private blood pools established for precisely this reason, 
and that continued doubts over the safety of the blood supply could "constitute a greater 
threat to public health than A i D S  itsel f 7  ("Fear of AiDS" 6 1 1 ). And in a Gallup poll 
commissioned in Canada by the National Advisory Cornmittee on AIDS (NAC-AIDS) 
and carried out in September 1984,3496 of the population polled claimed that they 
would avoid receiving a blood transfusion because of concern about contracting AIDS, 
and 6% that they would avoid tlonating blood for this reason ("iUDS in Canada" h n e x  
4). Furthemore, the GU-IJ reported that the presence of an antibody test for HIV was 
"expected to relieve some of the pressure on blood collection açencies which have sern 
many of their blood supplies dry up as a result of publicity linking AIDS to blood 
donors" ("Blood Test to Screen" 950). 



infections, and that it did not indicate infectivity. I t  also outlined the ranking for the order 

of testing priority which included: 1 )symptomatic lndividuals diagnosed with AIDS or 

ARC; 2)  individuals sustaining parenteral exposuri îo persons wi:h AIDS, ARC, or who test 

positive (which includes hemophiliacs, iv h g  abusers, nrrdle stick incidents amongst 

health care workers, and transfusion recipients); 3) individuals belonging to parts of the 

population with increased frcquancy of AIDS and baving evidence of ALDS-relatcd 

immunological dckcts; and 1) cohabitants of individuals with AIDS, ARC, or who ore 

positive for HTLV-III, which includes family members and partners residing in same 

domicile ("Determination of HTLV -III htibody" 131). This list is interesting for the fact 

that it carefully couched the operation of testing within the framework of a technoiogy of 

clinical diaçnosis and yet the actual goups prioritized reveal the extent to which specific 

epiderniological evidence was being sought within the framework of' a technology of 

surveillance. In particular, already irnplicit within this prioritization was a foregounding 

of the assessrnent of risk to healthcare workers and to persons shanng physical space with 

PWAs. 

In 1985, as a result of the development of an antibody assay test for the presence of 

E-iIV, widespread testing was able to commence. As the April 15, 1985 ( X I J  report 

indicated, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) licensrd Abbott labs to produce and 

distnbute new blood tests for AiDS which were designsd for the use of screçning potçntial 

blood donors. The C.LL-!J was also quick to point out that, while the tests were not 

necessarily indicative of the degree of MV infectivity at any gven time, nor still Iess of the 

eventual prognosis of the disease for the individual testing positive, the drtrction of 



HTLV-111 antibodies would preclude the donor from gwing blood. The report also noted that 

blood banks would be obligated to use other lab techniques to confirm positive results prior 

to informing the potential domr ("Blood Test to Screen" 950). In +4upst, the C,tUJ 

reported that there had been approval by the federal government for blood tests to detect 

contaminated donations to be carried out by the Red Cross. Each of the tests, i t  said, would 

cost less than $5,  and "[alny blood donation that turns up positive will be discarded. 

Though a positive test doesn't necessarily mean the person is an active camer, plans were 

underway in July to ensure that people with positive results will be notified"("Test for 

AIDS" 2 19). Prior to the availability of widespread HIV-antibody screening implemented 

in November 1985, the Canadian Red Cross Society had requested that persons from high 

risk groups refrain from donating blood and had relied on this voluntary abstention to 

maintain the safety of the blood supply. 

The institution of widespread screening of blood donors in Canadata and the 

availability of a cheap and easily administered test for HIV raised the spectre of widespread, 

but selectively applied, testing, with the express intent of seeking out HIV positive 

individuals within a given population at risk. In light of the centrality of testing within the 

medico-scientific discourse of public health, it is thus possible to predict some of the 

vehemence with which the development of a blood screening test for HIV was rapidly 

'%ring the first nine months of blood screening for HIV Movember 1, 1985 to 
July 3 l ,  1986), 874 590 blood donations were tested. Of the total donors, 0 . 3 ?  were 
positive for the enzyme-linked immunoabsorbent assay (ELISA) and of these O.3U6, only 
6% were positive when confirmatory tests using the Western blot procedure were 
performed. Of the total donations tested, 174 samples were positive for both the 
screening and confirmatory tests for HIV ('Anti-HIV Screening" 90 1 ). 



adapted as a technology of surveillance, not only of the incidence of HiV within the certain 

populations, but also, through reprting procedures and contact tracing recommendations, 

of specific individuals. Moreover, screening, particularly as it was most commonly 

understood within medico-scientific discourse, functioned as a means of detecting the 

presence ofasymptomatic disease within the body, disease that was, as yet, unable to be seen 

or felt. As such, Waldby suggests that 

screeniny partakes of the mrdical dnve to envision the rver more minute. the 
ever more remote and concealed pans of the body, and to push the 
temporality ofaetiology back funher and funher, so that the causes of illnrss 
can be detected at ever earlier stages of the organism's life. ( 1 15) 

The test for HIV was the necessq and sufficient condition for the developrnent of an HIV 

screening program, and as such, it 

occupies a hinçe position between clinical and pub1 ic health.. . [and] cither 
provides reassurance that no hidden pathology exists, or it bnngs them [the 
infected] into the ambit of clinical medical attention and demands a 
reordering of everyday life around a new status as i l l .  (Waldby 1 16) 

Further, and imponantly, the rxtent to which the PWAAUVs status as i l l  becornes 

read as 'not ill, but dying' was a function of the repeated conflation, within both the medical 

and mainstream media, of the virus which causes immune systern deticiency (HiV) with the 

distinctive collection of diseases as the signs and symptorns which comprise the syndrome 

identified as A D S .  There is neither an "ADS virus," nor is there an " N D S  test." As Jan 

Zita Grover indicates in her article " A i D S :  Kepvords," the conflation of HIV (test or virus) 

wîth AIDS (test or virus) facilitates the squation of infection with HIV with (inevitable) 

death. The direct line behveen infection and death implied by the conflation of the terms 

elides the medical uncertainty about the meaning of a positive HIV test and, as Grover notes, 



"imposes a mortal sentence on anyone infected with HIV, a projection of hostility and fear 

that bespeakç another's death in order to quell one's own anxieties" (2 1). 

While this elision may be the most blatant example of dificulties with imprecice 

language and obscured meaning associated with the HIV testing process, it does not stand 

alone. There were numerous problems associated with the way in which the testing protocols 

were interpreted and, further, there were many misconceptions about relative risk and 

benefit which emerged during the debate on testing which developed in the Canadian 

rnedical literature over the rnid to latr 1980s. Some of these misconceptions stemmed From 

the earlier reliance on epidemic management, including, as 1 indicated earlier in  the chapter, 

STDs as a mode1 for AlDS public health intervention, while othen were intrinsic to the way 

in which the disease entity of AiDS was already entered into medico-scienti fic discourse. 

in particular, it is revealing to look at the way in  which the debate around testing and the role 

of medical professionals evolved over the course of the first five years during which the test 

was available. The increasing pressure both from within the medical profession and from 

political, social and economic forces with vested interests in discerning the presence of 

seropositive individuals, either in the overall population, or within specific populations ar 

risk for A l D S ,  pnerated much attention in the medical media, and provides a constructive 

point from which to examine the implications testing had for individuals at nsk for ALDS 

during this time period. 

J. W. Frank, V. Goel, B. J. Harvey, R. A. Coates, and V. Schralli, in their 1 987 article 

in Canadian Fumiiy Phdvsiciun, "A Critical Look at HIV-Antibody Tests: 1. How Accurate 

Are They?" specifically identified the rapid gowth of requests for HIV testing by family 



physicians as the impetus for their analysis of the quantitative accuracy and, in a second 

article, of the nsks and benefits of the W test. Although they focussed on the clinical uses 

of the testiog protocol, the test as uiagnostic technology, the relative merits of HiV 

epidemiological testing, the test as surveillance technology. were at least indirectly 

addressed. Cenainly, the ways in which the relative questions of test sensitivity (number of 

true positives of the total number of samples which are positive) and specificity (number of 

true negatives ofthe total number ofsamples which are ncgativr:) operrited within population 

based sample sizes remained important in trrms of assessrnent of relative predictive values 

of the given tests. However, as Frank et al noted, 

[dletinitive efforts to determine actual values for the sensitivity and 
specificity have been harnpered by the lack of a clear 'gold standard' for HIV 
infixtron (as distinct from disease) against which to measure these indices of 
test validity ... This lack is especially significant in relation to test specificity, 
where neither exhaustive confirmatory antibody testing nor the veiy 
expensive and somewhat insensitive viral culture of many low nsk subjects 
(e.g., blood donors) is feasible. (2007) 

In the case of screening tests, the very low expectrd prevalence of HIV within a large test 

ppulation results in a relatively high number of false positive results (persons who test 

positive but do not have the disease) when compared with true positive test results. 

Lncreasing prevalence of HIV seropositivity within a population. as was the case within 

populations at increased risk of having bern exposrd to HIV, on the o<her hand, neczssarily 

increases the level of falsr negative results (~persons who have the virus but do not test 

positive) beyond acceptable levels in tenns of screening for blood use. Frank r t  (if conclude 

that, "brcause of the possibility of falsr negative results, persons at high risk should never 



use blood donation as a means of being tested for HIV"("A Critical Look 1." 2009).19 

One of the first misconceptions about HIV testing circulating within the medical and 

mainstream media was tha~ it was a single test which was able to detemine the presence of 

the virus directly. Indeed, AiDS testing, as it was camed out in 1987, was, in effect, a series 

of steps, known as testing algonthms, which allowed tests to be combined in a 

predetennined way so as to mmirnize the accuracy of the result. And of the available tests, 

only viral culture was able to prove the extant presence of the virus. Because it was both 

re!atively insensitive (a high number of false negatives) and costly, it was used only in 

speci fic research situations. In the other cases, the test was on1 y able to deduce the presence 

of the virus by measurinç the presence of either senirn antibodies to viral antigens (that is 

the body3 response to material prrsentrd to it by the virus) or othrr by-products of the 

process of HIV infection ("A Critical Look 1 ." 2006). 

Testing algonthms cornbined the various available tests and included, typically, a 

prirnary screening test, the enzyme-linked imrnunoabsorbent assay (ELISA) test for 

antibodies to HIV, and several possible confirmatory tests, including Westem Blot assays, 

imrnunofluorescence assays (FA),  and radio-imrnuno-precipitation assays (RIPA). Most 

comrnonly, within a Canadian context, a combination of IFA and Western Blot assays were 

used as confimatory tests, while RIPA testing at a fedrral laboratory facility was used only 

if repeated Western Blot tests remained indeterminate. Hoviever, not al1 individuals tested 

l 9  Frank et ul also indicate that physicians requesting HIV tests should be aware 
of ùie three primary causes of false negative results: late stage diseiire when the patient is 
so severely immune compromised that he or she is unable to produce antibodies; very 
early infection, which is typical of responses to al1 infectious diseases; and infants bom 
to women with HIV ("A Critical Look 1 ." 2008-20 10). 



were entered into these testing algorithms equally and a "pre-test likelihood regarding the 

presence of risk factors, symptoms, or the physician's index of suspicion was established 

frorn the clinical data submitted with each test request ("A Cntical Look 1." 2 O O W O  10). 

This was the second misconception circulating within mainstrearn and medical media about 

HIV testing. Testing, within the rhetoric of medico-scientific discourse, tended to be seen 

as functioning on a level which was beyond interpretive subjectivity; nevertheless, as we cm 

sec: from the way in which testing protocols arc established, subjective interpretation played 

irnpo~ant roles at rach step of the testing process. Moreover, while the initiai clinical 

assessment included with the test request was of paramount importance in determininç the 

algorithm into which the patient's blood was entered, the physician requestinç the test was 

often simply gven a box to tick requesting antibody testing and so may not have betn aware 

of the way in which the drtails of the patient's clinical history were beinç used to determine 

testinç protocols within a laboratory situation. 

I would like to reiterate that 1 am not necessarily criticizing the ways in which the 

approach to HTV testing developed within a Canadian context. What I am suggesting, 

however, is that the different ways in which the test was often mkrepresented and 

misunderstood, both within the medicai l iterature and the mainstream media, reveal cemin 

anxieties inherent within what Singer identifies as epidrmic logic For instance, the tendrncy 

to reduce the complesity and the uncertainty of the testing process bstrayed by the 

reif cation of this process to the "AiDS test," singular and uninflrcted, was indicative. 1 

would argue, of a desire to determine, absolutely, those who were infectrd and thosr who 



were not, whether for purposes of persona1 reassu~ance*~ or of the implementation of 

prospective control mechanisms." Further, while as Cindy Patton notes, "the 'test' is a 

series of events, not a moment cf transcendentally assessing mith" (Inventing AILIS 34), it 

is, nevertheless, how the results of those events are made to signiQ within a mrdical, social, 

economic and erotic environment which validates the "mith" of the positive or negative test 

for HIV antibodies. 

The rhetoncal construction of HIV portrays it as panicularly adept at utilizing the 

body's own immune system to obscure its dctection - that 1s the virus "passes" as part of 

the body it infects. Utimately, however, it is unable to sustain this masquerade, that is, it 

fails to pass as "self', and so is detected as "othei' by the body (Waldby 1 17-1 19). This 

rhetorical consmiction reveals the reinscription, within the language ofthe rnedico-scientific 

discourses of viroloby and immunology, ofanxieties raised by the presence not only of the 

undetected virus within the body of the patient, or of the infected person within the 

population, but also of the homosrxual within the body politic (Waldby 12 1); it is, in fact, 

'O Frank et of indicated that testing in order to determine "that exposure has not 
taken place" was increasingly common by 1987, and that the assessment, by the farnily 
physician, of each case on its individual merit was necessaq in order to detemine the 
appropriateness of testing in each case ("A Critical Look 1 ." 1006). 

'' Consider the suggestion made by Domovitch in 1985 regarding the possible 
implications of a positive test for HIV: 

Whrn the test for anti-HTLV-III becomes readily available, its 
implications should be carehlly explained before testing. Patients with a 
positive test will be advisrd not to donate blood. There may be mandatory 
reponing to the Depanment of Public Health. Patients may br advised to 
abstain from sex and to avoid food-handling and health-care occupations. 
( 1972) 



a precise reiteration of the logic which claims to detect the othemess of the homosexual 

"passing" within a heterosexual hegemony. ln this light, i t  is interesting to consider the 

implications of the following comments mde by David Walters, the director of the AIDS 

Education and Awareness Program at the Canadian Public Health Association, as he noted 

that AIDS (the disease once again conflated with the virus) has been a "formidable foe" and, 

further, that 

its ability to spread has effectively exploi ted human psycholog, capitalizing 
on the fundamental drive for sexual pleasure, the abuse of addictive druçs, 
and endangering the compassionate shanng of blood and tissues. Perhaps 
rnost unsettling of all, i t  threatens the promise of healthy parentinç and 
infancy. (,"Managing the ALDS Epidemic" 293) 

His comments, I suggest, are particularly revealinç not only of the way in which both the 

virus and the disease are flagrantly prrsonified, but also, and more importantly, 1 would 

argue, of the echo of anxiety about the vulnrrability of (male) heterosexuality to the siren 

song of hornosexual proselq tizing' and the ways in which this proselytizing (figurecl through 

the exploitation of a weakness of the flesh) attacks those pans of society which are held to 

be most noble (giving binh and blood donation). 

In "A Critical Look at HIV-Antibody Tests: 2. Benefits, Risks and Clinical Use," 

Frank et ol reveal the ways in which issues around the benetits and risks of I-UV testing were 

imbncated within a dense rhetorical amalgam of the medical discourses of epidemiolog 

7 -  -- Certainly, this is also a fear which xems to be at the hean of anxiety over the 
way in which A i D S  education in the schools was debated. And while "an ernphasis on 
moral values cncouraging sexual abstinence or monogamy stands in opposition to 
explicit sex education without reference to fami ly values" (Berger, " M I S  and Ethics" 
1789), it is the spectre of exposin~ children to the fact of same-sex desire (and al1 that 
this impiies in trnns of the "protective" qualities of ignorance) which seems to stoke the 
fires of the debate. 



and public health concems. However, as  is indicated by the above example, these discourses 

were ~Iways, as well, already fraught with pre-existing societal discourses about AlDS and 

notions of what constitutes the public good; iogether, ail of these discourses figured forth 

different ways of signifying the meaning of a positive or negative test. Ultirnately, as Frank 

et al indicate in their summary of benefits and risks, the alleged benefits do not hold up 

under analysis and "the risks of testing are borne predominantly by the patient tested, whilr 

the potential benefits accrue larçely to othersV(''A Critical Look 2." 7229). These risks, 

under the circumstances, were not insignificant from both a psychological, social and 

persona1 standpoint. The person testing positive ran the risk not only of anxiety and 

depression, but also of ostracization, discrimination, and isolation. Frank et al also note that, 

in cornparison with other public health programs dependant on testing, potential benefits are 

unlikely to accrue to the person testing positive, since the primary benefit, early treatment, 

does not e ~ i s t . ' ~  

HIV antibody testing, particularly for asymptomatic persons, is not like most 
traditional screening programs that are explicitiy designed to detect rarly 

?' This has, in fact, changed dramatically over the last scweral years. The 
dcvelopment of protease inhibitors and their use in combination with antiretrovirûl druçs 
has significantly improved the clinical picture of M D S  in only threr: short years. On the 
other hand, there are many side effects with these drugs, they are prohibitivrly expensive. 
and many combinations lose their efficacy afier a short period of time. Neverthcless, 
early treatment and monitoring can, at prescrit, make a substantial differencz in tems of 
outcorne, and therefore, early drtection of the disrase will directly benefit the prrson 
being tested for HIV, a potentiality that Frank r f  nl indicated in 1987 when they siated 
that 

[slince the cornerstone of the effectiveness of screening programs is the 
existence of an effective treatment for a particular disease, the 
development of such a treatment for HIV-related diseascs could markedly 
shifi the balance of ~ s k s  and benefits towvard testing. ("A Critical Look 2." 
2234) 



pre-clinical stages of disease. Unlike those programs, HIV-antibody testing 
does not cunently carry the promise of a better clinical outcome for the 
person tested. ("A Critical Look 2." 2134) 

Moreover, the detection of the presence of infection with HIV in an asyrnptomatic 

individual has the etTcci of increasing the duration of the time during which the patient is 

aware of his potential morbidity and - given the easy rhetorical conflation of HIV wiih AiDS 

- monality, both imminent and immanent. Funher, while the pnnciplt: benefit to persons 

other than the one being tested may be assumed to be a rcduciion of the incidence of KIV 

transmission (since the person testing positive would, presumably, refrain from high risk 

behaviours), Frank et cil observed that "the safe-sex message, like other rneasures aimed 

toward the prevention of HIV transmission, should be promoted to al1 high-risk [sic] persons 

regardless of their test status" ("A Critical Look 2." 2230)." 

Philip Berger also provided an analysis of the role of testing in the overall picture of 

the AiDS epidemic in his discussion in "AiDS and Ethics: An Analytic Framework" when 

he described the parameters of three potential AIDS pandemics: 1 )  asymptomatic HIV 

'' In an editorial for The Body Politic in Decernber 1985, Ed Jackson and 
Andrew Lesk assessed the issues surrounding the HIV antibody test and concluded that: 

The geatest danger is not that medical officers of health would try to 
quarantine everyone who tests positive; this would be a useless, expensive 
and life-long project. The more irnmrdiate repercussions will flow frorn 
the misuse of the test positive results in physicians' files. 

Instead ofspending so much time dithering about the kind of test 
follow-up and representing that as mraningful action to the public, what 
health officiais should be doing is mounting massive and innovative 
education programs. To date, they have been willing to leave that crucial 
task to undtrfunded cornmwiity organizations. Dividing people into 
antibody-positive and antibody-negative categonrs is a waste of time. The 
message to îndividuals in hiçh-risk groups is the samr regardless of the 
test results: practice safe sex. ( The Body Poiiric, December 1985 8) 



exposure and infection; 2) symptomatic HIV disease, including full-blown AIDS; and 3)  

"society's reaction to HIV disease, including the social, political, and economic response 

from goremments, professional organizztions, and citizensm( 1787). Indeed, he identi fied 

the ways in which this third epidemic plays itself out in terms of the methods and 

circumstances which effect its framing as the "protection of the public frorn HIV." The 

specific scenarios which provide the rhetoric of "protection of the public from HIV" with 

the moral weight of nghteous indignation, that of the '-AiDS fiend" who deliberately infects 

others, including a sexual partner(s) uriaware of his or her pef idy,  "generate trernendous 

outrage and debate"; however, as Berger observes, while there needed to be cnteria 

established in order to provide physicians with guidelines, the "situations rarely anse in 

clhical practice" ( 1790). And Berger further argues that 

[plublic policy should not be generated on the basis of exceptional 
circumstances alone. Legislation should be guided by the principle o f  
achieving the desired public health effect supported by the least intrusive 
measure necessary. Policy formulations and individual patient plans should 
be devoid of prejudice, value-laden language, and moral judgement. ( 179 1)  

The person testing positive for HIV antibodies, as Berger's overall discussion about 

"protection of the public" and Frank et of's assessrnent of the relative risks and benefits of 

HIV testing indicate, is thus entrred into the realm of mrdicalized public policy in ways 

which do not necessarily serve his or her hralth related interests. but which make that person 

visible within the institutions of public health. This visibility within the realm of public 

health, irnplicitly facilitated through surveillance rnechanisms (recruitment of seropositivr 

individuals for clinical trials) and eaplicitly associated with i t  (mandatory reponing, contact 

tracing). imposes upon the HIV seropositive person the necrssity to continually reveal that 



serostatus, to as it were perform his or her HIV positivity. Moreover, these surveillance 

mechanisms also place seropositivz individuais in the position of having to account for the 

wtys in whiçh they becamz HIV positive: th-1 is, they are obliged to reveal "the 'tmth' of 

transmission identity" inherent in their acquisition of the virus (Waldby 120). The test, 

Waldby argues, thus functions as a technology of sex. She assens that: 

[tlhrough the technologes of confession to authorities, technologies which 
include official interviews, medical cxaminations, questionnaires and so on, 
subjects are both obliged to know themselves as sexual identities and to 
make themselves available for ssxual identification and administration. 
(Waldby 120) 

And while the technology of the test, the technology of sex deployed with the full rhetorical 

weight of medico-scientific discourse, produces the speci fic conditions under which it  t s 

possible for those interpellated as HIV positive to take up that identity, it also provides the 

means by which that identity might be subvened. 

And wlzuf of my firend Stuart? He 1s stril dive, living with hrs dog rn u 

smu fl ciportment, und is on his thrrd version of the protease inhibitor anti- 

retrovrrui drug cocktail in as many yeurs. Three years ago, he was 

hospitulizecl with a bout of pneumoniu cuzrsed by an obscure virus. 

Desprte this, he is now conremp!uting going bock fo  work part-linte und 1.s 

aciive in his hirdding ussoc~u~ion. He is also, once ugrrrn, on ihe Iookow 

for sex. In rhr more than ~ e i v e  y a r s  I have known hrnz, Sluurt /ZU.Y, wirh 

rhe exceprion o fa  couple of briefpericrls of'ceiibac,~, bren cheer$diy 

prorniscuozrs. huppily freqtrenting, rn wcirrner wearher, Duvrd Bci@~ur 

Purk and, during the cofder months. the b a t h  He c$en hus sr.r rn rkse  



places, wrth srrangers, but at oîher //mes when he meers sorneone ali rhey 

do rs srt rn the dark and talk. When my partner and I vtsited hrrn in A~gust ,  

hr observed thut there was a new bathhouse openzng up in Tnronto near 

where he irves. "hly dear, t d k  ubouf convenirnce ' You 'd huve rhought 

tlte+v knew I wos here und put ir rn just fbr me. " hr sard, painting across 

ihe strezt /rom his burldrng, whrch has subsrdr:rd housrngfhr people who 

huve d IDS. "iVow. rJ'un4 t h t f d  grr LJ tunnel gorng hrtwrrn the 

hrrsements, / wouidn 'r even neetl f o  gel dressed . . . I 'djirst go UV" chue 

rn my ht ie  to wri und. we fi . . . " He pauwd srgnnr/icant~v, und rhen 

chuckled wrcked[v. '2nd thrnk ubout the runnel . . . n wouid ba bound r« 

br crursy. you know. Especiuify wlth thrs iot hrre. " The parp. evidrnriy, 

1s not ovrr yet, und Stuurt 's se.nruii~ cieur()' renzurns "unfîxed, " 

triivefirng, us it does, fieeiy dong un arc descrrbzd &y desesrre und lrrnlred 

on- &y magrnarion und iutex. 



Chapter Four: Borderlines - AIDS and the Epistemology of Medicine 

A more precise histoncal analysis reveals a quite different 
principle of adjustment beyond these adjustments: it bears jointly on 
the type of objects to be known, on the @d that rnakes it appear, 
isolates it, and carves up the elements relevant to a possible 
epistemic knowledge (savoir), on the position that the subject must 
occupy in order to map them, on the instrumental mediations that 
rnables i t  to grasp them, on the rnodalities or registration and 
memory that it must put into operation, and on the foms of 
conceptualization that it must practice and that qualiQ i t  as a subject 
of legitimate knowledge. What is modified in giving place to 
anatorno-clinical rnedicine is not, therefore, the mere surface of 
contact brtween the knowing subject and the known object; it is the 
more generui arrangement of knowledge that drrermrnes the 
reciprocal positions and the connexion b e ~ e e n  one who musr know 
andthut which rs ro br known. (Foucault, The Birth ofthe Ciinic 137, 
italics mine) 

In f98 7 I was attendmg lunch tlme rounds wirhin the deparrmrnt of 

famrly rnedrcrne al the Torcnto General Hosprtul flGH) and the topic for 

the day was personal precautrons heaith-care professionais needed ro 

toke when deuiing wrfh putients who were HIVposrrivr. The jlinror s m f ,  

Ird by a vocal resicknt (drfferentjrorn the resident fiom CVCH). rvsre 

almosr unanimoris rn their iinger andjkor ut huwng "to br on the jioni 

Zinrs druiing with these cases. " Medwnr. he orgurd, shozild no[ br ri high 

rcvk profession. and tukrng someonr '3 blood should no! confér u death 

sentencz on the innocent rntern or residenl. iV~r strrprrsrng!~, grven rhe 



general atmosphere of hoth rgnorance and homophobra wrthrn the 

medicd cornmunis. ar thrr rime. thrs sentiment was ugreed to by several of 

rhr otherpmor staff: LIS well as a couple of the stuffphysrcrans. Durrng 

purt o/'rhe discussron, un ofder physrciun. a man rn hls lare sixties, 

polntrd out thut he had srurted prucrisrng rn the 19-M~ und thut. or thut 

tirne, therr were m m v  patren [-borne clrseuses thut p lucd  ii p~vsrcirrn at 

rrsk. In pnrtrcukur, he mentionrd the rrsks oj'treurrng parrenrs rn 

ruberculosrs sanurorrums prior ro the drscovery of'.spectrnomdvcrn. TII- 

drdn 't rhmk about rt much, he suid und, afrer d l .  the risk wos purt oj'rhe 

job. Mary physicrans drd dre cf TB and muny more hud therr cureers cut 

short brcuuse, once rhey trsted posrtrvejbr TB, they were no longer 

uilowed to practice rnedmne forjkur thrit they would infect therr heulrhy 

purrrnts. The resrdenr bridied u brt ut rhrs - cleurfy hrs knowledge of 

rnedrcuf hisrory was almosr us evolvrd us ltrs cornpussron - and then 

pointer/ Our ihat the diference berneen TB and AIDS was that unyone 

could get TB, but rhat mosf cases of AlDS were drliberatrly ucqurred 

rhrough rmmorul prucrrces, und t h ~ t  he. j6r one. drJ not rvunt r o  ger u 

dcveusr thot wus assocruteri wrrh homose.rtculs und hrg-uhusrr.~. 

In this chapter 1 would like to draw together the threads of arguments raised by rny 

previous discussions ofthe conceptualizations of sexual subjec t iv i~ ,  especially transgressivr 

desire associated with male homosexuality, which emerged through different aspects of 



rnedico-scientific discourse of ADS. 1 would fmher like tu look at the implications these 

conceptualizations have for exarnining the theory and practice of medicine. An examination 

of the ways in which these representations emrgcd. 1 suggest, also opens up space in which 

i t  is possible to indicate how these debares place enlightenrnent notions around the neutrality 

and objectivity of medical knowledge under pressure. In juxtaposing my epigraph from 

Foucault with the story of the resident at TGH, 1 am atternpting to signal the common 

construction of difference in both the production of a medical knowledge which takes, as 

its drfining essence, the ability to distinguish the knower from the known, and the fcar 

generated in the mind of the resident by an event specifically because it has the potrntial to 

elide the difference between his body and the stigrnatized body in the bed. 

Border Patrols (1): "XIDS Precautions" 

As 1 int iicatec i in the earlier chapters. the unknown etiology of the disease and its 

suggestive, but initially largely unproven, routes of transmission, allowed medical personnel 

to perceive themselves at risk simply by being in contact with patients will A i D S .  As a 1983 

cditorial in the GWJ indicated, %th the appearance of acquired immune deficiency 

syndrome (AIDS), however, the risk of being infected by the patient, whether real or 

imagined, has again entered the picture" (Burrow 1 18 L). The CDCVR, in Drcember 1987, 

reprinted Lb&fiI.GR guidelines suggesting appropriate precautions for hospital personnel with 

the following introduction: 

-1 18- 



Currently the problem in canada (sic) does not appear to be of the same 
magnitude as that being observed in the United States where I to 2 cases are 
being reported daily. However, because the etiology of' the underlying 
immune deficiencies seen in A IDS cases is unknown a the present tirne, the 
following precautions published in a recent MMWR may k of assistance to 
hospital personnel exposed to these patients and their specimens. Hospitals 
and laboratories should adapt these suggested precautions to their individual 
circumstances; these recommendations are not rneant to restrict hospitals 
from implementing additional precautions. ("Acquired Immune Deficiency 
Syndrome" 250) 

This introduction to what are largely precautions similar to those developed to dral with 

patients who were infected with hepatitis B, an infectious blood-borne virus, indicates the 

extent to which the unknown etiology and the potential risk to personnel working with 

patients were a pan of the medical construction of the disrase. For instance, the 

recommendations, which as the last sentence of the introduction indicates, are on[v rhr 

minimum required, though essentialiy unchanged from the normal blood precautions 

protocol in most institutions, contain the suggestion that the patient's blood and specimens, 

as weil as articles soiled with the patient's blood, "be prominently labellecf 'AIDS 

Precautions' or 'Blood Precautions' before being sent for reprocessing or disposal"(25 1 ). 

However, since blood precautions and A I D S  precautions are, in essence, one and the same, 

there seems to have been little justification for a specific differentiation, especially once the 

transmission patterns and risks became evidrnt. This early labeliing of the specimens and 

waste articles as specifically ALDS-related (as opposed to simply desiçnating them as 

"infectious" or "blood precautions"), when combinçd with the license implied by the 

suggestion that these were the minimum precautions necessary, allowed and even, perhaps, 

encouraged hospitals to essrntially label rvery thing about the patient with A D S  and his or 



her room with similar warnings. 

Gloving and gowning, according to the list of precautions suggested by the CDCVR, 

only needed to be used when there was risk of contact with blood, bodily fluids, excretions 

and secretions, or matenal soiled with them, yet within months it was common practice, 

when dealing with AIDS patients, to enter the room fully gowned, and masked.' This 

practice was widespread and Ian Mackie, wi ting in 1 988, me full y described the conditions 

at a London, Ontario hospital in1984, when the hospital had to decil with its first AIDS 

patient: 

That was a time of fear and anviety for many of those involved with his care, 
even for those with only peripheral involvement. I like to think of them as 
the space-suit days, when rven the hint of human immunodeficiency virus 
(HIV) infection resulted in the automatic donning of çloves, gowns, masks 
and goggles simply to enter the patient's room. (560) 

Moreover, these excessive measures for personal protection, which continurd well past the 

discovery of the virus and the establishment of transmission patterns, were among the many 

procedures cnticized by AiDS activists and PLWAs and for good reason: the treatment of 

blood products or soilrd bedding labelled " A I D S  precautions" with distaste and fear was 

easily transferrable to the sirnilarly labelled PLWA, particularly when that person already 

fell within a group stigrnatized by the rnedical profession. 

The anviety reflected by the degree of oveneaction inherent within these measures, 

and the abdication of care implicit in the conflation of the (sti-iatized) disease with the 

I Just as an aside hue, it is worth notins that whilr the threat to A[DS patients, as 
indeed to any immune compromised patient, is far greater than the threat from ADS 
patients, in the first eight years of the epidemic, there was no acknowledgement of this 
fact; rather concem was drected to the risk ADS patients posed for other patients, 
healthcare personnel, and even visitors to the hospital (Johnson and Soskolne 1093-94). 



(stigmatized) patient generated responses from within the medical profession itself. in an 

early article dealing with the ethical treatrnent ofPLWAs. Gerald Burrow, physician-in-chef 

at Toronto General Hospital, in response to the way in which "the prospect of dealing with 

affected patients has raised anxiety and apprehension throughout the medicai and allied 

health care professionals," stemly wamed that, while there have been cases in the United 

States where physicians have refusrd PLWAs care, "[tlhe virw that patients with ALDS 

present an unacceptable risk to the individuals caring for thrm has no place in medicine" 

(Burrow 1 181). And in an anempt to increast: hralth care personnel awareness and 

understanding of the disease, the Ontario Ministry of Health (OMH) advisory cornmittee on 

AIDS sent out information rnaterial about AIDS specifically addressing issues of interest to 

docton, nurses, and public health workers; developed training programs about AiDS for 

hospital use; and set up the Ontario A i D S  Network as a resource for physicians dealing with 

the disease ("1s ' Fear of AIDS"' 1 800).' 

' One of the most striking indictments against the sort of treatment that Burrow 
wams against, occurs in an article in Cunadian Nurse in 1988, where the authors note 
that, in part, the exemplary AJDS care protocol developed at St. Paul's hospital in 
Vancouver was devised when "some of our first patients were members of our own staff' 
(Beaufoy, Goldstone and Riddell26). As David Rayside and Even Lindquist observe in 
their article, Tanada: Community Activism, Federalism and the New Politics of 
Disease," St. Paul's, despite its Catholic affiliation, made a conscious effort "to rstablish 
the institution as a center of excellence in the treatment of ALDS, and soon formed an 
interdisciplinary team of about thirty generai practitioners, nurses, specialists, and social 
workers" (70). Close ties to the gay and lesbian community, noted in the Canadrnn 
iVurse article, seem to have contributed to this increased awareness. In Toronto, a similar 
state of affairs developed in relation to the now closed Wellesley Hospital; despite initial 
negative responses, the hospital and the gay and lesbian community in which it was 
situated worked together to develop and implement improved care protocols both with 
respect to the treatment of HN/AIDS  and to the health care of the gay and lesbian 
community generally. 



However, the very vigour with whic h Burrow reiterated the medical profession's 

cornmitment to patient care and to the Canadian Medical Association's code of ethics was 

indieûtive of the level of anxiety present within the profession. In their article loo king at the 

medicolegal implications of AIDS within a hospital setting, Johnson and Soskolne suggest 

two possible reasons for this anxiety when they note that "[gliven the poor prognosis of 

patients with M D S  and the uncertainties about HIV infectivity, hospital employees may 

refuse to care for such patientsw( 10%). In spite of the identification of "AIDS hysteria" 

(ungrounded fears of contracting AIDS from casual contact, inanimate objects, insects, etc.) 

and the medical profession's own observation that it was far more likely to have to deal with 

the ramifications of AIDS hysteria than with AIDS itself ("1s 'Fear of AIDS'" l8OO), there 

was a continual level of persona1 concem within anicles dealing with AIDS that is reflected 

in the almost talismanic reiteration of the lack ofevidence of transmission from patient to 

heaith care personnel ("1s 'Fear of AIDS"' 1799; Burrow 1 181 ; "Evaluation of AiDS " 124). 

It was easy to rationalize the initial anxiety around AIDS within the medical profession as 

in no srnall way a Function of the high rates of fatality among AiDS cases, cornbined with 

a sensitization, at least in Toronto, to the possibility of transmission of blood-borne infection 

following the death in 1984 ofa surgeon at St. Michael's Hospital from hlminating hcpatitis 

B acquired as a result of a scalpel wound during sureery. However, as my story of the 

reaction of the residrnt at TGH indicatss, thrse were also not the only reasons for 

professional anuiety about contracting AIDS. 

Anviety about AIDS was also a function of the degee of stigrnatization associated 

with the disease and, significantly, with the risk groups associated with it. The threat of 



contamination posed by the patient marked "ADS precautions," which took place in an 

institutional environment whic h readily facilitated the conflation between disease and risk 

group, mimored the perceived threat of contamination by a patient marked "homosexual" 

within the medical community. Just by way of an example, when I was in medical school, 

many of the lecturen, in most cases clinical specialists, in the tirne honoured way of gaining 

rapport with a class af overtired and ofien bored medical students, started off their 

with jokes. Whiie some of these revolved, in an equally time honoured tradition, 

lectures 

, around 

bodily functions, many in the spring of 1984 were the first of a whole crop of AiDS jokes, 

including, most tellingly, "(1: What does GAY stand for? A: Got ADS Yet?" The fear of 

A D S  was always already the fear of the queer to some degree. Furthemore, given the 

existing attitudes toward both homosexuality and AIDS within the medical profession, 

infection, by "accident" as it were, with the disease was loaded with additional emotional 

bagage within the health care professions. The signiticant disapprobation illustrated by the 

Following framing of a justification for the refusal of elective surgery for a patient with 

AIDS indicates the depth of this fear: "[alre docton really to be disciplined for showing 

reluctance to expose themselves to the risk of contracting this temble disease when the . . . 

infection is likely to have been acquired during voluntary sexual perversion or mainlinc drus 

abuse?'' ( Loewy, quoted in Taylor et (il 600) Are they indeed? Clearly the answer that the 

medical resident at TGH felt was appropriate was a resoundinç "no." 



Border Patrols (2): Institutionalized Hornophobia 

The medical resident's fear of contracting AIDS, I suggest, was in no srnaIl way 

related to his OWTI fear of being thought to be either a j unkie or a faggot. This f e u  was 

underwritten by both the conflation of the diseasr entity with the risk groups with which i t  

is associated and the fear that there may be no way for someone to tell that he was neither 

çay nor an IVDU. Moreover, this latter fear, the same fear which 1 ars'ued in chapter two 

fetishized the invasive investigations of gay male bodies, was very much a function of the 

institutional ignorance about sexuality generally, and dissident sexuality specifically, and 

the concomitant homophobia that that ignorance undennote, and indeed, allowed to flourish 

unchecked. 

If there were any doubt about the overall conservative attitude toward things sexual 

within the medical profession, one need only consider the way in which medical students 

were educated about alternative sexualities. My own experience in the mid- 1980s perhaps 

included an acknowledgement of alternative sexual practices, in part because the threat of 

A[DS made ignonng thrm impossible, but these depictions of alternative sexualities were 

hardly Less stereotypical than those Jack Fowler describes in his 1985 article, "The 

Homosexual Male Patient: The Tçn Percent Factor." Fowler notes that, dunng his own 

medical training, the reluctance to stray from stereotypical ponrayals of homosexuality and 

the prurience of these portrayals in the one session in the rntire four-year curriculum devoted 

to gay issues in medicine meant that most of his fellow classrnates remained remarkably 

ignorant of the realities of human sexuality (795). He includes a description of the response 
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to this class: 

[tlhis was supposed to be educational, but litt!e was accornpiished, Save for 
some sexuai titillation of the voyeurs and a reinforcement of the already solid 
stereotypic impression of gays and lesbians. 

There were no discussions of the sexually transmitted disease problems 
of gays, nor of their sexual functioning. Indeed, the classic question was 
posed by a classrnate: "What do you people do in bed?" There was no 
discussion of the problems faced by the homosexual in dealing with 
prejudice in society, education, the workplace and medicine. (795) 

In the case of my own msdical training, the most positive exposure medical students 

were given to the whok range of the human sexual spectrum occurred through a medicai 

elective on human sexuality, organized and mn by upper year students under the inspiration 

of Mount Sinai Hospital ObGyn, Dr. David Schaul.) The focus in the elective was primarily 

on presenting the spectrum of hurnan sexual behaviour, and it did include both the panel on 

AIDS with Michael Lynch, which 1 discussed in the fi fit chapter, and a panel with both a gay 

and a lesbian physician. Evcn though this focus was, in the best liberal tradition, on 

acceptance and diversity, and it was an elective, so presumably people with little interest 

would not attend, there was a substantial amount of hostility and not a little discornfort in 

the auditorium during this latter presentation; most of it, interestingly, though perhaps not 

surprisingly, was directed towûrd the gay man, although there \vas also significant 

disapproval when the lesbian physician, pediairician Dr. Miriam Kaufman. discussed the 

problems she and her partner were having becorning pregnant. 

There have been several studies esamininç physician or healthcare provider attitudes 

Dr. Schaul, an incredibly generous and patient clinician and clinical teacher, 
was instrumental in establishing this eiec tive, and brought a non-j udgmental open- 
minded attitude about human sexuality to both his practice and his teaching. 



toward homosexuality and the reciprocal way in which these attitudes and attitudes about 

AiDS have developed over the course of the first decade of the epidemic. While most of 

these studies have been done in the US (Link rr ai in 1988 and, more recently, Yedidia et 

al in 1996) and Canadian studies have focussed on hospital staff (Gallop et al and Kerr et 

al), it is useful to look at a study published in 1988 which examined the attitudes of tirst-year 

University of Toronto medical students. These students, the class of 9T0, were given 

questionnaires during their first ( pre-clinical) year in medical school which askcd about their 

attitudes toward hornosexuals and AiDS, since, as Paul Wozniak, the authur of the article 

notes, occurrences of discrimination associated with AiDS "may show the reernerçence of 

homophobia and the activation of increased anxiety toward al1 gay and Iesbian people by the 

public and medical health professionais"( 13). While the study protocol was nct prticularly 

sophisticated, it nevertheless produced an interesting - and appallinç - snapshot of the 

homophobia and stereotypinç present within this cohort of students. Wozniak concluded: 

A large population (sic) of the first year medical class of the University 
of Toronto exhibit homophobic attitudes.. . The nurnber of ovenly hostile 
feelings toward hornosexuals was alarmingly high. A few exampies include 
the following staternents: homosexuals are "damned in hell," "social 
maggots, deport them al1 or face social min," "give them al1 AIDS," "exile 
thern," "fucking abnormal humanoids" as well as other similar comments. 

It was found attitudes toward gay and lesbian people were related with 
acceptance of the idea that AIDS and the inevitable death created by it was 
what homosexuals desenrrd. As one student wote: "Homosexual activity is 
not natural. Whenaver we act against nature there is bound to be a recoil 
since nature cannot be bent.". . . Such attitudes in medical students have 
implications for patient care. The central issue for mcdical practice is 
whether a nonconformist lifestyle should influence the equitable delivery of 
health care services. ( 15) 

The failings of the process of medical education with respect to al1 aspects of 



sexuality, and particularly hornosexuality,' were already being alluded to in the medical 

literature; while there isn't space in which to examine fully the irnpetus and effect these 

articles had, 1 would just like to wderscore that the lack of adequate medical education 

about sexuality fomed a vital point of cnticism in these discussions. In 198 1, Watters et al, 

in t h r ~ r  article, "Education for Sexuality: the Physician's Role" observe that "[plhysicians 

share most of the common misconceptions, taboos and fallacies of their non-medical 

confieres. And most of the knowledçe that physicians do have about sexual rnatters is likeiy 

to have corne from sources other than professional education"! 194 1 ). Further, this article 

goes on to condemn the historical preeminence of what the authors identify as the 

"pronatalist sex code" - the ideological presupposition that takes as its central tenet the 

absolute link between reproduction and sexuality - and to offer, as an alternative, a 

"humanist code" for sexuality in which "al1 forms of sexual and reproductive exploitation 

are discouraged through education, promotion of sexual awareness and individual 

responsibility" ( 1943). Prominent within this new mode1 for sexual education &y physicians 

was an awareness of the need for irnproved sexual educationfor physicians, necessarv, the 

authors argue, because of the degree to which pronatalism has "become deeply embedded 

both in the fabric of human socieîy and in  the structure of human personality" ( 1912). What 

1 found intrresting in this and in the other articles (Gold in 1983; Kuntz in I98?), aside from 

this universal appeal to improved medical education, is the way in which, in the ecirly 1980s, 

al1 physicians were presumptively heterosesual. By this 1 niean that the persons writinç the 

articles and the audience for whorn the articles are beinç written. doctors al], the knowers 

See note 14 in chapter 2. 



(or in some cases, the need-to-knowers), were clzarly being presented as heterosexual, while 

the patient's homosexuality was presented as that which is in need of being kncwn. 

The disidentification inherent in this absolute divide (knowerknown) \vas not, 

however, entirely able to be sustained; the taint of sexuality, of homosexuality, of AIDS, of 

death, wafted off the patient, and settled itself, inexplicably, inexorably on the body of the 

physician. For instance, as Delva suggests in "Social Implications of Sexually Transmitted 

Diseases," the stigma of STDs spilled over from the patient to the physician. Whilr Delva 

indicates that these physicians may have been reluctant to report STDs because they were 

afraid of losing patients over issues of confidentiaiity, or of beinç sren as punitive, 1 suspect 

that there was also a certain element of reluctance on the pan of some physicians in simply 

dealing with diseases which are by their very detinition associated with sexual behaviow 

which fell outside that normally sanctioned by society and the medical profession. One of 

the problems contributing to ineffective STD management which is cited in an article 

outlining the case for and against the use of medicare card billing codes5 was the lack of 

expertise in diagnosing and treating STDs because "doctors, l i  ke any ot her people, may feel 

uncornfortable and ernbarrassed about venereai disease, which may affect the way they treat 

their patients" (Michaels 3 15). 

This foreshadows the way in which AIDS and its association with homosexuality 

has also shown this tendency to spread the stigma from the patient to the physician. tn the 

The proposa1 to use billing card codes to trace STDs epidernioloçically is 
indicative of the sorts of control and surveillance mrchanisms being considered for the 
management of STDs and is in itself an interesting indicator of the conflict bctween 
private practice physicians and those involved in public health management. 



case of AIDS, this slippage of stigrnatization from disease to doctor was blamed for the poor 

funding avaiîable for Mûs-related projects in the early part of the epidemic (Wainberg et 

al 110). It is worîh observing that the association between homosexuality and rUDS also 

plays into this slippage, where any individuai voluntarily involved in the care of PL WAs is 

immediately suspected of being gay. This is particularly true if the physician or healthcare 

professional is male, but it also spreads outwards from direct patient care to other projects 

associated with the disease. For exarnple, once 1 mention that 1 am working on AiDS, people 

immediately assume that 1 have personal (read "lifestyle") reasons For pursuing this subject. 

By contrast, there seems to be an insulating effect once the virus is separated from the 

infected individual. Social or epidemiological research, particularly when it 1s directed at 

the intersection between homosexuality and AIDS, is far more suspect than research which 

takes place within a petri dish. Only one of the five initial projects funded by the National 

Action Cornmittee on AIDS (NAC-ADS) dealt with the association between gay men and 

AIDS. The remaining projects consisted of an investigation into the risk of transmission of 

HIV to health care workers, two studies involving Haitians, and one study on the occurrence 

of neutral jzing antibodies to HTLV-III in seropositive individuals. The single gnnt given by 

the largest officia1 source of medical research rnoney, the Medical Research Council (MRC) ,  

was for an investigation into ALDS and hcmophiiia (Wainberg rr ul 1 10). 



Border Patrols (3): Taking the Test 

The investigation into the risks for transrnissioii of HIV to health care workers was 

indicative of the level of anxiety circulating wthin the medical profession about the 

possibility ofcontracting AiDS during medical procedures. The S457,556," eighteen-month 

award for study into the "Immunologic Function in Health Care Personnel" which 

commenced just afier the HN antibody test became available in 1985, reflected the priority 

the issue of occupational exposure to HIV reccved in the medical and research community. 

Further, extensive monitoring of healthcare professionals placed at nsk for HIV through 

occupational exposure was implemented in the US. Over the course of the first years of 

monitoring these exposures, the CILL.IJ and CDWR provided periodic updates regarding the 

risks to hcalth care professionals. In addition, the 1985 meeting of NAC-.UDS 

recommended that health care professionals who sustained accidental parenteral or mucosal 

exposure should be followed by participation in the Canadian National Surveillance Program 

for Accidental Exposure of Health Care Personnel to AiDSiARC ("Update on AiDS" 25 1 ). 

The following year, during the first joint meeting between the members of NAC-AiDS (the 

federally funded National Advisory Committre on AIDS) and urban Medical Ofticers of 

"This was the second largrst single research award related to AiDS or HIV at 
either the federal or provincial level offunding in 1985 (the first was an bIRC award for 
the study of the natural history of AIDS in hemophiliacs). The total Funding available 
from both of the primary federal research agencies, the MRC (Medical Research 
Council) and the NHRDP (National Health Research and Development Program), and 
from two provincial funding agencies (Ontario Ministry of Health and British Columbia 
Health Care Research Foundation) was j ust under 2 million dollars ( S 1,936,957) (''ALDS 
in Canada" Annex 3). 



Health (MOH), the initial topic of discussion again was the possibility of occupational risk 

to health care workers. N A C - O S  and MOH physicians concluded that 

[fjrom suneillance and research data, it is apparent that health care workers 
are at extremely low risk of occupationally acquiring HTLV-III infection. 
There was a strong endorsement of the current infection control and 
precautionary measures which have been recommended to health care 
personnel. (Hankins, "Joint Meeting" 45) 

Clearly, however, this cornmittee considered this statement to signal that the rnatter of 

occupational risk had been sufficiently drbated and researchrd and, in thrir suggestions for 

further rescarch, they recommended ihat 

[tlargeted for top priority would be studies to detcnnine seropositive rates in 
prostitutes and IV dnig abusers, cohon studies in homosexual groups to 
examine potential cofactors in the development of oven disease, studies on 
condom breakage rates during anal intercourse, and the monitoring of 
changes in  sexual practices to determine the impact of health education 
programs. (Hankins, "Joint Meeting'' 47) 

In spite of this assessrnent of the very low apparent risk to health care professionals, 

debate continued within the pages of the rnedical literature about the relative risks of 

exposure to HIV, especially exposure during those medical procedures involving contact, 

however indirect, with blood or other bodily fluids. While no Canadian cases of 

seroconversion resulting from occupaiional exposure were reponed over the period bctween 

1985 (when testing became available) to 1988, periodic reports in the CLUJ of the CDC 

epidemiological study tracliing al1 reported incidents involving occupational exposure within 

the US continued to keep the issue at the forefront of cunent medical debate. Once again, 

1 would like to indicate that it is not the fact of the possibility of HIV transmission from 

patient to health care professional which is at issue in my reading of these repons, nor still 



less the very valid concems for safety which some health care professionals expressed. 

Rather. what is of interest to me is the way in which this debate rnay be read a an indication 

of the extent of an anxiety which goes beyond simple nsk for personal safety, and which 

manifests itself, uitimately, in the potential for, among other things, reduced quality of care 

for the PWAiHIV. In part, this a m e t .  is, 1 would argue, a subconscious reiteration of the 

desire that there be a sharp demarcation betwern those who were at risk of exposure to HIV 

through occupational means (and therefore "innocent" victims), and those who were at risk 

of exposure to HIV through other less imocent means. 

Evidence of this desire for maintenance of the "us" and "them" distinction within 

the medical profession was revealed through even the srnailest details associated with the 

risk of HIV transmission in health care professionals. For instance, in the 1988 US midy by 

Link et (il, the researchrrs eliminated from the study the results of those mrdical students 

and housestaff who stated that they had other risk factors for HIV, but they did not explain 

their rationale For doing this. Since the study concentrated on the degree to which the 

students or housestaff were concerned about their risk for HIV transmission fiom 

occupational exposure, it seems likely that even if a person were at risk of HIV transmission 

from other means (either from sexual practice and/or from IVDU), their percrived risk of 

occupational exposure to KIV would remain unaffected by this other esposure, even if their 

overall risk of HlV were increased. The way in which t h s  study was constnicted and 

reported, however, clearly reinforces the notion of a hierarchy of nsk wherr the anvirty felt 

by s t a r  because of their perception of potential occupational risk to HIV was onlg of 

concem if it was the sole risk factor. If, for whatever reason, the student or physician fell 



outside of this charmed circle of blamrless occupational exposure, their concems, however 

valid, were invalidated by their previous transgressions (the spectre of guilt). 

This hierarchy of risk was also uc,ed to determine the "lcgitimac-j" of cases of HIV 

seroconversion following occupational exposure: any possibiliq of other exposure to HIV 

immediately cast doubt on the authenticity of the exposure. This procedure, while clearly 

an anempt to acquire accurate statistical evidence for the actual rate of occupational 

transmission, is, nevertheless, fraught with the potential for underrnining the very accuracy 

of the information it is attempting to establish. Furthemore, it also effectively reinscribes 

boundanes along 1 ines established by the hierarchies of relative risk and guilt within medico- 

scientific discourse. Thus we are able to see that while, on the one hand, the reports about 

occupational exposure increased the level of anviety over the potential risk for transmission 

of HIV, on the other hand, they did so in a manner which reinforced notions of the relative 

guilt and innocence of HIV transmission modalities and, through those notions, of the 

separation between heal th care pro fessionals and PWAs, between the body in the white coat, 

and the body in the (hospital) bed. This constniction effectively reiteratrs the epidemic lopic 

of STDs by foregrounding the risk to an uninfected, unsuspecting general population (the 

health care professionals) from an asymptornatic yet infectious carrier (the E-5V seropositive 

person). 

Grrard Ponsford's article, "AiDS in the OR: A Surgeon's View" on the occupational 

risks of FiIV transmission was one of many similar articles addressing the issue of HIV 

tcsting as a means of providing maximum protection to both the public generally. and the 

medical profession specifically, though his witty presentation and absolute lack of moral 



rhetoric made him unusual in this regard. Most Canadian physicians and public health 

officials did not openly promote widespread mandatory HIV testing, recognizing both thi  

political unpalatability and the medicai ineficacy ofthese measures.Nevertheless, rnany of 

rhese same physicians and officials assumed that regulations requiring physicians to obtain 

the patient3 inforrned consent pnor to drawing blood for an HIV antibody test would have 

deletenous effects on public health policy. These assumptions brtrayed not only their 

epistemological loyalty to a practice of public health that seeks to co~tain and control 

infectious disease through methods suc h ils case identification. contact tracing, and 

mandatory testing, but also their amiety over persona1 ssfety regarding occupational 

exposure to HIV. The regdation which required physicians tu obtain informed consent7 

prior to conducting an HIV test. many argued, would prevent thern from beinç able to 

intervene in the course of the epidemic effectively and so, they would be unable to perform 

thrir duties as physicians properly. For instance, BC physician James Parker fulrninated 

against BC Ministry of Health guidelines calling for infomed consent prior to HIV antibody 

testing, indicating that he felt that HIV testing was the only tool available to bring the HIV 

epidemic under control: 

[i]f medical personnel cannot obtain this test without going through al1 the 
hoopla of informed consent and incurring the risk of leçal action, then the 
whole process breaks down. The control of a lethal communicable diseasr 

' Ponsford, who actually came down f i n l y  in the middle of this debate and 
indicated both pro and con positions regarding mandatory testing, pointed out what he 
saw as the absurdity of asking for informed consent in a province, such as Ontario, which 
had (and still has) mandatory nominal reporting of al1 individuals testing positive for MV 
antibodies (1036). His logic, I suggest, is flawed insofar as he assumed rhat the 
conditions of the one process necessarily obviates the efficacy of the other. Mandatory 
nominal reporting, in fact, increases the need for properly acquired informed consent. 



rests on voluntary action. 1 agree that the medical profession must respect 
confidentiality, but, in the intcrest of public health, mandatory blood testing 
should not require the patient's consent, although if the result is positive, the 
patieiit sbould be so advised. ("AIDS and Human Rights" 1244) 

In a second letter, Parker made c l ea  the public health antecedents of his 

understanding of physician based epidemic control when he noted that "[p]ublic health 

measures, which have been so sadly lacking in the AIDS pandemic, m u t  be instituted. The 

London cholera cpidemic of 1854, it will be remembcred, was not controlled until sonieone 

removed the handle of the Broad Street pump" ("Transmission of HIV" i 073). What Parker 

means by this analogy was spelled out in the article: "[ajctive case finding, searching for 

contacts, appropriate counselling, and treating or correction factors responsible for case 

clustering are as pertinent to AiDS as to any other infectious disease" ( 1073). This set of 

procedures was a clear reiteration of the contain and control public health mode1 for dealing 

with sexually transmitted diseasss applied to AIDS without any apparent awareness of the 

specific characteristics of HIV irifection which might have mitigated against the efficacy of 

this type of intervention, nor of the work that had already been done in terms of the 

effectiveness of education programs aimed at the reduction of risk of HIV transmission. By 

contrast, an epidemiological report in the CILL~J. on the usefulnrss of tracing contacts of 

HIV seropositive individuals as a means of dealing with the spread of IUV, concludes that 

"our main efforts to prevent and control A i D S  must be aimed at rducatinç people to reduce 

personal nsk through behavioural change" and that these rducational programs, rspecially 

in communities with iui increased prevalence of MV seropositivitv, or in which there is 

difficulty in follow up, "may be more cost-effective than programs airned at tracing 



individual contacts1'( "Recommendations for Tracing" 732). 

Instead of facilitating the education process, howevrr, Parker and otherc of the same 

inclination saw the farnily practice physician on the frontline of this fight to control the 

epidemic; the HIV test was his or ber weapon of choice: "Physicians.. . are pivotal to health 

care delivery in  Canada. These same physicians, having a hiçh level of suspicion of the 

disease and givrn the latitude to test, are the only hope we have for control of this cpidemic. 

How can they function effectively if their hands are tied?" ("Transmission of HIV" 1073-1). 

What Parker seems to be suggesting, and what Invin Kleinman, in an editorial in 1987, does 

suggest, was that physicians should be actively involved in rncouraging patients to be tested 

for HIV antibodies with the express purpose of increasing the detrction of seropositive 

individuals who might be likely to spread the virus to the heterosexual population: 

The collusion betwcen physicians and patients to deny that a potential 
problem exists reflects the fact that the reality of EiiV 1s emotionally 
devastating for infected patients. The failure, however, to face the reality of 
possible HIV infection ensures that this virus will spread to the heterosexual 
population. (Kleinman, 598) 

This contain and control public health mode1 for dealing with asymptomatic CUV 

infection in the population as a means of preventing the spread of the virus to the (presurned) 

uninfected heterosexual population emerges in conjunction with the parallel debatr around 

the mandatory testing of al1 hospital patients in order to facilitate the prevention of 

occupational exposure to HIV. The debate over rnandatory testing of patients in hospital 

eventually reached the level of the national mcdical association, the CMA (Canadian 

Medical Association). At the CMA meeting in Charlottetown in 1987, the motion to invoke 

mandatory testing for al1 hospital patients, both in-patients and out-patients, a motion whch 



Iain Mackie, a London Ontario physician noted "flew in the face of existing 

infection-control procedures,"' was moved by the OMA president and seconded by tlie 

piesident elect of the CMA (56 1).  And while that motioil was sent to the CMA's Council 

on Health Care for further study, a second motion allowing the "discreet disclosue" ofa 

patient's HIV serostatus to an interested third Party, a motion which, in effect, breached the 

CMA's Code of Ethics on patient confidentiality, "carned easily, although there was 

noticeable opposition, particularly among Ontano rcpresentatives" ("Debate about AIDS" 

650). 

The imbrication of these two complementary discussions within the medical 

literature and within medico-scientific discourse in Canada foregrounds the easy way in 

which control mechanisms to ensure the purity and heal th of the (heterosexual) body politic 

through testing and identification of "reservoirs of KIV infection" reappear within the debate 

over mandatory testing for hospital patients, where the purpose of these rnechanisms is to 

ensure the purity and health of the (heterosexual) medical body politic through testing and 

identification of "reservoirs of HIV infection." Gerard Ponsford, in 1987, playfuily, yet 

deftly, underscored this slippage between the epidemic logc of sexually transmitted disease 

and the epidemic logic of surgically transmitted disease when he asked rhetorically. "1s it 

possible that rubber-insulated sex is now safer than mbber-insulated surçery, cven assuming 

"onsford, though he called for a review of the issue of mandatoy testing for 
WIV in hospital inpatients presented a carehlly reasoned argument dctailing many of the 
assumptions undènuriting mandatory HIV testing as a means of protectinç physicians 
from contracting HIV occupationally (1037); however, even he missed the limitations 
inherent within the test itself and failed to address the problem that seronegativity does 
not necessanly indicate the absence of HIV in the patients blood. Seç Chapter 3 note 19 
for a discussion of the relationship brtween KIV testing and seropositivity. 



proper use of the tools of the trade in each instance?"(l036) and equally caustically 

answered, ".4IDS is essentially a sexually transmitted disease aiid not a swgically 

transmitted one. The ethical physician, therefore, has little to fear from his patients" ( 1 O B ) .  

Little to fear indeed. And yet, the border between the body of the patient and the body of the 

physician which is figured forth through the mobility of this construction - a border so 

vigorously patrolled and reinforced within the rhetoric of medico-scientific discoune, so 

dependent, first on the proctoscope and secondly on the HIV antibody test to maintain a 

separation between the revered knower and the abject known - this border is infinitely 

permeable, infinitely unstablc. 

This pemeability and instability is further manifested withiri the way in which the 

public itself regarded the HIV antibody test as a means by which the public's right to 

protection might best be served. In a 1991 article investigating the relationship between 

homophobia and the public's attitudes regarding screening for HIV antibodirs and isolation 

policies, Northcon and Reutter asked respondents to agree or disagree with statements about 

whether certain groups of people should be screened for AIDS.9 The two groups included 

in the study were health care workers and hospital patients. The results indicated the extent 

of the public perception that health care workers with AIDS posed a substantially greatsr 

risk for the public and that al l health care pro fessionals should therefore be screenrd for the 

disease: a total of 80% either strongly ageeçd or somewhat ag r rd  that health care workers 

should be screened to protect the public, whilr a total of 679'0 either stronçlv agreed or 

9 Here again we se<: the problem of the conflation between H(V seropositivir): 
and AIDS within both rnrdical and lay discourse. 



somewhat agrred that hospital patients be screened (88). 

noben Allard, in his Montreal stüdy on the relationship between the public's beliefs 

about AIIjS and their support for coercive measures to conaol the spread of the virus, asked 

respondents about whether restrictions should be irnplemented preventing PWAs from 

holding certain jobs. Forty-four percent agreed that they would support such restrictions and, 

when asked to speciS which jobs might be restricted, those i n  hospitals or in the medical 

field were mentioned most often (449). Ironically, while the mrdical profession felt that the 

HIV antibody test allowed them to control their risks of exposurr. and therefore belped to 

secure their continued separation from PWA/HIVs, public opinion appe ired to indicate that 

the medical profession posed a sufficiently substantial risk to the public to justiS screening 

measures using that same test. Even as medical bodies called for mandatory testing for 

hospital patients, the separation effected by those tests was continually being unravelled by 

the public's perception of medical bodies as themselves potential sources of infection.'' 

Border Patrols (4): The Eiegemony of Professional Autonomy 

Vlhile the drbairs over the necessity of informed consent prior to HIV antibody 

testing indicated the continuing importance of the control and contain medical mode1 of 

public health within a significant portion of the medical establishment ("Debatr about 

'"Th iss a perception which increased substantially as a result of the widespread 
publicity surrounding the US case of Kim Bergalis, a young woman who contracted KIV 
from her dentist in 199 1.  



ADS" 650-651), they also hinted at the ways in which the imposition of these clearly 

exceptionai reqlirements constituted a challenge both to the primacy of the autonorny of the 

medical practitioner and to that practitioner7s hegernony over medical knowledge Parker, 

for instance, observed that he had "mixed feelings about the method of presentation of the 

Facts in the national media by well-known television journalists, articulate hornosexuals and 

a cnisading public health officer," and that he believed "that the legislative process, the 

Public Health depanments, and the medical profession have abrogated their responsibility 

to the public" ("AIDS and Hurnan Rights" 1244). The 1987 CMA general meeting also 

indicated the degee to which physicians felt that their autonorny to reveal information about 

HIV serostatus to a third party (in the interests of public health) would be cornpromised if 

thcy were either to be called into question or, possibly, to be threatened with legal action by 

the patient whose confidentiality was breached ("Debate about AIDS reveals" 650). Raysidr 

and Lindquist reveal the extent to which these issues were seen as competing concrms 

between physician-centred and patient-centred models of health care when they note that 

[allthough many public health officiais sought to treat AIDS with the same 
routines of reporting, contact tracing, and policing that had been used For 
other diseases, A l D S  community groups successfully persuaded oficials and 
poiiticians (sometimes throuçh direct confrontation) that this epidrmic 
required special attention to the desire for confidentiality. ("ADS Activism" 
42) 

Nevertheless, they also note that, in Canada, there is a history of resistance by various 

aspects of the rncdical profession to public influence over aspects of health care 

management, and that this resistance is, in part, a function of the medical professicrn's desire 

"to retain the privilege and autonomy of the health professions" (12). 



Certainly, many patients were highly involved in al1 aspects of the treatment and 

controi of symptoms of the disease; in addition, there was a relatively high level of specialist 

knowledge available to PWk'tIIVs from sources other than physicians. These factors both 

exacerbated the perception, by some physicians, that their hegemony over al1 aspects of 

medical knowledge was evaporating in the face of often extremely well infomed 

PWA/HIVs. Furthemore, as Rayside and Lindquist suggest, "[tlhere is considerable 

agreement among [AiDS cornrnunity] groups that the top-down style of hcalth regdation and 

the way in which mrdical service is normally meted out to those affiicted by the disease 

must be challznged" ("AiDS Activisrn" 39). These concerns about the threat infomed 

PWlVHIVs and community groups posed to medical hegemony are not just a function of 

those physicians who favoured a contain and control mandate for the treatment of iVDS. I 

believe that they also fomed the underlying basis of concems raised by Dr. Mary Fanning, 

director of the AIDS screening c h i c  at Toronto Grneral Hospital. She identified AIDS 

patient support groups, for instance, as partly to blame for the degree of hostility with which 

she found herself faced when treating A i D S  patients: "'You're dealing with a young person 

who suddenly is going to die. And who is leaming a lot about what it's like to die of AiDS 

because they have support groups that don? really support them - that just terri@ them about 

the whole process' " (Quaggin, "Horne Care" 867). Faminç's frustration at perceived 

interference by non-medical support groups in the management of her patients, I suggesr, 

was analogous to the frustration of other practitioners confronted with patients for whom 

they were no longer the sole source of medical information. 

On the other hand, while, in  some cases, physicians revealed a startling degree of 



ignorance about both AIDS/HIV and homosexuality, in other cases, this apparent or reai 

ignorance provided a convenieni excuse for physicians to avoid taking care of PWMUVs. 

Iain Mackie, in indicting his colleagues for their laissezfaire attitude to patients with AiDS, 

observed that 

[qarnily practitioners feel uncertain or uncornfortable dealing with ALDS- 
related health problems and respond by sending their patients to already 
overburdened specialists. Their discorn fort cornes not From a lack of medical 
knowiedge about AIDS; more likely it is caused by the paramedical issues 
- counselliny about safe sex and other "distasteful" maners. (560) 

Moreover, this attitude, corn bined with the increasing num bers of PWAMIVs during the 

latter pan of the 1980s and the high level of "burnout" by physicians involved in AiDS work 

contnbuted to an acute shortage of adequatz carc which, in turn, further exacerbated the 

degree to which patients felt obligated to increase their level of knowledge about thcir 

disease. As Eieanor LeBourdais noted in 1989: 

In most large Canadian cities, the "AIDS doctors" are well known. Their 
growing expertise provides a welcome way out for colleagues who would 
prefer not to be involved. With knowledge about the disease growing by the 
month it has been easy for some doctors to plead ignorance, helped by 
patients who switch doctors once they leam they know more about the 
disease than the physician. (440) 

Ln other cases, of course, health care providers, PWMHIVs and comrnunity A D S  

organizations worked together, as Rayside and Lindquist obseme was the case in Vancouver: 

Vancouver's relatively small population (compared to that of Toronto or 
Montreal), and the concentration of gays and lrsbians in the city's West End, 
permitted the development of persona1 contacts between comrnunity groups. 
medical practitioners with large AIDS case loads, and policy makers in the 
Vancouver Health Depanment and the BC Centre for Disease Control. 
("AIDS Activism" 55) 

This cooperation, however, further cha llenged the traditional autonomy of medical practice 



by suggesting interdisciplinary approaches to health management and including politka1 as 

well as health based activism. Ln Toronto, for instance, pnmary care physicians with large 

HIV case loads formed the HTV Primary Care Physicians Group, whose mandate included 

peer education and political Iobbyng around HIVlAiDS issues, as well as patient care 

(LeBoudais 443). The separation between the body of the knower and the body of the 

known was becoming increasingly difficult to map out in the face of redefinitions of the 

roles of patient and physician, and funhrr, included a recognition ofthe possibility that those 

bodies might, occasionally, be one and the rame." 

See note 2 of this chapter. 



Conclusion: 0b.jective Failures/Subjective Knowledge 

Over the course of the last three chapters, 1 have produced a senes O t'reaciirigs which 

foregound the way in which the medico-scientific discourse, regardless of its best attempts 

to secure a stable, well defined boundary between the patient with AIDS or HIV and the 

physician, ultimately fails. As the ti t 1 e headings for the previous chapter suggested, this 

border has been patrolled, and patrolled with quite considerable carr. The deviants are 

constructed as the object of the knowing gaze; the disciplinary technolog of the HIV 

antibody test operates to interpellate thosr who are ElIV seropositivr into an institutional 

system which weks to perpetuate their serostatus as an identity, the knowing medical body 

aspires to insulate itsrlf, to keep its corporeal and intellectual integrity intact, protected by 

gowns and tests, and assured, through its indoctnnation into the cult of objectivity, of the 

importance of the knowledge with which it is entrusted. And yet. And yet, as 1 have 

demonstrated, each of these aaempts to secure the boundary necessarily fails: the 

proctoscope implicates the medical body within the sodomitical scene, the medicalized 

identity of HIV-seropositivity is subverted by the way in which safe sex thwarts any attempt 

to "fix" its erotic potential; al1 of the borders patrolled are breached. 

I would like to suggest thst thrse Failures on the pan of medico-scientitk discourses 

around A D S  to sustain these boundarias, to fix thrse identities, figure fonh a tinal failure 

and are, in turn, fiyred fonh by it; that is, the failure of medico-scientific discourse to 

secure the objectivity and neutral ity of medical knowledge. An inabiii. to recognize the 

situatedness of medical knowledge in the face of an epidemic such as A i D S  must necessarily 



carry with it implications, not only in the rhfied realm of epistemology, but also, 

ultimately, in the realm of generating an ethics of care for PWA/HIVs. Without a recognition 

of the diffcrential inflection of medical knowlrdge, exhortations to enlightenment ideals of 

universality, faced with the challenges of AIDS and H N ,  will, finally, fail to be able to 

effectively contest the imbrication of power, heteronormativity and institutional hierarchy 

sustained by medico-scientitic discourse; the way in which A D S  operates to "instill . . . [an] 

ideological Framing of knowledge and power, plaped out punitively across a laccrated body" 

(Selden 222). 

Jusr in closmg, I woufd like ru o f i r  rhe fillowing sro. qfrwo suicrtlr 

uftemprs presenling the TGH ernergrncy wurd during June 1987. The 

emergency room staff calledjbr u psvchiuaic consulrurion for sach o f'rhesc 

presentutions und, us I wus the clinicul clerk on cafl for p.yychiuiry ur the 

rrme, ? uccompanred whichever psydzrurrrc resrdenr wus on c d  when he 

wenr M rnfervrew rhese pmrrnrs. Thejirst case wus a young man. ofuboiir 22. 

who presrnred ar appromnately I O:N pnr on un eu* June night. He rofd us 

he had /OSI h l s p b  ut ufusrfiod restrrtirmt darlrer rn rhr tfuy whrn he hud 

beconze cibusive ro one o f h u  fi flow r m p l y e s .  und wus now rhrnkrng ubour 

killrng hi~nselj: He wos nor tklz~srunuf und. durrng the rnrrmiew. whrk hr 

wus cleur(v ung? U r  hmrng lust hrs job. /le sliowrti nu evrdence of .wrcrdd 

rkurion bejuntl the rniriul comment rhar f h r  didn 't ger sorne hd'p. he wus 

gorng lo kif! hrmself: He was rnupproprictfe& flrrturrot~~~ wrrh me. mukrng 



comments ofa srnrnl rwture, and spent most of the interview hragging about 

whor o rough custmiier he was. Over the course of a Iengthy rntervrew, the 

foilowing piçture rmerged. He had orrgrnully corne to Toronto fiom 

Humilion, where he had u hrstory of violent behavrour towurds oihers, and 

some mrnor brushes with the iaw, but he had never been vrolent towurd 

himse I f :  He descrrbed, wrthour apparent remorse, how lie und hrs firends 

would rntrup gay men ui cririsrng urecis rn Humilton und then heur and roh 

them. He hud never brrn caughr or punrshed f i ~ r  this brhuvrour, und 

laughrngfy said thur he fjgured that th- had rt conmg ro !hem. He hud un 

m=utrc work hrstory, whrch was punctuuteti by repeared rncidenrs where he 

Ie/lpbs or was jired. In each cusr, us he expkurnrù, thesr rncrdenrs wrre 

wholiy unrelured to hrs behuviour, and were, raher, the result of?he people 

he worked wirh having ir rn fur him. His current frvrng arrungrments 

consisted of slreprng an u colleape 's couch, un urrrrngernent which was rn 

leoporh, uv u result of hrs behuvrour ur the restuurunr. It wus my ussessrnent, 

gzven the trme und rnanner of his presenturion, thar he wus lookrng for a 

ivarrn piclce to spend the nrght. und thut he >vus taing the mrrlrcul sjlstarn (cr 

good deul more malleuble thrn thon rt is noy) rn order to provrde thur piuce, 

whr le or the sunre tirne regilinrng the self-esteem he h s r  upon hrrng f ired & 

rnunrptrlatrng ri ~vnole serres of'~locrors rnto currng ubout h m .  I tuld the 

resrdenr [hot I drd not think thut he wus surcrcicll and thut hti shordd be 

reIeased rrnrnrdiate/y. The resrdenr drsugreed wirh mv assessrnent und rhe 



putient was voliuirariiy admittedfor an assessrnent period ofthree days. He 

checked hirnself out the ne-rt morning. 

The second case wvs also a young rnun who. in this instance, presented 

ru eemrgency at 6 am ufter having taken an overulose of over-the-counter 

sleeping medrcine. The arternpt wus not porticularly serious and. by rhe tirne 

I arrrved rn ernerg, the uctivated charcoal had h d  tts eflect and he wus lucid 

und able ro tcdk. I urn icsing the pronoun he. thuigh perhups the more 

oppropriale one would huve been s he. Thhe patient wus transgendered, and 

hod worked at ieast port ofthe previous few years uround the fiingfs ofthe 

Toronto guy conirn uniîy, possibly hoo kr ng. S he was cleurly disiwssed ubo ut 

u nurnber of esculating problems in hir lge, rnclucling heulrh problems of 

ongoing weight loss, recurrent bouts o/diarrheu,jèvrrs, and chest inficrion. 

During the 24 hours prior [O the suicrde attempt, s he had travelkd to &en 

Sound by bus ro vrsit hir family, and usk for their assistance ï ~ s  sthe wus 

hming d@culiyfinding work, but had bern rejected ouf oj'hand. Returning 

to Toronto, unable tu puy the bock renl on htr room. s he hud been locked 

out of where s he hüd brerr fivrng. Thhe l m  tirne S. hr rrmernberedearing wus 

on the bus gorng up to Owen Sound. Luter thar nighi, x he h d  taken the ptlis, 

nor reullv hoping to dre, but nor knowrng wiut rlse tu do. Bv 5.30 s /le ltud 

reafixd tlzur she couidn 't go through wirh it, und hod corne tu emrrg. Twice 

during the three hours s, he hud bern in ~ h e  hospitui S. he hud hud 

uncontrolluble dicirrhea. The ernerg doctor, rhough he suid hs wus 



symparheric, was unable fo suggest admrssion on o medrcof basrs (his honu's 

wzrr r ied Secutrse the presenf mg comp furn f had been psych iatrrc rn nature) 

and the psych resrdenr was of the opmon that fhe patient was uf noJ;rrher 

risk ro h m  herselfand refuseci to consrder admittrng hrr for a psdvchiatrr 

evulua~ron. I ended up calling around al1 of the men's hostels attemptrng lu 

f ind ü f iee hed and, huving munuged ro gzt one. I usked for cuh Jure Phe 

TGH emerg hud a smull drscretrono~funtifor thesr sort oj'crrcirmstuncr.~~. 

,A ll tapped out, the churge nurse sard - rt wus a h usy Sut zirday nrght - and 

provided me with o couple of TTC tokens ro grve t o  the patient. M e n  I went 

ro tell the putient of the arrangements I had mude, .s hr ~hankrd me for my 

trouble, rook the tokens and the precr ofpuper wirh the address of'the hostel 

and walked out the emerg room door. 
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